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Professor Jack Carnochan
We have both known Jack Carnochan for over twenty-five years:

and the acquaintance has been for us an unmixed pleasure. This
is the first thing to be said. Then we must go on to acknowledge
the profit that we have derived from knowing him. He was, and
still is, an outstanding teacher, committed to the total well-being
of his students, approachable, endlessly patient, and possessed of
a deep and intuitive good sense whenever and wherever matters of
language description and language use are under debate. 'Alm selfsame qualities he brought to his duties as a Head of Department and
to his activities as a senior member of the linguistic contmunity in
Great Britain. In West Africa and the Middle East, too, and for the
same reasons, his name is held in respect.

For all this, and for his unfailing ebullience and good humour,
even in times of crisis, we and the other contributors to this volume
are happy and privileged to salute him on this, the occasion of his
seventy-second birthday.
JK
JM.
L.
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THE R6LE OF TONE IN SOME CUSHITIC
LANGUAGES

David L. Appleyard

1

Introduction

It has for some time been recognised that tone plays a significant
role in many Cushitic languagest, yet because of the at times subtle
nature of Cushitic tonal marking it has often been ignored in earlier work and even today is sometimes relegated to a few dismissive
and apologetic lines, particularly in preliminary descriptions of languages. The reasons for this may be many, but by way of defence it
has to be conceded that it is not always at first sight clear how tone
and accent operate in individual Cushitic languages. Indeed, it is to
1It will perhaps not be remiss to clarify from the beginning that I apply the
term 'Cushitic' here only to what may be called.the nuclear, or orthodox Cushitic
languages as now generally accepted by the majority of scholars working in the
tidd For the purposes of this discussion I have restricted myself to the following
languages and language groups; Bela (which alone forms the branch of North
Cushitic
there is some dissent as to whether Beja should be included within

the Cushitic family], Agaw (also called Central Cushitici, and East Cushitic
(further divided principally into Lowland East Cuehitic (LEC) which includes
the languages of whose accentual systems we have the best descriptions: Afar,
Oromo, Somali, etc., Highland East Cushitic (HEC) and Du Ilay (formerly also

called Werisoid) I have excluded so-called Southern
Cushitic, the precise status

of which is essentially still unclear, and Omotic, which is certainly to be distinguished from 'nuclear' Cushitic, most probably as a separate language family
within Afroasiatic.
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some extent incorrect to speak of Cushitic languages as 'tone languages', at least ;11 the sense that is generally understood. In most
Cushitic languages, for instance, tone seems to operate in concert
with stress in such a way that it might not at first Seem apparent

that one is dealing with a tonal system at all, but rather with a
It is, none the less, only comparatively recently that scholars have been able to provide an adequate
analysis of tone and accent in Somali, by far and away the best described of all Cushitic languages and one major language where the
tonal nature of the accent is particularly clear.
stress-based a..:centual system.

It is probably true, therefore, to say that most, if not all Cushitic
languages can be identified as tonal accent languages, typically with
a simple High Non-high contrast on short vowels plus in addition
the possibility of a High-fall tone on long vowels. Although it is
not the intention here to provide an analysis of the nature of tone
in Cushitic, as this has indeed already been done for a number of
languages2, it will be relevant for the understanding of the examples provided if a few words are said about the analysis of syllables.
Thus, in most of the languages cited here the three-term realisation
of the tonal accent on long vowels (Non-high VV, High VV, High-fall
VV) can be directly.related to the two-term system on short vowels
(Non-high V, High V) by, counting the mom: a double mora with a
High on the first mora /VV/ is realised as a high-falling tone, IVVI;
a double mora with a High on t'ae second mora /VV/ is realised as a
level (or slightly rising) tone, IVVI3. In many languages stress is also
associated with High tone, and some languages seedi to show signs
of moving towards a system of straightforward stress accent. Unlike in a number of other African languages, tone in Cushitic hardly
ever serves to distinguish lexical items, bet is closely bound up with
the morpohology, p;aying a significant role in both noun and verb
morphology. In Beja, for instance, many morphological formatives
'Thus for Beja, Hudson 1973 and 1976, pp. 100-102; for Afar, Parker and
Hayward 1985, pp. 218-222; for Oromo (Booran), Owens 1980; for Somali, Hyman 1981, to cite but a few
31n the examples that follow 1 shall maintain the three-term system of marking, rather than the strictly more phonemic one.

Iti
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have an associated accent, although as in simple instances each word
unit may have only one accent, within the morpheme-chain these are

generally suppressed in favour of the 'dominant' accent!. In a small
number of cases, accent alone has a morphological function, as in
the possessive pronoun suffixes, 1.sg. /V, 3.sg. /#/6: Pi-gaw-uu-V
1?igiwuuj 'my house', Pi-gaw-uu- V [Agawdul 'his house'. Similarly,
tone plays a rale in plural marking in nouns, often alongside vowel

length: Ibikkiarj 'hut% Ibikkari 'huts% Poobiati 'bride', klóobaatl
'brides% timid 'camel', Iltimj 'camels% idietl 'mother', Peet) 'mothers'. In Somali, too, accent alone (High v. Non-high) frequently figures as a morphemic device, as in the often cited minimal pair:6
(1)

nin baa
man EMPII

lion

he-killediRESTRI

'a man killed a Lion / it was a man who killed a lion'
(2)

nin baa

libaax

diley

man EMPH

lionIsuBJ1

he-killediErrj

'a lion killed a man / it was a man that a lion killed'

Where in (1) libiax is marked as a non-subject, and the verb
diléy is in the so-called restrictive form in agreement with the emphasised, or focalised NP nm bia, which here is the subject; in (2)
'Hudson 1976, pp. 101-2.
6The accentual system of Beja is complex and requires a distinction to be
made between the underlying forms, which show the clear morphological role of
the accent, and the surface forms, which at first sight may seem bewildering- See
Hudson, op. cit.
'In the examples that follow, the official orthography is used in Standard
Somali and Afar examples, whilst elsewhere the usual transcription system is
used as adopted by most linguists in the field. For Somali, the only symbols that
need noting are c (=
x
dh (=c1'); in Afar q (=
c(
x (=d').

7
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libaax, on the other hand, is marked as subject, and the verb diley
is in the extensive form agreeing with it, whilst the localised NP nm

bia is here the object. It is also possible to find such contrasting
phrases in other languages, where tone plays a major part, as, for
example, in Oromo (Booran dialect):
(3)

inni

afian

boorini

hin

biex"

helsUBJ1

language

booraniGENI

NEG

he-knowsiNEGI

'he doesn't know the Booran language'
(4)

iiinl

afian

boorini

hin

helsUBJI

language

booraniGENI

PRED

beex"
he-knowsiAFFI

'he knows the Booran language'

Where in (3) the particle hin is the negative marker followed
by the negative imperfect tense of the verb, but in (4) Mn is the
emphatic, predicative particle used with the affirmative imperfect
tense. In this case, the verb forms are indeed different but only
minimally so, being distinguished by the quality of the final, voiceless

vowels; to that extent, it is the tonal pattern of the verbal complex
which may be said to carry the greater contrastive weight. Prom non-

standard Somali (Central dialect) the interesting minimal pair has
been recorded: ilsa dili 'he killed it' usa dili 'It killed him', where
usa is the 3rd masculine pronoun in the Subject and Non-subject
:

forms, respectively. From amongst the HEC languages, where 'stress
is phonemic in at least four of the ...languages'7, examples such as

Sidamo t'a?mf 'he asked' and t'Vmi `ask!', or angó 'he has drunk'
and ingo 'let us drink' may bc cited, though it would appear that
7Gragg 1976, p 248, unfortunately, however, in t.is descriptive study of
these languages Gragg does not continue to mark the accent after making this
statement.
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such minimal pairs are not the rule. Similarly, it would be possible
to go On finding minimal, or near-minimal, pairs of this kind in other
Cushitic languages.

In this paper, therefore, the morphological function of tone/accent will be examined in a number of Cushitic languages with a view
to seeing if any parallels can be identified between languages and
whether any comparative statement can be made that might have
validity at group level. This kind of study is necessarily restricted
by the fact that full descriptive studies of tone/accent have been
carried out only for a small number of Cushitic languages, and we
sadly as yet lack in-depth descriptive grammars of a large number
of languages. The best described Cushitic language to date is without doubt Somali, chiefly Standard Somali which is based on the
Northern Somali dialects. It is perhaps fortunate, therefore, that it
appears that it is in Somali that tone plays an especially prominent
role in the morphology. Interestingly, however, studies of other Somali dialects8 reveal that whilst tone is generally an important morphological device, the patterns themselves are not always identical
with the 'standard' model. This in itself provides us with an initial
means into developing some kind of comparative statement about
tone/accent in the history of the Somali d;alect cluster. Alongside
Somali, there are also good grammars of Afar and Oromo (various
dialects, but especially the southern dialects including I3ooran, and
Eastern (Harar) Oromo°, two other major LEC languages, which
contain detailed information on the role of tone/accent. These three
languages, therefore, form the nucleus of this study. However, as
they belong to the same sub-family of Cushitic and can thus be expected to have features in common, not least in their employment
of tone/accent in their morphological systems, if any kind of wider
comparative statement is to be attempted, then other, non-LEC material must be looked at. Beja would be one of the most obvious
5For a preliminary general discussion of Somali dialectology and the comparison of Somali dialects see Lamberti 1986.
° Un fo rtunat el y, the most recent descriptions of Western (Wellega) Oromo,
the largest and other major dialect area, do not mark tone, see Gragg 1976 and
1982.

9
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choices here, having been subjected to sound, if rather concise desct iptive analysis including the accentual system. However, in many
respects the morphology of Beja is divergent from 'nuclear' Cushitic,
particularly in those areas where tone/accent seems to play such an
important rale. A more promising area is Agaw. However, here, too,
there are problems; only two Agaw languages (Awngi and Bi lin) appear to have a tonal accent system comparable with LEC, whilst the
other languages that have been studied in recent years (Kemant and
Khamtanga) may have moved, or be moving towards a predictable,
syllable-counting stress-based system, perhaps under the influence of
Ethiopian Semitic."
The morphological categories which in Somali, for instance, make

particular use of tone and which, therefore, may here provide the
starting point for examining comparable forms of other Cushitic languages are drawn from the grammar of both nouns and verbs: from
nominal morphology, both case marking (especially Subject v. Nonsubject, or Absolutive) and gender marking (masculine v. feminine),
and from verbal morphology the Jussive, or Optative, and related
forms. This, of course, does not mean to say that tone does not

in Soplay an important rale in other morphological categories
mali the whole question of subordinate verb forms, relative clauses
but for
in particular, is closely allied with specific tonal patterns
comparative purposes, and allowing for the preliminary nature of this
survey, these three basic categories will serve the purpose. It also
needs to be said that the morpho' igies of most Cushitic languages are
tar from simple, and often requite such phenomena as focalisation,
NP and VP structure and complexity, and sentence prosody to be
taken into account even when analysing such fundamentL1 categories
as case marking, for instance. The forms that will be examined here,
therefore, may to some extent be abstractions and form only part
of the picture. A not, uncommon feature of nominal morphology in
many LEO languages, for example, is that only one member of a
complex NP is marked for case; so, contrast Somali:
"'Indeed, not all LEC languages appear to have maintained the same kind of
system seen, for instance, in Soma 11.
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(5)

nin
manisUBJ)

wUu

i

PRED+he

me

aiiyey
he-gave

`a man gave it to me'
(6)

ninkii

man+thelswuj

wail
PRED+he

i

me

siiyey
he-gave

`the man gave it to me'
(7)

ninkani

man+thisIst*

wau
PRED+he

i

me

siiyey
he-gave

`this man gave it to me'
(8)

ninkii

gaadhigli

watay

man+the

car+the

he-drove[smi

wau
PRED+he

i

me

siiyey
he-gave

'the man who drove the car gave it to me'
(9)

nin
man

iyo

and

naagi
woinanIsuBJI

way
PRED+they

i

me

siiyeen
they-gave

`a man and a woman gave it to me'
where in each sentence only the final constituent of the subject NP
is marked for case and thus the noun nin 'man' only appears in the
Subject case in (5), although it is the functional subject in all five
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examples. Similarly, in the following example, though nin is still

the underlying subject of the sentence, because it is focalised by the
particle bia it loses its overt marking:
(10)

nin
man

bia

i

siiyéy

FOC

me

he-gave[RESTR.1

'a man gave it to me'

2

Case

All of the major Cushitic languages possess a simple case system
which differentiates a marked Subject case from an unmarked case,
often conventionally called the Non-subject or Absolute case, which
amongst other things may function as the direct object of a verb, the
nominal predicate, and the object of postpositions, as well as being
the citation form of the noun. The marked Subject case is a hallmark
of Cushitic, though some languages (including Beja, and both Bilin
and Awngi) have restructured this: in Bi lin and Awngi it is the object
case which is the marked form, for instance, though alone amongst
the Agaw languages Kemant preserves traces of the older, typically
Cushitic pattern." In addition, many languages show a difference
between masculine and feminine nouns in Subject case marking.

In Somali, tone plays a prominent role in contrasting the Subject
and Absolute cases, in most noun classes being the only mark:

"See Sasse 1974, and Appleyard 1988, p. 583 and 685.
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nIn

SUN
nin

Ong

Lung

libàax
Inan

libaax
inan
aabbe
gabaho

ABS

iabbe
gabdho
ey

niag
hboyo
Man
éy

ey
naagi
h^oyo
;Irani
eyi

m. 'war'
m. `thig'
rn. 'lion'
m. 'boy'
m. 'father'
m. 'girls'
in. 'dog'
f. 'woman'
f. 'mother'
I. 'girl'
f. 'dogs'

The general rule is that there is lowering of a High tone in both
masculine and feminine nouns, while the latter also add the affix -i
to consonant-final sterns. This same suffix -i also appears on the
Subje( t case form of the demonstrative clitics (cf. nInkani 'this man'
in (7), above) alongside a variant -u (ninkanu, niagtanu, niagtani
'this woman'), which in turn also occurs on the non-remote definite
clitic (ninku Isimi v. Mirka IABS1 'the man', niagtu IsuBJI v. niagta
IABsj 'the wornanl. In the class of determiners, therefore, the suffix
-i/-u is not restrkttd to the feminine gender.

Tne situation in other dialects of Somali has not been fully researched, but Saeeti's12 observation that in Central Somali (Af-May)
the Si ject case is differentiated from the Non-subject by tone alone,
involving the lowering of a High tone, would seem to indicate that
there, it least, a similar situation obtains as in Standard (Northern)
Contrasting with the Somali evidence, in Afar only masculine
nouns exhibit a ceparate Subject case, and then only those nouns
that are vowel-final in the Absolute form.
"Saeed 1982, p. 14.

13
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(12)
ABS

SUB.;

iwka

awki

idaltu

idalti

baxa

baxi

btiuti

buuti

m. 'boy'
nt. `old man'
in. 'son'
tn. `pot'

utim

ntim

tn.

rak Ub

rak Ub

ina

m. 'camel'
f. 'mother'

awki

f. 'girl'

awki

Subject case marking on nouns in Afar, therefore,consists of
accented -i, which replaces the final vowel of vowel-final masculine
nouns only.
In Oromo, the form of the Subject case differs slightly from diaLct to dialect. Because of its general conservative nature, let us
look first at Booran. Here, masculine and feminine nouns are formally distinguished in the Subject case only, or -III being added
to masculine nouns according to stem shape, -ni to feminine nouns
ending in a long vow.4 (or, in isolation, a glottalised vowel, and -ti
being added to feminine nouns ending in a short vowel."

_

"So Andrsejewskt 1970, p 93 ff , and Owens 1982, pp 51-54, Stroutuer 1987,
p 167, has forms with a long vowel, -u and -tat, bessdes short vowel -ni

14
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(13)
A BS

SUBJ

nine

nand
nyaatf
fardI

m. 'man'

sirien'

rn. 'dog'
f. 'donkey'
m. 'peace'
pl. 'water' (no change)

nyiat"
fir&
sire?
hirre?
nagia

hirréen'

bisaan'

nageenni
blsaani

Ida

laftf

riad

raaddi
d'iirtI
intaltl

intal.'

m. 'crocodde'
m. 'horse'

I. 'land'
f. 'heifer'
f. 'men'
f. 'girl'

In other dialects similar forms occur, the major difference from
Booran being that the masculine Subject case affix elsewhere generally includes the consonant -n- (Waata, the southernmost Oromo dialect, has -fin on masculine short vowel-final nouns), and in Western
(Wellega) and Central (Tulema) dialects the special feminine suffix
tends to be replaced by the masculine -n- (Waata, again divergent,
has -thin). As regards accent, the Subject case affix in most dialects
would appear to have a High tone (or stress"), except perhaps in
the Central dialects. Here, however, the available data is not clear
on the nature of the accentual system, but certainly Moreno's data
differ markedly from the other dialects:15 cf. nimi : nánini 'man%
saré : saren, sarêni 'dog% intili : intilti, intilli (< intil+ni) 'girl'.
Cf:

"Stroomer 1987 consistently speaks of stress in his analysis of the three southern dialects, Booran, Orma, and Waata.
"Moreno 1939 goes so far as to say (p. 301 'I'accento in galla molto instabile,
essendo sogget to a complesse asioni di enclisi e di ritmo e variasioni psicologiche.'
The transcription in the following examples is Moreno's.

15
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(14)

Harar

Wellega

ABS

SUB.!

naval

namnfi

sir&
intali

sireen
intaltii

biAian

biAian

'water'

nine

namni
sareen(')
intalti, intalli

'man'

siree
intil.'
bisian(')
Waata

'man'
'dog'
`virl'

bisian(')

nam.'
sere
hintal.'
bisiani

g'

'girl'
'water'

'man'
'dog'
'girl'
'water'

namlin
sereen

hintaltfin

bisiaa

Front all this data we may abstract the following features of
Subject case-marking held in common: somewhere in all three languages the vowel -i is involved and this, in Afar and Oromo, is usually

marked with High tone. The consonant -n- in the Oromo forms, as
well as the special feminine forms in -t-, are usually regarded as an
Oromo innovation, though, with respect to the latter forms, it is
not unusual in Cushitic for feminine nouns to be marked differently
from masculine nouns in the Subject case (cf. Somali). At first sight,
Somali seems to be aberrant in that it is only feminine nouns which
receive -i, but as is evident from the determiner clitics this may be
a later development. Indeed, Sasse" has shown that the situation
which now obtains in Somali (and its close relatives such as Rendille
and Dasenech) has developed regularly out of a pattern much more
reminiscent of other LEC languages. There seems to have been a
general rule in Somali that original (Proto-LEC) short vowels were
lost and long vowels shortened. Thus, the final -i on such as naagi
derives front an older long vowel, probably from a class of feminine
"Swum 1984, p. 115-116.
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nouns, widespread in other East Cushitic (LEC and HEC) languages,
which end in a long vowel -ee (the Genitive case of feminine nouns
like raag still ends in -eed: naagied<*naag-ie-ti). The Subject case
naagi, therefore, derives from an older *naag-ii. The presence of -i on
what are now consonant-final feminine nouns only may be explained
by the conflation of two original classes of nouns. FI-orn comparative
evidence, it appears that feminine nouns ending in short vowels did
not mark the distinction between the Absolute and Subject cases, as
is generally still the practice in Afar and in Sidamo, a HEC language.
In order to mark the case distinction, then, Sasse suggests that the
long-vowel stem pattern was transferred to the other class of feminine
nouns. In masculine nouns ending in a short vowel, the loss of that
vowel which originally marked the case distinction (Subject case s-f,
as still in Afar) left tone as the only indication: *lama > Som. nfn;
snamf > Som. nin17. So, too, *fl(a)ma > Som. (Ilan; il(a)mf > inan
'boy'. The Somali innovation is in extending Subject case marking
to the class of feminine nouns, at he same time applying the newly

arising masculine pattern of low tones as well, thus naagi and not
5naagf.

Subject case marking in Oromo also shows signs of considerable
innovation, incorporating new consonantal markers in conjunction

with the old, inherited PLEC -f. The -n- of Booran saréeni, etc.,
as well as Harar namnf, besides Booran namf, is probably of demonstrative origin,18 as the feminine -t- certainly is. The question arise,
though, whetner Booran nun( continues the original LEC directly,
or represents a simplification of such as nam-ni, as is found in or :ler
dialects. Given the altogether conservative nature of Booran, I would
suggest that it does, and that forms such as namnf arose out of contamination with the long vowel-final class such as sir& : sireen(9,

etc., where it may be conjectured that the enclisis of -ni was de..

_

"The change of (new) final -m to -n is well documented in Somali, cf. the
reduplicated plural of nin, which is niman. Lamberti (1983, p. 200) suggests that
the change of original 'a to i is predictable before I'm, though it might be said

that this root shows wide variation of vocalisation in LEC: Afar num, Oromo
nama.
"Sasse 1984 p. 123.
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veloped in order to differentiate the Subject case from the Absolute
where it would have been difficult to add a vocalic ending. The Somali case discussed above, of course, presents a different solution,
by substituting the quality of the case marker vowel. Forms such
as Oromo nam-ni, s4.r4e-n(1) and intal-ti are, therefore, structurally
similar to determined forms in Somali, such as nin-ka 'the man',
aabbi-lia 'the father', niag-ta 'the woman', gabidh-dha 'the girl',
etc.

Turning away from LEC, whilst in HEC, for instance, there are
formatives involved in Subject case marking that are clearly related
to what has been described above, because the available data does
not include tone marking, it is not possible to say anything relevant
to the study here. Similarly, Deja does not prove to be relevant
because although we do have accentually marked data, the system
of subject-object cases is quite different. So:
(15)

Ruti-tik
I?uutak
t helsu WI t man

rili-y-i/

?oo-yáas
Moyaas
thelow I +dog

rhiyal
lie-saw

'the man saw the dog'
(l6)

inuyaas

?oo-tik
?ootik

theisiin..ii + dog

6421013.1i -f man

/?uu-yaas

rili-y-a./
rhiyal
he-saw

'the dog saw the man'
Case marking is here carried by the preposed article; indefinite
masculine nouns ending in a vowel and without any further proniinal
suffix are also marked in the Object case by a suffixed -b. All this is
quite different from the East Cushitic situation and in any case does
not seem to involve tone/accent at all.
18
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In Agaw, there has also been some restructuring of Subject and
Object case forms in both Bi lin and Awngi, the two languages which
appear to have maintained a full tonal accent system. Traces of the

older system, reflecting the Fast Cushitic pattern, can be deduced,
however. Whilst both languages have formed a new, marked Object
case (in Bilin, masc. -s, fem. 4;19 in Awngi, both genders, -wa isur(ace and underlying1), the old Subject case in Awngi, and the old
Absolute case in BilM serve as the new unmarked form. So, whilst
in BilM masculine nouns in the new, unmarked Subject case end in a
consonant (Wag, 'dog', dan 'brother', *09, 'house', Saqw, 'water',
Oa, 'mouth', ridegw, 'belly', Sal, 'eye), or the vowel -a (gerwa
'man', gimina 'lion', Aiwina 'beggar') corresponding to the Proto-

L EC and indeed Proto-Cushitic short vowel-final and long vowel-final
stems, Absolute case, in Awngi masculine nouns frequently end ei-

ther in a consonant (pig 'dog', sin 'brother', gen 'house', gusag
'belly', ll `eye') or in the vowel -i (aqf 'man', dal!' ari 'donkey', &hi
'cock', yimintf 'beggar') corresponding to the same stem classes,
but. this time deriving from an old Subject case. It is only in Kemant that the original Subject-Object case contrast survives; here
masculine nouns can be divided into two broad classes, as in other
Agaw languages: consonant-final and vowel-final stems, respectively.
Whilst consonant-final nouns like no) 'house', Le 'water', ga.zag
'dog', :in 'brother', etc., do not distinguish the Subject from the
Absolute case,20 vowel-final masculine nouns in -a like firsa 'horse',
bira 'ox', dirywira 'donkey', etc., change this ;o -i in the Subject
case, and what is more, this -i is in most nouns of this class accented:
biri, dary*iri. It would not seem unreason .ble, then, to relate
this suffix with the LEC Subject case affix (specifically the long
vowel-final stem .orm -0,21 including the High tone. In Agaw, as
1°See Appleyard 1989, p. 585, for a discussion of these forms and the restructuring of this part of the case system.
2"Sasse 1974, p 59, notes Subject case forms nag(0), ax"2 - ax"a; in Appleyard 1975, p. 319, and passim this final 3 appears as an optional addition to
other consonant-flnal forms, nouns and verbs, a structural explanation for which

is difficult to find.
21Like Somali and Afar, Agaw has lost Proto-Cushitic final short vowels and
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in Afar, this euti.:.x is restricted to masculine nouns, and feminine
nouns do not distinguish the Subject from the Absolute case. This,
too, may be taken as an archaic trait, and the developments seen in
Oromo and Somali can be understood as innovations.

3

Gender

From example (11) above it. can be seen that tone also plays a role
in the differentiation of gender in the noun in Somali, as for example

between inan 'boy' and inin 'girl'. Incidentally, as the plurals of
nouns of five out of the seven declensional classes in Somali also
involve a reversal of gender, masculine singulars becoming feminine
in the plural, and vice versa, tone may additionally play a role in
number marking. Indeed, in one class this is done by tone alone, as in
ey 'dog' : ey 'dogs' in (11). Because of the close involvement between

gender and number in Somali, as in other Cushitic languages, it is
better, however, not to regard this as a separate category of the
use of tone in the morphology, but as a manifestation of the general
gender system.
(17)
M ASC

FEM

inan
nay!

ináii
náyl

maim'

matian
madix

midax

'boy; girl'
'male lamb; female lamb'
'male twin; female twin'
'head; heads'
'male camel; male camels'

In Standard Somali all masculine nouns (excluding some suffixed
plural forms) have the accent on the penultimate mora, whilst feminine nouns ending in a consonant have the accent on the last mora
and those ending in the vowel -o (but not other vowels) are accented
on the penultimate mora (this again excludes some plural forms). In
reduced final long vowels. See Appleyard, forthconnng.

2
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either gender monosyllables can of course only be accented in the
same way. So:
(18)
MASC

; Ilan) inan

(n a il) uàyl

(n in) nin
{a I bbe} iabbe

( if) if

FEM

'boy'
'lamb'
'man'
'father'
'mouth'

(in I n) inin
(nail) niy1

(na g) niag
(hoii yo) heioyo
(k b) kit)

'girl'
'lamb'
'woman'
'mother'
'shoe'

Comparative exidence from other Somali dialects, notably AfJiddu (spoken in southern Somalia) reveals that Northern Somali
(including Standard Somali) has undergone an accent shift,22 firstly
in feminine nouns from the final mora to the penultimate with the
later regular loss of an old short final vowel, and secondly, as a result

of the first shift, in masculine nouns from the penultimate to the
antepenultimate mora again with the reduction of the final syllable
(-V > 0; -VV > -V). The operation of the first shift becomes clear

when we, for example, compare the word for 'bird': Af-Jiddu Mbbira,
North Somali shimbir, both from skimbiró (cf. Rendille imbir, Afar

kimbirci); or 'ear': M-Jiddu d'eg, North Somali dheg, both from
*dlagf (cf. Afar xag 'cheek', Burji d'a.ga 'ear'). The operation of

the second shift may be illustrated by comparing such as Af-Jiddu
gial (i.e. gall) 'camel' and North Somali gaal (i.e. g al) both from

In Afar, too the position of the accent plays a rale in the differentiation of genders, though here there is the additional factor
that whilst amongst simple (nor .deverbal) nouns, those that are
consonant-final are masculine, of ti.nse that are vowel-final, masculines are accented on the penultimate vowel and feminines typically
on the last vowel. So:
22See Lamberti 1986, pp 182-4. Some of the details of Lamberti's argument
are perhaps not clear, but the principle is undoubtedly correct.
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(19)
M ASC

FEM

4wka 'boy'
toobokOyta 'brother'
diinmiu 'male cat'

awki 'girl'

idiltu 'old man'

toobokoyti 'sister'
dummit 'female cat'
idaltó 'old woman'

The accented vowel-final feminines ate reminiscent of Lamberti's
reconstructions for Proto-Somali as described above, cf. Afar kimbiró

'bird', etc.
In Oroinu (Ilooran), too, there is often some accentual difference
between masculint and feminine nouns, though here the distinction
is not as clear as in Somali and Afar. Amongst monosyllabic roots
(i.e. not counting the final voiceless vowel as in tam' 'man') 92% of
masculine nouns have High tone, whilst 75% of feminines do not.'"
Amongst disyllabic roots, masculine nouns generally have ultimate
accent and feminines penultimate accent; amongst nouns ending in

a long vowel (-VV, realised as -V7 in isolation) the situation is not
quite so clear, though feminines do tend to place the accent on the
penultimate syllable.
(20)
M ASC

FEM

imam" 'man'

du 4 'death'

arrib 'tongue'
mita7--mati?

intal4 'girl'
iayya7 'mother'

In other diakcts the situation is even less clear and seems to
differ at times markedly from what has been described for Booran.
Thus, in Harar Oromo, the gender of a noun cannot be predicted at
all from its accentual patterning; contrast, for instance, Harar intalá
`girl' and nami 'man' with the Booran data, above. Here there are
only certain tonal patterns permitted, only the penultimate or final
23See Owens 1980, p 160

2t1
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syllable of a root can have High tone and all nouns must have at
least one High tone. In Wellega Oromo, too, the rules for accent
placement would appear to be associated with the syllabic shape of
the root.
It is difficult to see how this picture can be reconciled with that
found in Somali and Afar. Even in a conservative dialect like Booran
the evidence of such as arrib4 and intal3 seems to contradict this evidence directly. Nonetheless, it is certainly of sonic significance that
in Booran tone/accent does play some rale in distinguishing the two
.c!ders and it would not be remiss, I think, to hypothesise that in
Proto-LEC, too, tone had a rale to play in this morphological function. In other LEC languages, such as Konso, or Arbore, or even in
other East Cushitic languages or language groups, such as Du !lay,
or LIEU (Sidamo), where tone does play sonic part in morphological

marking, if at times rarely on its own, it does not appear that it
is specifically involved in gender marking. A word of caution, however, needs to be repeated here: much work still has to be done on
the accentual systems of Cushitic languages in general, particularly
outside the field of the better-known languages. The place of tone
is therefore not yet properly understood for the.granimars of many
languages that, in the event, may have an important part to play
in the history of Cushitic suprasegmentals and the reconstruction
of

the proto-system.

Outside of East Cushitic, in Beja and Agaw, again tone/accent
does not play a rale in gender distinction. In Beja, feminine and

masculine nouns are chiefly distinguished by syntactic features such
as concord, though feminine NPs will always contain at least one
occurrence of the marker -t-, though not necessarily attached to the
(head) noun itself". In direct, contrasting pairs this affix alone
distinguishes genders wad the accentual pattern is not affected. No

system of contrasting ac:entual pattern can be observed in other
nouns either. So:

24Ses Hudson 1976, p 107
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(21)
MASC

FEM

yias 'dog'
tak 'man'
biaba 'father'

yaas-t 'bitch'
tak-it `woman'
dée-t 'mother'

Similarly, in Agaw, there is no distinctive accentual pattern for
masculine and feminine nouns. In Awngi, feminine derivatives of

masculine nouns keep the accentual pattern of the root, marking
the feminine ending with High tone (-a) if the masculine ending is
marked (-i), otherwise with low tone. So:
(22)
MASC

FEM

muliyisi `monk'

muleyési 'nun'
aria 'moon'
da-evari 'female donkey'
séna 'sister'
ameta `next year'
thira `hen'

irfi `month'
daf ari `male donkey'
seri `brother'
amét `year'
(Juni 'cock'

Feminine nouns without corresponding masculine forms may be
accented either on the root, the athx, neither, or both: ci-ja
bazri 'mare', /una 'woman', bagli 'mule'.

Whils it may, therefore, be possible to reconstruct a rale for tone
in gender marking in Proto-LEC, at least, if not in East Cushitic as
a whole, the evidence would not seem to allow the reconstruction of
such a rale at the Proto-Cushitic level.
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Jussive

4

The last morphological category that I intend to examine here concerns one of the principal modal categories of the verbal system. For
reasons of clarity of exposition I shall refer to this form Ls the Jussive, though its manifestations in the various languages may go under
different names. Clearly formally connected with what is in many
languages actua. y the form that expresses a request (i.e. Jussive,
Optative, sensu stricto) is a paradigm which is sometimes called the
Subjunctive, which is involved in certain types of subordinate clause
(Somali) and focalisatiou constructions (Konso), and in Somali, too,
and Oromo in the irnper ctive negative construction. The formal
hallmark of this paradigm is the inflectional vowel o or 05. In Somali the Jussive (Op.ativej and Subjunctive functions have different
accentual patterns, which in turn contrast with those of the declarative, indicative paradigms.
(23)
OPTATIVE
1

2

3ni

an kieno
ad keento
hi keeno
keento

lp
2p
3p

annu kéenno
ad keenteen
ha keeneen

SUBJUNCTIVE

keend
keentó
keend
keentó
keenó

NEG. PRES.

HAB.

mi keenó
ma keentó
ma keend
ma keentó

keenaa
keentaa
keenaa
keentaa
keennaa
keentaan
keenaan

ma keennO

keentian
keenian

AFF. PRES.

HAB.

nsa keentian
mit keen&an

Lamberti proposes that the accent on the final syllable (the
penultimate mora of long vowel endings, 2p and 3p) is a common
Proto-Somali feature for the Negative Present/bnperfective, though
he seems to be incorrect in stating that the Subjunctive form, though
251 shall deal here only with suffix-inflecting verbs of the common Cushitic
type where the lexical verb stem essentially has suffixed to it the markers of
person and tense/mood in that order.
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segmentally identical, has no accent." Inasmuch as it affects the
argument here about the distinctive morphological role of tone, con-

trasting the Jussive from the Indicative paradigms, it should be noted
that Lamberti also reconstructs the latter with final accent on the
basis of non-Northern dialect forms. He ascribes the absence of High
tone in the non-periphrastic indicative tenses, such as keenaa, to the
operation of the distinctive Northern Somali focus system, and sees
in the 'restrictive paradigm' (see example (1) dily, the corresponding
Present tense form would be dilá with High tone on the final vowel)
the direct descendent in accentual terms, at least, of the `Altsomale

form. However, whereas Lamberti suggests a form such as seen;
(Af-May), corresponding to Standard keenaa, Saeed" records t6ena;
clearly the situation is complex and needs more work. Interestingly,
though, in the Central (Af-May) dialect, too, as noted by Saeed,
there is a limited accentual contrast between the non-periphrastic
indicatives, Present Aéen*, Past Aéeni, and the first singular of the
Jussive (Optative) Seenciy, but not in the other persons (the Negative
Present is appended for reference):
( 24)

Af-May

1

3m
31
1p

3p

OPTATIVE

AFF. PRES.

kenciy

gene

Aéenoy
Aeentoy
Aéennoy
Aeeneeg

Aéena

téenta
Aéenna

iéenaa9

NEG. PRES.
ma teena
ma Seena
ma fieenta
ma teenna
ma téenaag

In Afar the paradigm with the function of Jussive (Optative)
may be derived from the East Cushitic -u/-o paradigm, though with
the addition of a further elemtnt -y, reminiscent of the Central Somali
form. The simple paradigm survives only in a limited construction

type as the sentential complement of certain other verbs." Both
2GLambert, 1986, p. 187.
27Saeed 1982, p 99
ThSo, Parker and Hayward 1985, p. 286, 'the U-Fortn', !These 1981, p. 144, who
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forms are marked by penultimate accent, whereas the Indicative has
no structural accent:
(25)
JUSSIVE

SUBJUNCTIVE

PRESENT

fkay

fáhu

fakah

2

fiktay

Mau

faktah

3m
3f

May
fiktay

fakah

ip

fiknay

fiku
fiktu
fiknu

2p
3p

faktelonay
fak6onay

faktOonu
faki5onu

faktah
faknah
faktaanah
fakaanah

In Oromo (Booran) the reflex of the East Cushitic -o paradigm
occurs as the Jussive and the Negative Present (Imperfective), both
of which have fixed High tone on the first syllable of the verb root,
whilst in simple declarative sentences the Indicative tenses are without High tone.

calls this form the 'Subjunctive', says that it also occurs in purpose clauses with
the dative postposition -h added. Parker and Hayward treat this as a separate
paradigm, the 'Purposive'

"Bliese 1981, p. 141, suggests that this derives from filto+y and that the
'unstressed o is raised to u word finally' in the subjunctive. A further derivative of the -o form exists as the 'Consultative' (Bliese) or 'Requestive' (Parker
and Hayward), but as this occurs only in a structure that is subject to sentence
prosody, it cannot be used to illustrate the rale of tone/accent in the morphological category under review: fakeo `should I open?'
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(26)

NEGATIVE PRES.

PRESENT

kin &Cif"
hin

d'uft'

d'uf.'

ha d'Uft"

hin d'tif"
hin d'tift"

ha d'hfan'

kni d'Ufn"
hiii d'tiftan`
hin d'tifan`

d'ufn3
d'uftanl
d'ufan'

JUSSIVE
1

3m
3f

ha WOE"

lp
2p
3p

d'uft .

Similar forms and patterns occur in other dialects of Oromo:
cf. Harar Oromo ha deem" 'let hint go', innf (hi)n deem" 'he is not
going', but inni deenr"he is going'. In Konso, which is most closely
related to Oromo, slightly different patterns occur, but again with
distinctive accentual marking on the Jussive (here more reminiscent
of the Somali forms with the first and third persons distinguished)
and the Negative Present (predicate topic forms), both continuing
the old -o inflection.
(27)
J USSIv E

NEG. PRESENT

ina-taioyO

an-tOoyó

in-tOoya

at-tOoytó
in-tOoyó

it-tOoyta

i-tooyo

Ip

6.-tooyto
ino-tooynO

in-taioytO
an-faioynO

2p
3p

i-Looyeu

at-tOuytan
in-Looyail

PRESENT

(predicate topic)
Konso

1

2

3m
3f

i-tOoya
i-tOoyta

in-ttioyna
it-tOoy Lan

Vrom the above Somali, Afar and Oromo-Konso data it would
be possible to reconstruct a Proto-LEC accentual pattern for the
3rd penon Jussive with High tone on the initial syllable of the root,
allowing for the transference of tone to the prefixed preverbal in
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Standard Somali (1a) and Konso (a)." This form is differentiated
from the 'Subjunctive' in the same languages where the vowel of
the inflexion carries the High tone, which may IT resent an archaic
trait. Again, however, because of the incomplete nature of the data
available across the field of East Cushitic, let alone Cushitic as a
whole, it is not possible to say for sure what represeuts innovation
and what is an archaic retention.
Unfortunately, the argument cannot be readily solved by having
recourse to non-LEC languages, either Beja or Agaw, for instance,
because it is uncertain to what extent the -o paradigm is retained
or exists in them.31 The Jussive (Optative) forms in both language
groups appear to be of quite a different origin: Beja ba-tam-1 'may
I eat', also tam-ii-4 'if I were to eat' and tam-I ?andl 'I intend to
eat', all of which are built on the Past tense form. In Agaw, the
various Jussive forms are also for the most part constructed on the
Perfective-aspect base by means of various extensions, most commonly -n: Bilin gab-a-n 'let him refuse', Khanitanga k'äb-n-4 let
him cut', Kemant was-i-n get him hear', but Awngi des-a-s 'let him
study'. The Awngi form is at least consistently marked with High
tone on the inflexion regardless of the accentual pattern of the stem
class.

5

Concluding remarks

In this brief survey of a few Cushitic languages it can be seen that
tone/accent does play an important role in the morphology, and
more importantly that it is to some extent possible to reconstruct
tone/accent as a morphological device for earlier stages, particularly
3"This is essentially Black's arvment, 1974, pp. 124-6, where he contrasts a
Proto-LEC Jussive (3m) *d'il-o with the Subjunctive *d'al-6.
31Zaborski 1975, p. 164, considers this a common Cushitic form, but it is
uncertain to what extent such paradigms as the Agaw (Bi lin) Subjunctive gabró 'he (begins to) refuse' (but the cognate Kemant form is a Jussive was-du 'let
him hear') or Gerund gab-o 'he having refused' are reflexions of this form.
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for Proto-LEC, but probably also by extension for Proto-Cushitic
as well. At these earlier stages of reconstruction, it is likely that
tone/accent did not function as a morphological device on its own,
as may appear at present in such languages as Somali, but formed
an intrinsic part of inflexional affixes in addition, perhaps, to being
associated at the lexical level with root categories. It is likely also
that the type of accentual system to be reconstructed for Proto-LEC
or Proto-Cushitic should be the same as that which exists currently
in many Cushitic languages, namely a simple two-term (High : Nonhigh) mora-counting system.
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DOWNDRIFT IN A TONE LANGUAGE WITH FOUR.
TONE LEVELS*
G. N. Clements

Many tone languages exhibit one form or another of downdrsft
(or automatic downstep): the lowering of high tones separated by low
tones. In extreme cases, the realization of high tones at the end of a
domain (such as the sentence) may be lower than the realisation of
low tones at the beginning. Tone languages having this property may
be called "cross-lever tone languages (see Figure 1 on p. 39). In such
languages, high and low tones must be distinguished by reference to

he Fo value of neighbouring tones, rather than to some absolute
range of F0 values.

As part of a phonetic study of pitch realization in African tone
languages, field recordings of natural speech in the Anlo dialect of
Ewe, recorded in Ghana in 1970, were submitted to analysis by a
pitch computation programme designed by S. Maeda. This report is
a summary of the results.
Anlo Ewe has four phonetically distinct tcne levels, here labelled

X (extra-high), H (high), M (mid), and L (low). Only two tone
levels are lexically distinctive; underly:.(ng H and M tones are realised

at one of these four phonetic tone levels by a set of regular and
_

'Field research for this study was supported in part by grants from the West
African Linguistic Society and the Research Fund of the University of London. I
would like to thank Prof. Jack Carnochan for his generous assistance in making
this research possible.
York Papers in Linguistics 15 (1991) 33-40
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productive tone rules (Stahlke 1971, Clements 1977, 1978). The oral
text analysed in this study consisted of an excerpt from a description
of marriage customs given to the writer by G. K. Blebu, of Anyako,
Volta Region. This text was an uninterrupted monologue uttered in
a relaxed, conversational style.
The following prosodic units are relevant to a description of Ewe
tone:

1. the intonation group, defined as the longest stretch of speech
in which register raising or resetting does not occur. T:.is
unit generally coincides with one of the following four syntaci.ic
units:

(a) the sentence,

(b) a coordinate clause,
(c) a subordinate clause introduced hy the complementizer be
(used, for example, to introduce reported speech), and
(d) serial clauses.
2. the tone group, defined by occurrences of pause. Pauses usually

occur between words at major syntactic breaks, or following
prepositions. Register lowering (downdrift) is not interrupted
by pauses; that is, downdrift is continuous within the intonation group, regardless of how many tone groups it consists of.
Rules of phonological tone sandhi are restricted to the tone
group, however. A further characteristic of the tone group is
vowel lengthening in final position.
The text analysed consisted of 15 intonation groups, subdivided into
45 tone groups. Average values for register raising between intonation groups was 14.9 Hs, and for register lowering within intonation
groups 13.6 Hz, computed by comparing Fo values of high tones only.
Within the intonation group, downdrift appeared to be uninfluenced

by internal syntactic organisation, affecting tones within words to
the same extent as tones across words. Slight differences were found,
34
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however, between the syntactic environment V NP (where NP is not
a pronoun) and the genitival structure NP N (where N is phonologicall:, CV(V)), in that downdrift across the first syntactic juncture
averaged 4.9 Hs (for 10 tokens) and that across the second, only 1.1
Hz (for 8 tokens).
The most significant downdrift effect involved the H and M tone
These tones were found to overlap in F0 quite consistently
within the intonation group. For example, comparing the first mid
tone and the last high tone within each intonation group, overlap of
as much as 16 Hz could be observed:

tntonatton group

first M tone

1

108 Hz
96
97
97

2
4
5
7

final II tone 1
102 fiz
91

89
85
91

107

Significant overlap was not found between the X and H tone levels or the M and L levels. The average value of the interval between
II and M levels is much lower than that between either of the latter
two levels. The average drop between H and M was 9.6 Hz (15 tokens), and the average rise between M and H was 6.2 Ilz (20 tokens).
Another measure of the special status of the two central tone levels
is that downdrift is very consistent across the tone sequence HMII
(M consisting of one or more successive M tones), but no, con.istent
across other sequences, including HLH. Thus 14 of the 17 tokens of
IIMH sequences showed downdrift of at least 2 Hz and averaging over
8 Hz, while only 2 of the 4 HXH sequences, and 4 of the 11 HLH
sequences, showed downdrift. Also, only 3 of 10 MHM sequences
showed downdrift affecting the two M tones.

As a further way of comparing the relative effect of downdrift
on the four tone levels, each Intonation group was divided into three
parts of equal length. Average F0 values were taken within each of
these thirds for each tone level. The results are summarised below
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(number of tokens in parentheses), and shown graphically in Fig. 2
(on p. 40):
toni-level

firstth-ird- --second-third-----third -third
129.4 (27)
107.8 (31)
101.6 (20)
87.7 (14)

X

125.9 (20)
102.4 (30)
95.0 (28)
85.0 (10)

123.6 (15)
96.2 (34)
90.6 (17)

84.4 (29

It will be noticed that the drop between the first and third tone
group is highest for the H and M tone levels (11.6 and 11.0 Hs,
respectively, compared with 5.8 and 3.3 Hs, respectively, for the X
and L tone levels). There is significant pitch overlap between tht. H
and M tone levels but not between either of the two other adjacent
tune levels. In particular, the average value of the X tone level at the
final third is still well above the average value of the H tone at the
first third. It should be pointed out that the procedure used here
tends to underestimate the amount of downdrift from the beginning
of the intonation group to the end, so that the total dowudrift for
each tone level is somewhat greater.
The average absolute difference between the adjacent tone levels
in each third is summarised below:
erence
between

letels

X,H
H,M
M,L

first third

second th rd

third third

21.6
6.2

23.5
7.4
10.0

27.4
5.6
6.2

13.9

This way of displaying the data shows that the H and M levels
maintain a fairly constant interval between them across the intonation group, while the interval between the X and H levels increases
and the interval between the M and L levels decreases.

Summary. While downdrift affects all tone levels to some extent,

its effect is greatest on the two central tone levels. One interpretation
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of this result might be that downdrift affecting the peripheral tone
levels is to be considered a declination effect, not subject to control
by the speaker, while downdrift across the medial tone levela is a
linguistic effect comparable to the °automatic downstep' familiar in
many languages with two tone levels. Finally, since absolute values
of H tones at the end of the intonation group are characteristically
lower than values of M tones at the beginning, the An lo dialect of
Ewe may be regarded as a cross-level tone language in the terms
presented at the outset of this paper, at least as far as its H and M
tone levels are concerned.
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time

Figure 1: A cross-level tone language. II tone drops into the pitch
region initially occupied by L tone.
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8

0

a

Figure 2: Tone registers in Ewe (An lo dialect' The desceading solid
lines represent, projected values for each of the four registers, based
on tone values averaged over the first third (a), second third (b), and
final third (c) of the intonation group.
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NON-PITCH EXPONENTS OF ACCENT AND
STRUCTURE IN JAPANESE'
John Coleman

Overview In this paper I will examine some Japanese examples of
a number of common (putatively universal) phonological phenomena:
1.

Whispered vowels: in segmental accounts of Japanese phonology, it is said that close vowels are whispered or 'devoiced' when
they occur either between voiceless consonants or utterancefinally after voiceless consonants, subject to certain accentual
restrictions (e.g. /kikai/ pronounced as Iki kal)).
0

2. Nuclear friction: this is a descriptive term for the phenomenon
which is usually characterised as the accent-dependent deletion
of close vowels following fricatives and affricates (e.g. /hasi/
pronounced as [ha f :1 or /hikooki/ pronounced as (cko:ki ]).
0

3. CV coartictilatiori: the similarity between distinctive vowel
qualities and the secondary articulation of neighbouring consonants.
My thanks are due to my informants, Mr and Mrs. Nakai (Kansai)
and

Ms Rika Shin (Osaka), and also to John Local and Pete Whitelock,
whose comments on earlier versions of this paper were most helpful.

York Papers in Linguistics 15 (1991) 41-92
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I reassess the segmental and transformational characterisations of
these and related phenomena, and show that by paying more careful attention to phonetic detail, and abandoning conventional preconceptions about phonological segmentation, the diverse mechanisms that have been invoked in previous analyses can be replaced
by a more coherent, parsimonious and empirically faithful account.
This account combines the conceptual content of Firthian Prosodic
Phoeology with the formal resources of Unification Grammars (Shie-

ber 1986) and makes reference to a number of temporal/structural
domains or units, including the mora and syllable, but not the segment.

Japanese orthography suggests a way of simplifying the phonological analysis of whispered vowels. Observing that in moras with a
voiced onset the vowel is never whispered, I distinguish two types of
mora, 'voiced' and 'voiceless', and specify not when vowels ace 'devoiced', but the circumstances in which vowels in `voicele:
are exceptionally voiced. This integrates well with the Japanese accent system, in which plain voiced items are relatively marked, voicing being one of the exponents of accent. I have observed word-final
"whispered high vowels" in Mandarin and Cantonese Chinese, and
Swahili, in similar phonological structures and with similar phonetic

exponents, and they are also reported to occur (or rather, to have
occured) in Swazi (Ziervogel 1952:12), Zulu (Doke 1926:178.-9) and

other Bantu languages, including Lamba, Kaonde, Xhosa, Sotho,
and Tswana (Doke p. 179). Since these languages have quite a similar phonotactic structure to Japanese, the present paper may be of
interest in the analysis of a great many languages.

I show that the 'vowel deletion' analysis of nuclear friction is
unsupported on both theoretical and empirical grounds. Phonetically, the exponents of onset and rime are simply phased differently
under different accentual circumstances. In unaccented nioras, the
friction of the onset aml the vowel qualities of the nucleus may completely overlap. A non-derivational analysis which is not restricted to
a linear sequential arrangement of consonants and vowels and which
distinguishes phonological representations from their phonetic inter-
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pretations can reflect this quite elegantly, whereas a derivational,
segmental analysis is necessarily clumsy.

Phonologists and phoneticians have frequently argued that the
regressive spreading of certain vowel qualities to neighbouring consonants is not determined phonologically, and have treated the phenomenon as an instance of putative universal coarticulation principles. I argue that the particular instances of CV coarticulation found
in Japanese cannot be interpreted as necessary processes, and that
this type of assimilation is a bona fide phonological phenomenon. In
my analysis, some vowel and consonant features are specified for the
entire mora. The secondary articulation of consonants derives not
from spreading or copying of features from a vowel, but, just as in
the analysis of phonatory features, from prosodic vocalic features of
each mora. This results in a simpler, more parsimonious solution,
achieved with greate.. phonetic fidelity.
Adoption of different subcategories of moras (through the annotation of mora-units with distinguishing prosodic features) also
permits the distribution of particular types of mora within syllables
and larger units to be stated extremely simply. Since all the vocalic
features are specified for entire moras, the need for a CV tier is called
into question.

I thus show that the mora in Japanese is not just an analytically
convenient rhythmic or metrical construct (for example, a regular
beat), but is also the structural domain for a number of interacting
phenomena. I also show that these phenomena, though superficially
diverse, form a unified class.

As in other components of Unification Grammar, the phonological forrnalisni is non-derivational (and hence highly restrictive),
compositional (and hence tractable), and careful to distinguish 'syntax' (phonological notation) from 'semantics' (phonetic denotation).

In general, this gives it the flavour of a 'type, token and distribution" approach to phonology, with the addition of an explicit theory
of phonological structure.
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Phonotac tics
Japanese and western linguistic traditions alike view Japanese as
being constructed from small phonological elements called moras.
There are three mora patterns in Japanese: CV, V and C (1). The
class of consonantal articulations found in C moras is quite different from those found in CV moras, C mora consonants being either
mora nasals or mora obstruents, unspecified for place of articulation.
These are therefore traditionally labelled as N and Q respectively, to
distinguish them from the Cs of CV moras.
1) Japanese mora structures
iii

a)

C

b)

in

V

V

e.g. /si/

c)

n

e.g. /i/

e.g.

/Q/ in env. (C)V._ CV

/N/ in env. (C)V_

We may also view Japanese as being constructed, like other languages, from syllables. Moras are combined to give the following
basic syllable-structures:1

....._.

_

We structures consisting of one and two
In addition to one- and two-rnora syllables, a few words containing
diphthongs in closed syllables (2V +IC=3 moras), triphthongs (3-nioras), and

'I enumerate here only the ay

moras

apparent syllable-final consonants and clusters resulting from final vowel devoicing give rise to the existence of a small number of three- and four-mora syllables,
such as /waiN/ wine, /baai/ occasion, eversq, /yaei/ bivouac, /guai/ condition, /teak
/nail./ knsfe, /ais./ we, /four/ bean-curd, /paNts*/ panic These forms are almost

without exception either loan-words from English or Chinese, or phonetically
monosyllabic variants of disyllabic sequences, arising from 'devoicing or 'eclipse'

of the final vowel. The rationale for the analysis of the syllable-final fricatives
and affricates as CV morals in e.g. lits1 is discussed at length below
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2) Syllable structures
One-mora syllables:

a

a)

a

b)

1

1

ni

In

CV

V

A

1

e.g. /ki/ a tree

e.g. /i/ a well

Two-mora syllables:

a

c)
In

tin

cvv
e.g. /koo/ thus
a

e)
III

d)
tit

C

e.g. /saN/
/siQ/

three

ni

V

V

e.g. /11/ good
1)

III

C

/c

III

C
sound
/iC)/

V

e.g.

r11

/oN/ a

The analysis of three- and four-mora syllables is more problematic, and will not be pursued further here (cf. footnote 1).

In order to offer a "feel" for the implications and coverage of
this analysis, consider the Japanese pronunciations of some familiar
trade-names and loanwords, together with their analysis into morm
and syllables:
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3)

8
1

1

1

arl

It

DI

cvcvcv
I

I

I

1

1

1

1

III

DI

1

1

8

8

8

8

1

1

1

1

1

IA

12

III

111

c v c v c vc v
1

1

8

A

1

1

ID

DI

/\ /\ /\

1

1

C

v

1

1

1

1

C

/

1

1

1

1

y

1

1

syllables, 4

8

A

A

1

ID

8
in

Ill

Da

DI

/\/\/\ /\
1

v c v c v c vii
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

C
1

DI
1

vv
1

1

esukureetaa

daihatsu
3

1

8

8

8

A
MMIR

1

1

4 syllables, 4 moras

3 syllables, 3 moras

cvv

1

fujiyama

suzuki

8

1

8

/\/\/\
1

1

2 syllables, 2 moras

cvcifcv
1

1

s u shi

VI

1

1

VI

1

1

3 syllables, 3 moras
8

1

la

c v C if

subaru

8

8

8

8

8

'escalator'

moras

4 syllables, 7
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2 syllables, 3 moras
8

8

A

A
It

111

M

if%

/\ /\
I

I

CVQCVN

IIIIII
nippon
2 syllables, 4 mores
8

8

A
m

A

m

m

/\ /\
I

m
I

CVQCVN

111111

nissan
2 syllables, 4 moras
Such a set of phonotactic structures can be defined by a context-

free phrase structure grammar of the type familiar from sentencelevel syntax. A first attempt at formulating such a grammar, which
can be viewed equivalently as either a set of rewrite rules, or as a set
of local tree constraints, is presented in (4).
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Tree-constraints

4)

Rewrite-rules

a
Rule 1)

Single-mora
syllables

CT -I T71

a

Branching,
Rule 2) 2-mora syllables

I\

m 171

Rule 3) V moras

m

V

V

//I

I\
CV

Rule 4) CV inoras

m

V

in
m

Rule 5) Nasal mora

N

in
Rule 6) Obstruent mor as

These 6 ruleb are not adequate:

Rule 2 does not. distinguish between subcategorikts of inora.
It will be necessary to do so, since C moras may only occur
syllable-finally, and if the second mora is CV, C must be voiceless, V close, and C and V coextensive in time I shall re.

fer to N, Q, nonsyllabic V and coextensive

(e.g. /s(u)/, /f(tc)/, /s(i )/ etc.)
b

V

1 voil I +high]
as 'marginal' moras, since

they occur in syllable margins, and syllabic V and sequenced
CV moras (e.g. /se/, /to/ etc.) as 'nuclear', since they contain
a syllable nucleus. Rule 4 does not. determine the marginal

t;

kJ ,,.
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vs. nuclear distinction between different types of CV mora.
The above grammar sanctions all types of mora in both first
and second place in a syllable, and thus overgenerates.
Major similarities of distribution and behaviour of the nasal
and obstruent moras (cf. (1) above) are also not adequately
accounted for by rules 5 and 6.
Similarly, further necessary contextual restrictions on the distribution of the obstruent mora (cf. (1) above) are lacking in
rule 6.

Although three-mora syllables (such as /nalf(u)/ knife) have
been disregarded here, their analysis may prove to have consequences for the analysis of one- and two-mora syllables.

With reference to rule 2, I shall describe the distribution of consonantal moras in branching syllables. The final mora of such syllables
must be marginal, whereas the first mora must be nuclear. Let us
adopt the syntagmatic feature specification (+80 ('syllabic') to indicate nuclear constituents, and isyll ('non-syllabie) to indicate
marginal constituents. Rule 2 must be replaced by the following rule
(Rule 7):
Rule 7)

a
m

I +.80

or

a

I

nil

m
syli

Iy1I

Rule 8 requires coextensive I-- vosi (+high moras and nasal and
obstruent moras to bear the feature specification syll:
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Rule 8a)

V

or

(+ha yid

.sYli

where the phonetic exponents of C and V are coextensive in time;
Rule 8b)

in
t

CV
fri

Ot

V

where the phonetic exponents of C and V are nut completely coextensive;
Ui
Rule (-1)
I

Rule 10)

in
syll

or

I

-syll

N

in

or

I

syll

Q

sylI

This almost gives us an adequate characterization of the nasal and
obstruent moras. The following simplification will suffice at tins
point:
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N=

syl 1

Q=

+nas

I nas

I shall defer further discussion of these representations and their
phonetic interpretation until section 6.
Turning now to the combinatorial restrictions that operate within
CV moras, table 1 shows many of the comb;nations of consonants
and vowels that may form a mora. The categorisation of consonants
and vowels is based on the most widely-employed phonemic analysis.

The entries in this table are "reading transcriptions". Further detail
is provided where relevant in the discussion below.

2

Variants of /I/ and /u/

In table 2 a selection of normalized extracts from my impressionistic
phonetic records is presented. These are representative examples of
the moras whose analyses are given in lines 3 and 4 of table 1. Each
of these is attested in a number of variant forms, some of which can
be shown to be context-specific.
The superscripted 11U1 and ° indicate the cavity resonance (that
is, the 'secondary articulation' or 'vocalic colouring') of consonantal
articulations. ' indicates clear, palatal, front resonance, with no
liprounding; u indicates dark, velar, back resonance with protruded
spread lips; and ° indicates a more central quality, with noticeable
liprounding.

The most obvious variance is seen in the stricture of the nucleus
in each case. I have distinguished fricative Ltuclei from whispered and
voiced vocalic nuclei2. By 'nucleus', I mean the period of ..ontinuant
213eckman and Shoji (1984) are typical in failing to distinguish whispered from

fricative nuclei (cf. also Ohso 1973). For specih : details of laryngeal activity,
Yt :hioka (1981) is more informative.
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Table 1: 'CV' and `CyV' moras

1

/k/
/s/

2
3

/t/

/a/

/i/

/u/

/e/

/o/

a

i

u

e

ka

ki

ku

ke

sx

fi

su

se

o
ko
so

tx

tfi

tsu

te

to

nx

pi

no

ha

ci

u

ne
he

7

/n/
/h/
/m/

nu

ma

mi

mu

me

ho
mo

8

h/

/&

4
5

6

jo

ju

9

/r/

10

/w/

wa

/ky/
/sy/

lex

kiu

12

f Jo

13

/ty/

fu
tfu

fo
tfo

piu

Po

clu
mitt
riu

cio
rnio

11

ra

tfx

/ny/ pix
/hy/ cix
/my/ mix
/ry/ rim

14
15
16
17

ri

ru

re

ro
kio

do

Notes:
1.

lul iepreseuts an unrounded close back vowel

2.

If] represents voiceless alveo-palatal friction

3. N represents a light alveolar tap
4. ml represents palatal or alveo-palatal nasality
Iki, Iti represent aspirated stops

5 ()
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Table 2: Variants of fi/ and /ill
a) "tV"

Front

Back

f:

ts:

Fricative nucleus: (Syllabic continuant)

11

W h ispered nucleus:

tf

0

t.sti
0

( lose vocalic nucleus:

Ilalf-open vocalic nucleus:
Open vocalic nucleus:

b) "sV" moras:

Front

Back
11

Fricative nucleus: (Syllabic continuant)

whispered nucleus:
Close vocalic Ruckus:

s:

f0

su

i

u

Ilalf-open vocalic nucleus:

se

Open vocalic nucleus:

sa

0

s

(There are also many context-specific variants of the moras with
half-open and open vocalic nuclei, but that variance is beyond the
scope of the present paper.)

:7;
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articulation (i.e. vocalicity or friction) that gives a mora its duration. Nucleus whispering in Japanese is a very commonly described
phenomenon: in segmental terms, it is often said that close vowels
are whispered or 'clevoice4' when they occur either between voiceless consonants or utterance-finally after voiceless consonants, subject to certain accentual restrictions (Ueda 1976, Hasegawa 1979a,
1979b, and Haraguchi 1984). Nuclear friction is a descfiptive term for
the phenomenon which is usually presented as the accent-dependent
deletion of close vowels following fricatives and affricates (Ueda 1976
ex. 4). Note, however, that in fricative nuclei the so-called 'deleted'
vocalic quality is actually present and audible in the secondary articulation of the fricative nucleus (Schane 1970:510). If this observation

is of phonological relevance (and I shall argue that it is), in a segmental, derivational account it would have to be proposed that the
vocalic quality of the vowel is copied to the consonant as palatal
secondary articulation (velar in the case of `back-nucIeus' monis),
before the vowel is deleted (cf. Ohso 1973).
Furthermore, if an analysis of nuclear friction includes the proposal that a segment or timing unit is deleted, the material which
remains after such deletion ought to be of shorter duration than a
CV mora. This is not the case: notice in table 2 the increased duration of the period of friction in fricative-nucleus moms relative to
their whispered and close vocalic counterparts. In short, if a vowel
deletion rule is proposed, there must also be a rule that assigns ex-

tra duration to the friction units, or a compensatory leng.liening
rule (Ingria 1980, de Chene and Anderson 1979; Prince 1984; Fukui
1986; Wetzels and Sezer eds. 1986; Poser 1986, 1988) to account for
its somewhat increased duration.

Classical phonemic accounts of Japanese phonology invariably
encounter difficulties in analysing the patterns (illustrated in table
2) of palatalization and alfrication of voiceless coronal consonants
before close (high) vowels. If each mora is analysed as the simple
concatenation of consonantal onset and vocalic nuckus, the phonetic
itel, Ito], and
realizations of t-line (line 4) moras as Itmj, (tfil,
Isol
suggest
contexts-line (line 3) moras as Ismi,
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dependent variation3 of the form:

/t/ is realized

as:

Itf I before IiI4,

Itsi before kik
t before any of the other vowels.

/ s / is real ized

aS:

If' before IiI,
before any of the other vowels.

For instance, Daniels (1958:58 9) writes:

"ln all cases, ItsI may be regarded as a variant of tJ
...under the influence of lul or ItsI ...When prefixed to
PI or
..., Itfi may be regarded as a variant of

...and

as a variant of IsIt under the influence of these

vowels".
(1950) and Jimishi (1967) are exhaustive and thorough in detailing

these variations.

'Hattori (1967) disputes this analysis (which originated essentially with
betekoy (1939), but was endorsed and popularised by Bloch (1950)), due to the
occurence of [Hi in loanwords such as (pa til'party'. Though 1 agree with both
Bloch and Hattori that at some place in the phonology lonnwords that have been

fully incorporated into the lexicon unat be accounted for in the ame terms as
native forms, Bloch actually anticipated Hattori's objection by showing that 'innovating' and 'conservative speakers make different dietnictions between (til and
II 1 shall consider native Japanese and Sino-Japanese
elements and systems
only For the 'innovating' speakers, the (H) of (pa
is analogous to the nasal
vowels produced by innovating English speakers in pronoinicing certain loans
from French We would not propose, however, that nunl vowels have systemic
status in English generally, even for 'innovating' speakers

r
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Problems arise in placing the Sino-Japanese moras [tfJ, Itf ul,
Itf 0] (line 13), If ae] , If uj, Ifol (line 12) into this scheme, for there is
now, apparently, a set of mora-initial consonantal contrasts with Itml,
ItsuI, Ito], Isj, IsuJ and Isol. Numerous analyses (e.g. Bloch 1946,
1950; McCawley 1968) have proposed to represent the distinctively
palatalized series of onsets as /ty/, /sy/ and so on, giving a repertoire
of mora.s that includes the following:
CV:

/ta/.

CyV:

/tya/.
/sya/.

/sat

/ti/.
/si/.

/tu/.
/suf.
/tyu/.
/syu/.

/te/. /to/
/se/. /so/
/tyo/
/syo/

this analysis the treatment. of palatalization has not been
carried through to include /ti/ and the other /Ci/ moras. In /ti/, the
initial consonant is interpreted as the 'naturally' palatalized variant
In

of /t/ that occurs before /i/, whereas for /tya/, /tyu/ and /tyo/,
paLitahty is auributed to the presence of a 'glide' /y/.5

$

Dansformational account of palatalisation and 'Africation

I shall now consider how a transformational analysis might address
the problems considered above. An advocate of the transformational
approach would hope to be able to arrive at redundancy-free lexical entries and a minimal grammar by employing a suitable featuresystem, incrementally deriving the intended surface (allophonic) representations through the successive application of rules of the resIn Jinushi's (1t)67) study, this failing of earlier analyses is expressed in the
following words "the traditional analyses of "shibtlants" are hard to accept from
uur point of view, because they exhibit instances of phonemic overlapping For

a single phoneme /s/ before a high front vowel,
other
vowels The same difficulty is also found in
and as a sequence /5y/ before
(Jmushi 1967 13)
interpretation
of
the
prepalatal
affricate"
the

instance, Ill

15 interpreted as
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quired generality and parsimony to lexical (morphophonemic) representations. For example, (5) applies irrespective of voicing and
backness, compressing in a single formula the specification of affrica-

tion of coronal stops (/t/, /d/), before high vowels (/i/, /tin
5) Affrication 1

-cnt

-4 (+del rell/

V
1+Inghl

+cor

Idel raj is a feature that has attracted much criticism, (Ewen
1980, 1982; van der liulst and Smith 1982a:5 for a summary and
further references) since it is the only feature in the SPE system
(Chomsky and Halle 1968) with an implicitly dynamic interpretation.
Its utility is dependent on considerations such as the following:

Suppose that instead of rule (5) a rule such as (6), which explicitly inserts a coronal continuant between the initial stop and the
nuclear vowel, is employed.

6) Affrication 2

A fuller, more general expansion of this would be:
7) Affrication 3
+obs

+obs

+cnt
+cor

-cnt

cxuot

oivoi

V

it highl

+cor
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Ily familiar argumentation, (5) is judged preferable to (7) since
it. is more parsimonious. Furthermore, using (dei tell, the functional,
disLribuLional and structural Unity of affricates is captured and 4
simple twu-segment CV mora-structure is maintained.
However, (7) also has certain advantages:

i) IL states the unity of place of articulation of affricates explicitly, rather than implicitly as with Idel refl. The advantage of this
explicitness fin. a phonetically general and well-founded phonological
theory is tIhtt, phenomena such as nasal or lateral release, such as
101 and III!, can be represented usinii, feature-matrices that directly
parallel that which specifies Its].

ii) The ooci urence of the featin es I t del rell and I eta' seems
counterintuitive, if colunin-vectors are inteinled to represent features
tell reprethat are coteluporal, kr the whole point behind the I t
sentation of affricates is that it obviates segment-internal strut Lure
pan

as:

entl 1 I eta

iii) A tempting reason for representing the affricate ItsI as a
sequence of two Natalie-matrices is Oat in Japanese the distinct
item /s/ is also palatalized before /i/, just like the affricate It si
other words, (ti) feeds (8), which is independently required, so that
greater parsimony awl integration than Lbe rigidly phonemic analysis
is achieved.

8) Palatalisation

1,1 die ( a:se of the partially derived affunate It-f I, it must also
be spvtilwel that the initial III, us its turn, in palatalued:
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9) Regression of Palatalization

t

This rule would not be required in an analysis which employed
reli to express affrication, the 'spreading' or 'regi esSion' of palatalisation to the stop portion becomes diimerical, and
we may express (8) inure generally as (

):

10) Self-feeding palatalisation

high 1
back

.1.1 high I

(7

hack

(10) is fully regressive. That means it can iteratively apply over
V

any string of consonants that precedes

I

I htth
back

This iti phonetically plausible, since consonants inunediately preceding /Ci/ moras (i.e. obstruent or nasal mora consonants) are
palatalised e.g. in imattfil "matches" or igepkii "health". Since the
palatalization rule is, in its simplest form (10) self-feeding, representing affricates as sequences of segments is an attractive possibility.

Without pursuing this discussion any further, it is clear that
due to the segmental basis of the transformational model, there is
no motivated way to choose between these two possible analyses
of affrication in that model's own terms. Tlie advantages of the
feature hitel tell are its alibreviatory value and the fact that it reflects
the functional unity of affricates; but these benefits are inure-or-less
negated by the cost of lost generalisations.
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4

Coarticulation

Phonologists and phoneticians have frequently argued that the regressive spreading of palatality before high front vowels is not phonologically relevant (e.g. Campbell 1972 n. 11, Ladefoged 1975:49), and
have treated the phenomenon as an instance of universal coarticulation principles (Gay 1978; but see Hattori 1965:542 for an appealing
counter-argunient). In other words, palatalization or fronting of consonants is held to be completely predictable before Pi. This dues not

hold before non-high vowels, however, and so where palatalization
occurs in such an environment, it must be specified explicitly. The
supposed /y/-glide employed in phonemic analyses of Japanese is
defended in these terms.
I shall now argue, however, that in derivational models, certain
clearly phonological, lion-automatic processes must follow the particular case of regressive palatalization under consideration, which
therefore cannot plausibly be interpreted as a necessary coarticulatory process.6

The self-feeding palatalization rule, (10), is sinipler than the
more restrictive self-bleeding (11).
11) Self-bleeding palatalization
V

.[+ittgh
--buck

Mgh 1

back I

(10) is also observationally more satisfactory, since it will correctly spread palatality to all preceding consonants. (11) would necessitate the operation of a further, later rule in order that immediately preceding consonants also become palatalized. But if a later
rule is to apply, then (11) cannot possibly represent a 'mechanical'
6Many strikmg examples of non-cuarticulation could also be presented in defence of this claun.
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coarticulation process, since such a process could only plausibly operate at the very end of a derivation.
Even if (10) is employed, it can still be argued that a later rule
may operate. The description of the phenomenon given here is from
a transformational fragment of Japanese phonology in Ueda (WO:
"IiI and [il( normally disappear between a preceding voiceless consonant and a following voiceless consonant. This

may be formulated as:
12)7

V

+ 'twit(

0/

voi

nas
cnt

vas

nas

Words like Minsippi 'Mississippi', tukusi 'horsetail' are
thus pronounced Imif f ppil, ftskufii."
Further examples given by Ueda include kisusi Ikisf 'kissing',
which demonstrates that the respective ordering of palatahzation
(PAL) and high vowel deletion (HVD) must be:

kisuf 11.11) ikisfl

and not:
/kisusi/

HV1)

.

kiss

?

for in the latter case there is no following high front vowel to palatalize the final Isl. Again, if a phonological rule can be established which
7Sirnilar attempts to fo.mulate this rule appear in Ohtio (1973), Hasegawa
(1979a.127, 197913;388) and Haraguchi (1984.147).
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must follow palatalization, as Ueda's analysis suggests, then palatalization itself must be a bona fide phonological process, not merely
an aUtoill atic coarticulatory artefact.8

5

An Autosegmental Formulation

The problems of the SPE-type analysis might be attributed to the
naivety of its surface phonological representations. Given the nature of th phenomena under discussion, an A utosegmenuil analysis
(Goldsmith 1976) might be more satisfactory than a transformatio..41 nalysis. I,'or instance, die canonical autosegmental treatment
of alfrication (Clements and Keyser 1983) unites the sequence of
features I -era!' cut under a single C node, which itself hears a single matix of features that encapsulates the homorganic articulation
of an affricate. Itsk for example, Call be represented in multdinear
fashion along several simultaneous tiers (Prince 1984) as:
l

vat]

[ tobel

[+cod

[ -cnt,[

[tcnt.]

The values of the feature irrttl are written on a tier Lolow the C
node, as they Express sub-segmental information. Thus the feature
°Berkman and Shop (1984) also notice that this ordering paradox prenenin
great priibleni for a tferivational theory of photiological organization, hut they
simply accept thin as evidence that phonological rules may follow coarticulation
"rules". rather than question the validity of derivational models
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(del rell is obviated, and affricates are treated as paradigmatically
unitary, but syntagmatically binary. The phonetic parallels between
affricates and stops with nasal or lateral rekase is reflected in representations such as (13a-c):
13a)

[fobs]

b)

I

c

/ \
[-cnt] [+cnt]

Affrication

c) [fobs]

(+obit]

I

I

C

C

/\

/ \

I-cnt]

[+crit]

[-cut] [+cnt]

[fuss]

[flat]

Nasal plosion

Lateral release

The affrication rule, reexpressed in autosegmental terms, is:
14) Affrication 4

{ob., I
+cor
C
cntj

/

C
(--cntj

Rhsghj
V

Rcntl

(15) expresses the regressive association of palatality with consonants:
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15) Regressive palatalization 1

i-htgh 1
back .1

05) may apply over a sequence of consonants, just like (10). This
example shows that Autosegmental Phonology allows more $olutions
than transformational phonology in cases of assimilation (but, cf. Anderson 1982). Because it is constructed on transformational foundations, it may use copying rules (e.g. 10), or, alternatively, its own
device, association rules (e.g. 15). (15) differs from (10) in employing autosegmental association, rather than copying. In uniplanar
representation, association is more restrictive than copying, since it
falls under the strictures of the WFC (see below for further discussion), and is consequently always locally bounded, whereas copying
may be completely unbounded.
phenomenon reported by Ileda
What, then, of the 'vowel
How is the leftward spreading
that results in such forms as [kisf
of palatalization blocked? The following structural restriction must
be formally instantiated:

Palatality niay extend as far back as the final consonant
of a precedsny syllable, but not so far as that syllable's
snstsal

consonant.

6..,
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An autosegmental analysis might propose that the constituents of a
/Ci/ mora can be represented by two syllable
terminals, labelled C
and V. In Itf il, the first of these is associated in lexical
representations with the segmental matrix for ItI, and the second

with the

matrix

1

t--high
back 1*

This does not settle whether C and V units or their features are
to be represented on one tier, or on two independent
tiers. I shall
consider each of these possibilities in turn. With just two tiers
the CV tier and a segmental tier
the derivation proceeds as in
16a-d.
16a)

C

V

I

I

t

[+ligh]
[-back]

PALATALIZATION (15) 4
b)

C

v

RI
t (+high]
[-back]

AFFRICATION (14) 4

t

5 (+high]
(-back]
65
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DEVOCALIZAT1ON

8

[thigh]
[-back]

At this stage, in order for the fricative Is) to be associated to

the floating V node (compensatory lengthenMg), the association line
+htgh with the C node must be `swung out of the way',
linking
back
to ensure that it is not crossed by the association line between Is]
and V.' The position of the V-features relative to the C-features oii
the diagram is unimportant, as long as they are associated with each
other via the CV-tier. Observe how the derivation proceeds if the
vocalic and consonantal features are set apart, on independent tiers.

ln (18) 1 have written the V-features above the CV tier, and the
C-features below the CV tier. Since `consonant' and `vowel' features
are not restricted to C and V slots respectively, and since they are
not necessarily intercalated, but may co-occur, I term 'consonant'
and 'vowel' features stricture and resonance features, accordingly.
(The form of 14 will consequently be adjusted to:
9This constraint, known as one of the clauses of the Well.Forinedness Constraint, or W FC (Goldsn»th 1976.27), is usually taken to be of fundamental
importance in restricting the range of permissible phonological representatiolis
In Coleman and Local (1959), however, it is shown that the WFC follows as a
necessary consequence of more fundamental graphical assumptions underlying
Autosegmental Phonology It is argued that the WFC is equivalent to a restriclinguistic
tion on the embedding of graphs in planes, and has no place within

theory If autosegmental representations are limited entirely to graphs embedded
dimensional'
in the plane, then the no-crossing condition is vacuous. But if 'three
representations (Halle and Vergnaud 1980; Archangeli 1986) are admitted, then
the no-crossing condition ceases to restrict the range of possible representations,
because any graph can be embedded without crossings in three-dimensional space
(W ilson 1972), Pulley blank's (1986:14) comments notwithstanding
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17) Affrication 5

(7

--+

I-cnt] ri-cntj

Henti

+obs 1

+cor

to accord with this decision.)
18a)

[thigh]
[-back]
V

PALATALIZATION 4

b)

[thigh]
[-back]

C

V

A FFRICATION
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c)
[thigh]

[-back]

/ 1
C

V

t
DEVOCALIZATION AND
COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING It

d)

Analysis (18) is clearly more satisfactory than analysis (16). In the
multiplanar mode of representation, stricture (con.ionantal) and resonance (vocalic) features are represented on separate tiers: this allows
such phenomena as 'vocalic colouring' of consonants, consonantal syllabics, and vowel-fricative alternation to be characterised with ease.
The motivation for this decision was, however, to avoid violating the
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restriction that association lines may not cross. But if such a restriction is to carry any force, it should not be possible to subvert it by
transferring any subgraphs whose association lines are likely to cross
onto separate tiers or planes.

Many other problems can be avoided if statements of sequence
are kept quite separate from statements of association of items in
separate tiers. We have seen, for instance, that Japanese has CV,
but not VC moras. In lexical representations, constant duplication
of the information that C precedes V in CV moras is highly costly,
since if a C and V are parts of one mora, it is completely predictable
that their relative surface order is "C first, V second", as there are
no VC moras. Where vowel-consonant sequences do occur, there
is always a mora-boundary between the vowel and consonant, as
that consonant either begins the next mora, or is a complete mora
it3elf. The relative order of consonants and vowels within a mora

is thus totally predictable, as is the location of mora-boundaries.
Consequently, the most parsimonious analysis of Japanese is one in
which consonants and vowels are grouped into moras, syllables etc.,
but not explicitly ordered.

The informational content of linear precedence in phonological
representations has to my knowledge never been discussed in Autosegmental phonology. It is just assumed that linear precedence
in phonological or phonet -. structure is represented by the order of
printed items at no notational cost (cf. Cheng 1971).

6 A Prosodic-Structural Analysis
If stricture and resonance features are factored on to separate tiers,
distinct C and V units may turn out to be unnecessary; that is, they
may be susceptible to a configurational definition. In znticipation of
this, let us now reconsider the phonotactic structure of the Japanese
syllable. The syllable-structures I proposed in section 1 are rather
different from the more usual pattern of Onset-Rime/Nucleus-Coda
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widely attested in other languages (and in Japanese too, according
to Abe 1986). However, the Japanese pattern can be felicitously
considered a stereoisomer of the more common cue.
Employing a level of structure at which the rnora is defined as
an autonomous category, we can express tautomoraic palatafization
simply by adding the "Iong-domain" or "prosodic" feature-cluster
+high
to the mora node:

I. back
19)

[thigh]
[-back]
e.g.

\
C

V

[-you]
[+cor]

[+obs]

The idea is that, such "factorized" features are common to both
daughters in the manner of grammatical agreement features iu syntactic theory. This could be achieved in the phonetic interpretation
function, or by a feature inheritance mechanism:
20)

in

[+high]
[-back]

e.g. /si/
/Li/
V

(+high] (+high]
[-back] [-back]
[-voi ]

[+cor
[+obs ]
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The 'spread of palatality' to a preceding consonantal mora could
then be reformulated as (21).
21)

'Regressive' palatalization 2

For example:

22)

X
[4.12igh]

[-back]

The status of the node labelled X is at present unknown. It may
turn out to be warranted as an autonomous prosodic category, or
it may be that the domain of palatality represented in (21) is too
limited, and needs to be extended to some more tamiliar domain,
71
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such as the foot. Mtern, Lively, the Unification formalism offers the

possibility that X is not a constituent node at all, but a reentrant
(i.e. doubly-dominated) nonterminal node representing a category
which is shared between two moms.

The spread of palatalization in Imattfil and Igepkii, and its absence in [kisfh is only correctly defined if Ueda's vowel deletion rule
(12) is reformulated so that at least the V remains, ensuring that
the mora still includes both C and V, and not just a C.
23)

[+high]
[-back]

C

V

[+high]
(+back]

C

[4-high]

[-back]

VC

/

V

a
Inappropriate environment
for regressive palatalization
condition (21) due to remaining
presence of internal V-unit.

Phonological constituent structure can thus be used to set principled and motivated limits to the spread of palatality. When representations such as (19) are sanctioned, Irndi too can be specified
at the mora-level in Japanese, for its value can be specified for the
whole mora. This removes the need for a further regressive assimilation rule, and, since all the vowel-features can be specified for entire
moras, calls into question the need for CV elements on the timing

tier at all. This proposition has been defended at length by Hy-

7 t)
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man (1985)10, and now has some support both within Autosegmental Phonology (cf. Prince 1984) and in "rival" frameworks, notably
Dependency Phonology (Anderson and Ewen (eds.) 1980; Anderson
and Durand (eds.) 1988).

Such a development prohibits formulation of regressive palatalization as (21), which refers crucially to the presence of a single Cunit. A simple reformulation of (21), however, permits an adequate
statement to be made:
24) Regressive palatalization 3
X

[+high]
[-back]

14/A\

mm

[-syl]
[cns]

Mora consonants can thus be characterised as:

The former CV-mora structure is:
"Further support for the distinguished status of the mora as a phonological

domain in Japanese is presented in Cheng (1971), Yoshiha (1981), Pierrehumbert
and Beckman 1988.118 -121, and Kubosolio (1989)
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to

(tayl]

[cue]

[voc]

with vowel- and consonant-quality features dominated by m. Former
V-moras axe now:

Ivoc

but with no consonantal features dominated by m. This reformulation also permits restrictions on the distribution of moras within
moras may constiwords to be stated extremely simply, since 1+
moras
tute a word, and may appear word-initially, whereas
[ raus
moras, in addition,
m ora.
only ever uccur after a it

syl

only ever occur before a Itsyli mora i.e. between two

syl} moras.

it represents a departure from derivational phonology,
the declarative nature of this analysis is extremely satisfying. There
is no CV tier, and it is therefore a relatively more parsimonious analysis. 11-aditional vowel and consonant features are specified for the
entire mora: that is, the secondary artirulation of initial consonants
derives not from regressive spreading of features from a vowel, but
from 'vowel' features directly anchored in mora-tier units. This results in a more satisfactory analysis, achieved more simply, and with
greater phonetic fidelity.
A It ho ug hi
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7

Sequence and Phasing

In the previous sections I discussed affrication and coarticulation informally in terms of a feature-based constituent-structure account
of Japanese phonotactics. I proposed that each mora should be
represented as an unlinearized structure of stricture and resonance
features, and that phonological categories should be structured by
suprasegmental phonotactic rules. These decisions have a number of
important consequences:

i) Palatalization is not treated as a directed (cegressive) assimilatory copying process.
ii) Fricative nuclei do not result from vowel-deletion.
iii) Sequence redundancies are removed from lexical representations.
I shall now show how whispered vowels and fricative nuclei can
be incorporated into this framework.

The traditional claim that nucleus whispering or friction only
occurs in voiceless/tense environments is not quite correct. On a
number of occasions, I have observed nucleus whispering and friction
before lax, voiced items. One example, which records nucleus friction
in accelerated speech and vi per in slower speech, before a lax,
voiced item in both cases, is given in (25). In this example, the first

mora is accented (it is of greater intensity than the second mora, it
is voiced, and may have a rising pitch-contour). It is more accurate,
then, to state that nucleic whisper or friction occurs more readily
before tense, voiceless items than lax, voiced items".
'Similarly, although it is typically only high vowels which devoice, on occasions this phenomenon extends to mid vowels too, though rarely It is clear that
the tendency to devoice is accent-dependent, but as a full consideration of this
matter lies beyond the scope of this paper, I shall contmue to speak only of 1-.'gh
vowels devoicing in voiceless environments.
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25) It's an insect (inushi desu)
mu f(

I

)(les-

t
complete fricative in faster speech

In all cases, however, nucleic friction or whisper only occur after tense, voiceless onsets in unaccented moras. The relationship
between the voicing of a mora's onset and the possibility that its nucleus will also be voiceless is obviously not accidental, but neither is
it simply a case of automatic assimilation, since it is accent-governed.
The traditional segmental analysis of whispered or devoiced vow-

e6 is predicated on the twin assumptions that 1) vowels are by default voiced

that. is, voiceless vowels are universally the exception

rather thaa the norm; ii) voicing is specified segment-by-segment.
By questioning both of these assumptions, I shall show that a more
sataactory analysis can be achieved.
Plain voicing is rather rare in Japanese. Shapiro's (1973) analysis, which accords with my own observations, proposes that 'tensity',

and not 'voicing', is the primary paradirnatk distinction between
'tomes' and 'inedize' in Japanese. Ifidet
other types of excitation, including aspiration, voiceless mai friction, pharyngeal friction, breathy voirP, creaky voice and whisper are much commoner

than simple voice or voicelessness. The so-called 'voiced' or 'lax'
non-nasal onsets are actually only very rarely properly voiced; they
are virtually restricted to accented moras, reduplication forms and
other compounds; a.nd they are specially marked in the orthography.

Moras with voiced non-nasal onsets are written using the symbol
for the mora with the corresponding voiceless onset, together with
a mark called `nigori'12. So `ga,' is written just like la% but with
the addition of the voicing diacritic. According to the assumptions
presented in the previous paragraph, this is simply an irrational idiosyncracy of the Japa.nese writing system. But in fact `nigori' can
be viewed as niarking not just the 'laxness' of the onset, but as also
'2A nominal form of the verb "mgoru', to make muddy.
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encoding the information that the nucleus is never devoiced. Taken
together, these facts suggest that 'voicing' operates in Japanese as
a mora-domain (rather than a segmental-domain) feature; and b)
'voicing' is an exponent of accent. The normal state of affairs is:
Accented mora
Voiced onset

voiced nucleue

Unaccented mora
Voiceless onset

voiceless nucleus

In addition to these, there is also the 'marked' case:
Accented mora
Voiceless onset

voiced nucleus

As in the orthograp:iy, then, 1 snail make the feature ivoil a
mora-level feature, and specify not when vowels are devoiced, but
rather when vowels in voiceless moras are exceptionally voiced.
Now I shall incorporate fricative
"ei into this analysis of voicing and accent. As with whispered vowels, rather than being an
all-or-nothing assimilation phenomenon, the present analysis views

fricative nuclei as one option in a tempo- and accent-dependent
strength hierarchy:
Voiced vocalic nuclei
Whispered vocalic nuclei
Fricative nuclei

Accented
Unaccented

Unaccented/Accel. speech

This hierarchy is phonetically quite natural. In traditional articulatory terms, the distinction between fricatives and vowels is a
difference in the degree of approximation of the active and passive
articulators: close approximation in the case of fricatives, and open
approximation in the case of vowels.
77
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In the present analysis, moras will be represented as graphical
structures (directed, acyclic graphs, or dags) whose dodes are sets
of ordered pairs of features and their values. Two entirely equivalent forms for the representation of dags are used in the Unification formalism: tree-like unordered graphs (possibly with reentrant
nodes), and feature-value structures. both forms of diagram are
used below. In lexical phonological structures, feature-values will
be specified when not predictable, or unspecified when predictable:
consequently only features with semantically distinctive function are
included in representations of lexical phonological structure. Predictable features are not added in an incremental, procedural fashion
to representations, but are incorporated in declarative fashion on the
basis of satisfaction of constraints, such as defaults or implicational
statements.
In lexical representations, each mora is a redundancy-free structure of distinctive features. In the commonest type of mora, CVmoras, each mora's feature-structure is partitioned into two substructures. One of these subsets contains the category-valued feature
(vocl, the other (cns]. In the case of comonantal moras i.e. moras
of gemination, as in imattf il, or the nasal mora consonant, as in
igepkii, only the icnsl category-valued feature is lexically specified
(regression of palatality may add voc features); in V-moras, only
the category-value of ivocl is lexically specified. The features in the
value of knsi partially define distinctions in the stricture ç uameters of speech production, and are thus called stricture or obstruence
feat ures. '3.

This set of features includes specification of the place and &glee
of stricture, but not the "manner of articulation". The (taxi featurestructure is complementary to the (cnsi feature-structure, in that its
features partially define distinctions in the resonance parameters of
speech production, and are called resonance features".
"These features might equally well be called obstruction features (Grilfen
1985) C-features or consonantal features.
'Similarly, resonance features might equally well be termed sonorance-, V- or
vocalic features.

8
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Phonotactic structures are represented using dags, which are
rather like unordered trees, in order to xport temporal ordering from
lexical phonological representations. This is because surface moras
in which an obstruence maximum precedes a resonance maximum,
as in Itfii, will be considered as exponents of the same abstract representation as the corresponding moras with fricative nuclei, such as
Itfl, in which the obstruence maximum occurs simultaneously with
the resonance maximum. In the first case, the resonance and obstruence envelopes (i.e. contours) are out of phase, whereas in the second
case they are in phase. The difference between the two exponents is
thus a distinction of phasing, which is part of the relation which mediates between phonological and phonetic representations (Coleman
and Local 1987 forthcualing, Kelly and Local 1989). Deletion is not,
and need not be, invoked.

Certain ff:atures of the stricture and resonance feature subsets
will be specified for the entire mora. In most Japanese moras, some
of the resonance features in particular, fall into this class (cf. 19).
In order to capture generalizations that are pertinent both to the
stricture and resonance phases of a mora, the features used here
are adopted from Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952). In the main, the
customary articulatory and acoustic interpretations of these features
have been retained, although the presumption of their segmental
nature has not. Furthermore, the greater structural richness of the
current phonological framework obviates the need for some of the
traditional features.
By way of example, I shall now present and discuss the representation of the mora wits exponents (variously) Itfil--itf:I.

The stricture feature Icriti distinguishes partial from complete
closure, or in other terms a long envelope Iron a short envelope.
Long envelopes are characterized by the possibiity of being freely
extended, subject to respiratory restrictions. Short envelopes, on the
other hand, may not be extended. A non-continuant has a duration,
albeit very brief, which has a much lower maximum upper limit
than that of continuants. Although even complete closure can be
79
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freely maintained for relatively long periods, such articulations would

in this analysis be characterised as continuants i.e. syllabic stops
(cf. Hoard 1978).

The analysis of fricative nuclei rests on this interpretation of
continuance. In the present example, Icnt) is used to distinguish the
stricture phase of mons such as [till and itej from If i] and Ise). The
set of resonance features is held to include [-4-cnt] by default. This
is represented by a feature-specification default rule, FSD.
FSD: [void

1-1-cnt)

The feature lyrtd has been retained as it was felt to be wellmotivated in a number of respects (cf. Campbell 1972):
1.

It expresses a close relationship between backness and labiality
that cuts across traditional primary distinctions of vowel and
consonant.

2. It captures the close relationship that holds between front vowels and palatal and palatalized consonants.
3.

It expresses the distributional relationships between nongrave
and grave tense fricatives in Japanese.

These three points are exemplified in the discussions above, and
are illustrated by the group of Japanese moras that are traditionally
analysed as /ha/, /hi/, /hu/. Omitting much detail, these may be
represented phonetically as:

/ha/: [hal grave stricture, grave resonance.

/hi/:

nougrave stricture, nongrave resonance.

/hu/: lOul grave stricture, grave resonance.

'Labial' and 'anterior' articulation is further distinguished by

th..

icrripi (compactness) feature, 'labial' articulation being 1crrepi;
80
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'anterior' articulation, 1+cmpl. Compactness is also used to differentiate 'open' resonance, which is 1 i-cmp], from 'tionopen' resonance,
which is Icmp]. [hal is thus grave and compact throughout, whereas
(ul is grave and noncompact throughout.

The naturalness of the compactness opposition is supported by
the fact that items with noncompact resonance must be distinctively
specified for the feature Igrvi (i.e. backness vs. frontness). Gravity
is not distinctive with compact resoilance (i.e. /a/). Compart resonance is redundantly specified with the gravity of the associated
stricture; compare grave Ihal and Ikaj with nongrave Isael and [tml,
all of which are compact throughout.16 Likewise, diffuseness is not
distinctive in nongrave stricture (e.g. /t/, /s/), but. instead the diffuseness of nongrave strictures is that of the associated resonanc.:.
This constraint can be represented by value-sharing:
ens :

g,t-v

cmp : +

grv rj
A simplified representation of the mora traditionally analysed as
/ti/ is presented in (26)'G. This representation does not include any
specification for phonatior. or nasality, since I am only concentrating

on 'palatalization' and affrication at the moment. Compactness,
diffuseness and gravity are specified for the entire mora. (This will
not, of course, be the case for all moras.) Continuance is not specified

among the resonance features, since it can be predicted from the
FSD.

'To make his analysis more symmetrical, McCawley (1967) 'hypothesises'
a gravity opposition in compact vowels, and then justifies the validity of his

hypothesis with a discussion about the history of the Japanese vowel system In
the present study, attention to phonetic detail obviates McCawley's hypothesis
Ironically, Keating and Hutiman's (1984) study is so dependent on instrumental
observation that this simpk fact is not noticed.
"From here on, each example is complemented by an extensionally equivalent ifeature: value) representation. The formal properties and principles

of Unification Phonology will not he described however, other than through
exemplification.
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grv

26)

crnp
i-dsf

icns

1

Lvocl

nt

Compactness, diffuseness and gravity are closely associated, and
in some sense codependent, since they all relate articulatorily to the
displacement of the tongue and lower jaw. Vocalicity and continuance, however, are of a different order, since they relate to articulatory envelope in a way that gravity, compactness and diffuseness do
not.

z hall not discuss the interdependence of gravity, compactness

and diffuseness, hut I will state that both stricture and resonance
are dependent on their common features. This is represented Ly
their whole-mora status in (26). Ivocl and lens! are not temporally
ordered: (27a) is exactly equivalent to (27b).
b)

27a)

cns

A

voc

voc

cns

These graphs are equivalent representations of the feature-structure:
cns
[ m

voc

In a phonetically interpreted theory of Olonology however, not
only must constituent structure be modelled, but 80 also must the

t)
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process by which unordered representations are 'given' temporal arrangement. This process can be seen to have a twofold aspect: rather
than being simply the preparation of items for transmiesion along a
single data stream, there are a number of parallel data streams. Ordering signals within individual streams is known as sequencing. The
second aspect of queueing concerns the temporal relations, termed
'phasing relations', between signals in independent streams. Phasing
relations determine coordination of the speech organs, and many disorders of speech production can be attributed to incorrectly acquired
phasing. Unilinear catenative phonetics and phonology, which do
not properly recognise phasing relations, are thus at a serious disadvantage regarding the diagnosis and rectificaion of such speech
disurders.

Examples of ordering statements are (28) and (30). These include all that is needed to specify that a) in moras with both stricture and resonance phases, the stricture maximum never follows the
resonance maximum, although it may precede and/or coincide with
(i.e. co-start with) the resonance peak; and b)

cnt

grv

stricture is

'affricated' in 1+ di fi moras.

28) Icn* ivvel

'co-starts with')

The temporal arrangement of the phonetic exponents of (29a),
according to (28), is illustrated in (29b).
29a)

cue] (voc

[-cut] [+cut]
[-grv]
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b)

(4.dif] exponents

[vac) exponents

Res(voc)

[ma] exps.

1111.'
(-cut]
[-guy]

exponents

1-4

9.

Note that the nodes in j29a) are not linearly sequenced. This
may seem odd, considering it is intended as a representation of a
mora containing 'affricatiGn'. But representing affrication in an unsequenced structure allows n explanation of the. rely ionship between fricative-nucleus and vocalic-nucleus affricate-onset moras as
a difference in phasing of the stricture and resonance envelopes. In
vocalic nuclei, lens) costarts with Ivor} (i.e. lcn4 IvocD, whereas for
[ ens

fricative nuclei era
is coterminous (i.e. completely coincides)
with Ivocl (30):

30) Phasing of stricture and resonance envelopes in affricated
mora-onsets:
a) Vocalic nuclei: (cnsli< (voc1

(vac] expouenta
(cns] expa.

ACCENT AND STRUCTURE IN JAPANESE

b) ilicative nuclei: [ens]

luoci ('is coterminous with')

Nod exponents
knit] exponents

8

Concluding Remarks

Few of the components of the above analysis are new. For instance,
in a short pedagogical exposition of Japanese pronunciation, Daniels
(1958) made the following interesting observation:
"consonants are said to be 'prefixed to' the vowels rather
than to 'precede' them because ...in Japanese it is necessary to put the speech organs into the position for the
vowel ...before producing the consonant
so far, that

is to say, as it is possible to do this and still produce
'the consonant'. There is therefore more or less difference in almost all cases between the ways in which 'the
sante' consonant is produced when prefixed to different
vowels."

The careful distinction which I have attempted to observe between the order of phonologica. As, their placement in structure,
and physical time and temporal sequence in the phonetic interpretation of phonological representations derives directly from Firthian
Prosodic Analysis. Carnochan (1957:158) spells out this distinction
with particular clarity:

It is perhaps appropriat, to emphasise here that order
and place in structure do not correlate with sequence in
85
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time, with reference to the experience of the text. The
symbols with which a phonological structure is written
appear on the page 1.1 a sequence; in vDE"Bagry (Exaniple 1, Masculine), structure of jefaffe, the symbol h
precedes the symbol B, but one must guard against the
assumption that the exponent of the element of structure
h precedes the exponent of the element of structure B,
in time in the pronunciation of jefaffe. There is no time
iu structure, there is no sequence in structure; time and
sequence are with reference to the utterance, order and
place are with reference to structure.
In the same volume, Firth (1957:5) reminds us that
hi these structures, one recognizes the place and order of
the categories. This, however, is very different from the
successivity of bits and pieces in a unidirectional time
sequence

and a footnote directs us, in Firth's characteristically erudite manner, to Aristotle's Oryunon, Chapter VI! Firth (1948) makes a similar
observz .ion about the prosodies of Chinese monosyllables, and the
nondistinctiveness of the order of C and V elements in Japanese:

diacritica of the monosyllable are not considered as successive fractions or segments in any linear sense, or as
distributed in separate measures of time.

A footnote to this statement refers to a paragraph from Joos (1948),
which must have been published just before Firth's paper:
hi Japanese, if we neglect the geminates and the syllabic
nasal, there is no structural significance in the order of

9 0,
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phones in the typical syllable" ka. The typical syllable
consists of a consonant (or sero) and a vowel, and these
are always uttered in the order CV, but this order is of no
consequence above the phonetic level. Correspondingly,
the kana syllabary has a symbol which means k and also
means a, but can be said to mean ka rather than ak only
in consequence of the articulatory habit. ...And when
a syllabary-keyboard Morse sender for radio telegraphy
was designed for the Japanese armed forces, it is not
surprising that it w3s built so as to send out the a signal
of ka before the k signal: the order having no linguistic
sign ificance

. . .

Abstraction of features that pertain to complete phonological
doniziins, rather than their distribution into individual segments, is
a common principle of Firthian prosodic analysis (cf. Palmer 1970).
The use of feature structures in prosodic analysis is novel, howevei,
as is their interpretation.
Traditional Firthian prosodic analysis, although contributing
much to the methodology of this study, suffers from a lack of uniformity in its formalism. Formula such as 31T1, although intended to
be noncatenative, still implicitly contain information about temporal
order. 'T' and 'I', though not phonemic, nevertheless have catenative exponents. The sante holds for structural templates of C and V
units. Furthermore, 'T' and 'I' are still too obviously alphabetic for
an analysis that claims to be completely abstract: they still call to
mind
and
more readily than, say, 'd' and tul. Most seriously,
prosodic analysis offers no ready basis on which related and Imrelated languages may be compared. And while it correctly recognizes
the value of careful and detailed phonetic study, and only the utilitarian value ol actual phonetic records, it largely failed to concern
itself with the interface of phonology and speech pt Auction.
"Joos means the unit which 1 call "mora", of course.
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The relationship of transformational phonology to the psychological model of which it is supposedly a part has been similarly
ambivalent. On the one hand, phonologists have concerned themselves with details of 'naturalness', 'formal expressive power', and
so on, without much consideration of the physical phenomena which
phonology attempts to model. So although in intent transformational phonology is a model of something that goes on in the brain,
in most work there has been little or no mention of what mental processes or physical structures phonological theory models. Imagining
surface phonetic representations to be not of physical events but of
supposedly what a person 'knows' about the form
cognitive states
is highly pernicious, for in all works of transforof their speech
inational phonology, simple segmental phonetic 'records' of events
are used to represent surface structure. This step has no justification; it's just that two meanings of 'surface' have been conveniently
and systematically confused. On the one hand, 'surface' refers to
cognitive states; on the other, to physical events. Although transformational phonologists rightly tackle the problem of characterising
what speakers do and do not know about their language, it must
also try to evaluate the status of phonologist's observational records
in its methodology.
Unification phonology, on the other hand, has a number of distinct advantages. it has a relatively restrictive view of morphophonological organization: namely, there are two qualitatively different
levels of representation, phonological and phonetic, related by an
arbitrary mapping (denotation, or exponency). Phonological representations are structured, but unordered. The data discussed in
this paper suggests that this position at least is exactly right. And
formally-inclined pliGnologists can draw some comfort from the fact
that the Uditication formalism is computationaly tractable, niathematically elegant and extremely well-understood.

9')
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CLAUSE STRUCTURE AND TONE IN SANDAWE
Edward D. Elderkin

Introductiou
The use of tone within words is well documented. Tonal distinctions between words in sequence can often Lie analysed using the
same devices as are applied within the word, for example ,lowndrift or downstep. Sandawei, however, is a language in which the
tonal relationships between constituents in clause structure, and between constituents in phrase structure, have a particular function,
and sometimes a form which differs from that seen within a word. It
is the intention of this paper to state in outline this phenomenon and
some of its uses. Both constructed clauses and clauses from recorded
oral texts are used to do this.
iSandawe is a Khoisan language spoken in central Tanzania. The languages
to which it seems most closely related are those of the Central Khoisan group,
of which Namii is the best known. Sandawe has been previously documented in
several major w -irks, for example, Dempwolff 1916, van de Kimmenade 1954 and

the works of ten Raa (especially ten Raa 1967) My helper in investigating the
Sandawe language was Nd Augustine Mathias, formerly of Mangastaa, to whom
1 record my thanks.
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2 Tone within words
The word, as used here, is a phonological unit defined by its phonetic
realisation; it is not necessarily isomorphic with any syntactic unit.
For example, the word in (la) contains two morphemes, the second

of which, sà, has its origin within the.NP dominated by S, that is,
within the subject; the morpheme dzigida does not belong to the
constituent which is the subject of the clause.2

This paper does not provide a detailed syntactic analysis, but
indicates the 1161611111111 syntactic analysis needed to appreciate the
use of tone.

Sandawt has long and short vowels. In order to describe this,
and the tone patterns which are seen in words, it is expedient to use
the mora as the unit which both accounts for length (three to a long

vowel and two to a short vowel) and chooses one of the two tones
(high or low ). There is downdrift between highs separated by
one

or more low mora: within one word. Downstep has been found

between a syllable final high mora and a following syllable beginning
ith either a low toned mora or a high toned mora. Otherwise high
tones within c.le word and without any intervening low tone maintain

the same pitch level. The examples in (1) show these phenomena
and the usual realisation of low tones in relation to a high. It will
be noted that low tone on a syllable immediately following a high is
phonetically raised, starting just below the end point of the preceding
.

_

'The transcription which is used below is based on the principles of the WA,
with the following variations.
Voiceless unaspirated consonants are all given a subscript

, this doubly dis-

tinguishes them from the voiceless aspirated series which is shown by a following
h I follow Beach 1938 in combining the three WA symbols for clicks, "It, Cand
with the subscript tilde to indicate a click articulated with simultaneous voiced

nasality.

, r and b

A full chart of those consonants well established in the

language follows.

S
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2(cont.)
clicks

fricative
glottalised
aspirated
voiceless

voiced
nasal

sonorant

The symbol

nonchcks

f
7
C

h
C

r

1

/

bi

.°4

C

)

C,

/

7

h

5
b
5
O

5

s

?

I

.. 7

h

k7

7

7

ti.

ts

ti

x

th

till

t

o

ii
o

ti

k

b

d

di

di3

g

tn

n

W

r

j

l

h

g

kh
a

0

indicates labiovelarisation of the initial part of a syllable.

Small superscript symbols for nuals indicate a syllable final nasal element;
in loan words, they, and the following hornorganic conson-nt, often represent

prenasalised units in the source language.

There are five vowels. Length is noted by a following
Some vowels are
voiceless and are written with a subecript ; in pitch diagrams, their presence
.

0

ie noted by the quaver rest symbol. After 7, the quality of a voiceless vowel ts
identical to that of the preceding vowel; here the vowel quality symbol is omitted,
but the voicelessness and the tone are noted.

Tone marking follows the Africanist tradition: high
low
The tone on
the first mora of a syllable is noted; the tone on subsequent morn is only noted
where It is different from that on the first.
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high, and then falling; otherwise, syllables with all low mom are
phonetically level, but lower following a high than preceding it.

(la) Normal realisations of low
1101

dzigidasa

dzigida
heart

sa

3fSg

she ...heart

(lb) Downstepped low
MOW

a :v.na
?.

a:ki

na

00

above

to

to above

(1r)

Maintenance of High tones
OWN

11111111

seba
fish

(Id)

Downdrift
11.1--.,

ts ániàsU
giraffe
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(le) Downstepped high

ts
come

pa
0

0

2Sg

NEG

you didn't come

3

The noun phrase

In the structure of the noun phrase, sequences of coordinate words
are characterised by the maintenance of the pitch of the first high
tones in successive words. In (2a) kicitidii: and hewe are coordinate
0

within the same NP; downdrift does not operate to lower the pitch
on wd and the position of the word break is marked phonetically as
the low tone on he takes its pitch in relation to.that of we, and not
in relation to the dzi of the second syllable of the preceding word.
Similarly the three words h3:*lármil: khiindisi.: in (2b), have highs
0

in the NP which share the same pitch level.
(2a)

?

,

ts exi ts
O

.?

;

ts Om

O

?

nt:

hewdta

a

0

l's7i

?a

0

0

0

ne:

kicizicizt:

Uwe

LOC
3P1 stay the village
they lived together in this village

one
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this
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(21))

V -N

khUndist:gar

h3:1

0

O

104

larmii:

khundis'e:

'4:4
0

O

who butted 3P1 give hint
that goat
and they gave him the goat which butted (the chicken)

Where downdrift operates within one of the coordinate words,
tt, is the pitch level of the first high tone in this word that is shown
by the first high tone in a following coordinate word. This is demonstrated by example (3).
(3)

--1111111-4.3/4

7.

ts amasu

te
0

?

ts amasii

té

é

0

another
giraffe
a Aother giraffe

3tnSg

Although the evidence above suggests the generaliaation that
coordinate words within one NP have their high tones on the same
pitch level, a small number of cases has been found where the head
of an NP, preceded by a modifier, has a lower pitch than the modifier. An example is given in (4). Within the context of present-day
Sandawe, this has to be considered exceptional, that is to say, 1 do
not. yet know what is the conditioning factor.

0

flp
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(4)
h:,

ts c::
-h
ts 6:
be absent specific
the late Leeba

ld:bb

li:b6
Leeba

4 The associative construction
The associative construction is a constituent which functions as an
NP. It has as its own constituents two NPs which are not coordinate;
the second NP is the head. The meaning of the whole is often best

translated as indicating possession. The second NP, the head, is
realised with its first high tone lower than that of the first high tone
in the first NP.
(5)

moil

elle

ol

0.11.

sánciá

sebá

Satida's

fish

The pitch interval is that of downstep, as can be seen by comparing (5) and (le). But where the second word has only low tones,
its first syllable has a downward glide, which is different from the
realisation of a downstepped low; compare (6) and (lb).
(6)

tsi

be

0

my

son
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It would be possible to suggest that downstep between such
words ha-s a different realisation to that of downstep within a word,
but the situation in clause structure suggests that another analysis
is needed.

5

The basic clause

There are several types of clause structure. The one which is taken
in the following examples is the basic clause structure. The basic
clause structure is characterised by the presence of one morpheme
from a series of morphemes which agree with the subject and may be
suffixed to any constituent of the clause except the subject, or by the
presence of the nominative morpheme -a: , suffixed to the subject;
both may occur. A constituent to which one of these morphemes is
suffixed is here called a marked constituent. Within one clause any
number of marked constituents can in principle occur, but the verb
is marked, no other constituent may be marked. In the basic clause,
the declarative marker g5 may appear in the marked constituent,
imnrediately preceding the nominative morpheme or the subject pgn
morpheme.

The morphemes which agree with the subject are referred to
as pgn morphemes; pgn is an abbreviation I'm person, gender and
number. This series of pgn morphemes I refer to as the subject pgn
morpheme; they are listed in (7).
(7)

Subject pgn morphemes
1Sg

si

2Sg
3mSg
3fSg

a

11)1

sa
6

2P1
3P1

e
?a
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When the nominative morpheme -a: is used, the following constituent has a lower pitch, whether it is the verb, as in (8), or another
NP, as in (/).
(8)

tsá:
0

tsi

0

a:

0

0

Nom
I came

come

1Sg

(9)

voll

fsa:

tsi

Ine.

m.a

scimba

thi:rnd

a:

seba

thi:mé

NOM

fish

cook it

0

1S8

I cooked the fish

In the example in (10), the word fdlowing the constituent with
-a: is low toned; there is the same fall as has been illustrated with

the associative construct:on in (6).
(10)

tsa:

kha

0

tst

a:

kha

1Sg

N oM

return

I came back

There are three problems associated with the idea of relating
this lowering of tones to a downstep. The !irst has already been
101
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exemplified in the difference between (lb) and (10), and (lb) and
(6); downstep within a word would here have a different realisation
from downstep between words. The second is that this downstqf is
not present when there has been downstep, or a downdrift of high
tones, within the previous word, as a comparison of the two examples
in (11) shows.

esa:
0

cif

a:

1Sg

NOM

0

come

I came

ka:k a:
0

0

ki.ka
0

0

a:
0

0

dog

NOM

come

the dog came
The third is that upstep would have to be recognised, as example
(12) illustrates; the first three words all begin with a high tone.
(12)

'

.111

bä.ra

phindigosi
0

0

pu

phindigo

si
0

0

NOM

b3:ra

0

and be busy
so I came and started to get on with it
1Sg

si

come

102
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8

Marked constituents

The constituent to which the nominative suffix or one of the subject
pgn morphemes is suffixed is here called the marked constituent.
Four possible clauses are given in (14), using just the four lexical

items quoted in (13). The clauses all relate to the fact that Sanda

cooked the fish yesterday. The favourite sequence of constituents is

SOV. Me is a member of a small system of temporals which behave
0

alike.

(13) Me
0

yesterday

sedi
sebâ

Sanda

thi:me

cook

fish

(14a)
MEV

aINI

GOO

=RAMO

ONO

ntesi sándii scimbá thi:me
(146)

1111r-

OMB.

AIM

?iite sándá: sebá thine
0

( 14

- ------

Aite sAnclá sebásS
0
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(14d)
MY.

se di se bâ thi:mésa
0

Any constituent which has either a suffixed subject pgn morpheme or the nominative morpheme always has the highest high
pitch, irrespective of whether it is au NP, a verb or i temporal. Any
NP preceding the marked constituent also has the highest high pitch.
The high toue of a temporal preceding the marked constituent has a
pitch lower than the highest high. Au unmarked verb never appears
before the first marked constituent in the clause.

I label by numbers the different pitch levels on which the first
high tone in words is realised, using 1 for the highest. For example,
clause (14b) would be transcribed as (15).
(14b)

-

.11111

AMIN.

?kite sOda: sOmbá
(15) .2 ?üte 1sánda. 2s6n1ba 3t1'i.me
0

The pitch realisation of the tones in the examples in (14) can be
accounted for by allocating to each constituent an underlying tune
level and by stating two rules. The underlying tone level for NPs
is 2 and the underlying tone level for temporals is 3. The first rule
states that the marked constituent takes level 1 and any constituent

preceding it is raised by one level. The second rule states that a
downward skipping of levels, that is from 1 to 3, is eliminated by
raising the !evel of the 3 to a level 2. So, for example, the derivation
of (14b) and (14c) is given in (16) and (17).

CLAUSE STRUCTURE AND TONE IN SANDAWE
(16)
0

si"da

sómbá

thi:mé
Verb
3

Temp

Subj

Obj

Underlying
Mark subject:
Rule 1
Rule 2

3

2

2

a:

-

Output (14b)

2 ?lit

2

1

(Nominative)
-

sebá

secIA:

0

3thi:rne

yesterday Sanda cooked the fish
(17)
?tit e
0

Underlying
Mark object
Rule 1
Rule 2

Output (14c)

sancta

sOnba

thi:mé

Temp

Subj

Obj

Verb

3

2

2

3

2

1

2/iite

isancla

sa

(3fSg subject)

1

2
0

Isebash

2thi:mé

yesterday Sanda cooked the fish
It would seem useful to assume that there are two types of

structure, syntactic structure and discourse structure. The syntactic
structure of all of the sentences in (14) is basically identical. The discourse structure decides which constituent is to be marked and this
and the syntactic structure determine whether the nominative morpheme or the subject pgn suffix is chosen. The marked constituent
is raised to the highest tone level; I shall refer to the meaning which
is associated with a marked constituent as an information point.3
A syntactic clause does not have to have an information point.
3 If the marked constituent were always an information point then a case could
be made for treating thia as a syntactic phenomenon. But in one instance in the

corpus I have transcribed, the marked constituent is not raised to the highest
tone level Lanki is being reproached for his failure to look after his senile mother
and at one pomt he says
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hi practice, however, most clauses will have at least one information
point. It is possible for a clause to have more than one marked
element, as example (18) shows; both ta:?' and bahwasisiksA: are
information points.
(18)

0

0

0

bOr

?à

pu

là:

?a

kharibif a

good

3P1

welcome

:

0

0

0

ibihwasisi5:s4:

2kharibif

'5Or 2 ?A: tita:T

already

&

WI
sé

NOM

3P1

a:

3PI NOM
the elders
And the elders welcomed them well

In (18), bOr ?a. WV kharibf at forms one unit of information
0

0

0

and binwasiasi: a second unit of information. Rules of tone level
apply within an information unit.
sesi

si

si

3fSg
now
ilow she

lie wants to stave off the attack and keep the Hour, but is still formulating what
he is going to say Inasmuch as the use of the suffixed subject has committed him

to a particular subject, (and his audience will expect a statement to follow), he
does have some idea of what is coining, and of who the subject of the clause will
be, but he has no idea 38 tO what will be the main information point lle may
conveniently pause in the hope that the expectation of an assertion and a verb
will deter a further onslaught This example shows why syntactic phenomena
should be kept separate from the question of how the information in a clause
organised.

)
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7 The narrative clause
Clauses which use the basic clause structure ntay also show the conjunction pu, as has occurred in (18). The pu is always suffixed with
0

0

the subject pgn morpheme, and the resulting word, which is referred
to as the narrative conjunction, always has a high tone4 The font's
in (19) result, where it is seen that when the following subject pgn
morpheme has an initial consonant, there is no segmental trace of
pu. These narrative conjunctions appear at or near the beginning of
CI

the clause.
(19)

Narrativ, conjunction
1Sg

Si :

2Sg
0

3mSg

ka or pa:
0

3fSg

sa:

1 PI

po:

0

0

2PI
0

3PI

?á:

These have an underlying tone level 3, but they do not always
submit to raising before a level 1 in the same clause; I have not been
able to determine any reason for this variation and as yet I consider
it. to be free variation.
The narrarive conjunction is a marked constituent, but is is never
41

did not record pu in field work and take it from ten Raa's work; I do not
0

know its tone In order to account for the high tone on the narrative conjunction,
perhaps that conjunction also contains a high tone as an allomorph of the nominative morpheme, as analysed in examples in the text, but I have no evidence
to support this conjecture.
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chosen as an information point. As noted earlier, within one clause
any number of marked constituents can in principle occur, but if the
verb is marked, no other constituent may be marked. If the verb in
a clause with a narrative conjunction is chosen as the information
point, then it is raised to level 1 without being marked, and, in the
examples I have, immediately follows the narrative conjunction
(20)

3ka 'bata 21A:X
0
00
pu

bat a

a

00
be satisfied

0

3mSg

NOM

IS:"Pe

hare

and the hare had had enough

8

The copular clause

The copular clause consists of two noun phrases with no copula.

(21) NP1 f NP2
One NP will usually be an information point and as both are
coordinate within the clause, both usually appear on tone level 1.
(22)

tsi lia:si
0

tsi

la.

good
I'm well
1Sg

si

1Sg

A sequence such as that in (22) could also be taken as two coordinate constituents ot an NP; when this construct;- is used as a
copula clause, it is most usual for the declarative nit. xer ga to be
used followed by ?A, used as a 35g pgn form, which agrees with the
0

whole clause and which asserts its status as a clause.

1I

A. 4-

.1
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Utider certain conditions, not detailed here, nominals take a pgn
suffix which indicates their person, number and vender, and I refer
to these as nominal pgn morphemes. The final si in (22) is such a
0

morpheme. These nominal pgn morphemes form a different series
from the subject pgn morphemes; the nominal pgn series with a low
tone is listed in (23).
(23)

Nominal pgn morphemes, low toned
1Sg

si
0

2Sg

pb
0

3mSg

0/61/W/e

3fSg

si
0

1 PI

sti:

2Pl
3P1

The copular clause forms the base for other clause types, inducting the irrealis and the -si clause.

9

The irrealis clause

One use of the irrealis clause is as a future tense; the future will be
used in this section. At first glance, a future clause looks similar to
a basic clause, in that the favourite sequence of constituents is SOV.

(24) 'sandá 'sebásb 2thi:misb
0

Sanda'll cook the fish

But there are differences. Although it has not been illustrated
above, the basic clause allows variation in word order; less is possible

with the future. The pgn suffix of the future always appears on
the verb, and it may not appear anywhere else. The pgn suffix
109
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on the basic clause belongs to that suffixed subject series stated in
(7), that in the future belongs to the nominal series stated in (23).
In the basic clause, a declarative morpheme gi can appear on any
constituent, which will then be the marked constituent, and the gi
will be followed by the pgn of the suffixed subject series or by the
nominative morpheme. In the future, the declarative morpheme can
appear on the subject, where it will be followed by a pgn of the
nominal series, agreeing with the subject, an.4 it may follow the verb,
in which case it also follows the nominal pgn which is suffixed to the
verb, and gi itself has the suffix ?a, used as described in the previous
0

section. ga cannot follow the object. The fact that it cannot follow
the object seems to indicate that the sequence object and verb is itself
a clause constituent in the future, and the use of the nominal series
of pip suffixes with it seems to show that the underlying structure
is that of a copular clause, as is shown in (25).
(25)
N P2

N

pyn
VI P

sinda

secia

seba

2thi:mE

sü
0

su

sOmba

0

3fSg
cook
Sanda fish
`Sandall cook the fish'

In such a structure, both the N P1 and the N P2 would be expected to have the same tone level. However, when there is no object

in the VP which is dominated by NP2, the NP1 can be made an
information point by using the system of tone levels, as can be done
in the basic clause. The examples in (26) compare basic and future
clauses.
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(26)

'geld

'gild 1mán:

Cele will be tired
'gild 2mi7i:

Gele was tired

2mir
0

It's Gele who'll be tired

It's Gele who was tired

But if there is an overt subject, and an overt object present in
the VP, this use of tone levels to make an information point is not
possible. The reason is clearly one of interpretation strategy: to have
the subject NP one tone level higher than the following NP which is
the object of the verb, would produce a tonal relationship between
them which would be interpreted as two NPs in an associative construction.
10

Clauses with si

si can be suffixed to both noun and verb stems. It is followed by a
nominal pgn suffix and it can be taken that a form which has this si
is a nominal form. Its cange of translation equivalents can be seen
in (27).
(27) mAtósisi

'I've a gourd'

thtmésisi
0

thianisfs'i
0

'I can cook' (imperfective verb stem)

'I managed to cook it' (perfective verb stem)

Although the translations in (27) have been by English verbal
clauses it seems that each of the Sandawe words, as a nominal, is the
NP2 of a copular clause.
The clause in (28) has the structure of a copulaz clause, the N P2
consists of tscimbi 2t1'imisis6.6
0

4Thi5 form is usually heard as thintisdsii, but the sf is retained in the text for
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(28) 'sAndá Isebá 2t1'imésisu
0

Sanda is a person who knows how to cook fish

But there is also the possibility of the clause in (29), which is
much more likely to occur.

(29) 'sed4 'són.bá
0

Sanda know :. how to cook fish

In order to distirguish between a copular clause and a more
verbal clause, Sandave has innovated a clause type by allocating the
verb also to the same level as the object. As an NP with si is a very
common form user', as a modifier, the innovation of this new clause
type serves as a clear indicator that the whole functions as a clause.

In example (30), the last two words are an NP, 'the man who has
taken Ignatia'; the pitch relationship between the two constituents
is one :.ue to its status as an NP. Example (31) is a clause; the verb
appears on tone level 1.
(30)

ilemésé:

43:sa

2siestis:

.113:s4

sid

kei:se
0

*mese:

exist
Iguatia
take
somebody has married Ignatia
man

sti

s

e

3fSg

s

3mSg

si

si

imAnasisi

(31)

0

hewe

Ca
0

place

man4

0

specific

that

know

I know that place
clarity
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History

An earlier study, (Elderkin 1986), using internal reconstruction and
comparison with Nama, suggested that it seems likely that the origin
of the difference of tone level between an NP and a verb is to be
found in the loss of a suffix final to the NP. The use of tone level
1 on a marked item, one used as an information point, seems to be
attributable variously to the loss of such a suffix, to the low tone

on the suffixed subject pgn series and also to the possibility that
an information point intrinsically carries a raised torte to give it the
prominence it requires; examples (20) and (26) suggest this. Once
established in the language, the system has been extended beyond
its historical limits in the adaptation of what are historically copular

clauses to a more verbal nature, but only to the extent that no
conflict with preexisting structures in the language is created.
The decription of Nama given in HaackeG 1976 shows some force-

ful parallels to these phenomena of Sandawe. Radical lexical formatives, that is, those which are not compounds, have one of six
tonemes. Each toneme had two alloforms which Haacke refers to as
basic and perturbed. The perturbed profile, as well as being distinguished by a different pitch pattern from the basic profile, is also
lower in pitch. Haacke shows that within a phrase, whether NP or
VP, the first lexical item has the basic profile and subsequent lexical
items have the perturbed profile. In the VP in Nama and Sandawe
the NP precedes the V. So in Nama, the I-xical item in that NP
has the basic profile and the lexical item in ,.he V has the perturbed
profile. This corresponds well to the underlying level 2 on the NIP
and the underlying level 3 on the V in Sandawe. In Nama, the verb
can be marked, in the sense used above, but with a greater number
of morpheme classes than in Sandawe. When so marked, it takes the
basic profile;
a marked verb in Sandawe takes tone level 1. In the as_
6 I acknowledge with gratitude the kindness of W. H. G. Haacke in allowing me
sight of his theses, in the interests of consistency, I interpret his data in conformity with the description of Sandawe which I have given hers, and I alone should
be brought to task for any infelicities and inaccuracies which this interpretation
brings.
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sociative construction, the basic profile on the first noun is followed
by the perturbed profile on the head noun; Sandawe has the head
noun one tone level below that of the first noun.

I have referred to NPs in Sandawe both as clause constituents
and as phrase constituents. In Nama within an NP as such a constituent, more than one basic profile may occur. Where there is thus
more than one basic profile, each basic profile is the initial lexical
item of an NP coordinated within that constituent. When within
such an NP a modifier precedes the head, the expected sequence of
tone profiles, bask followed by perturbed, is the rule. So it seems
that the Sandawe tone pattern in example (4), which was treated
above as an exceptional pattern, is historically that of an NP. The
general rule in Sandawe that words within an NP share the same
tonal level, derives from the time when each such word constituted
an NP in its own right. I do not think that the structure of Sandawe
is such as to allow this as a synchronic interpretation, although in
Nama it is possible.

In short, the relation in Nama between a basic profile and the
following perturbed profile is comparable to the relationship between

a word on underlying tone level 2 and the following word on an
underlying tone level 3 in Sandawe. There are several places where
he structure of Sandawe and the structure or the Central Khoisan
languages, of which Nama is one, correspon.: It seems that the way
in which they use tone in clause structure is one such feature.
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TONE AND ACCENT IN THE QAFAR NOUN
It. J. Hayward

This paper comes as a sequel to an analysis of tone and accent
which was presented rather briefly in the Grammatical Notes appended to Parker and Hayward (1985). While the present paper does
furnish some justification for and further illustrations of the earlier
analysis, it also sets out to modify it with respect to one particular
point, namely, the relationship between accent and gender. The revision of this point has important implications, both synchronic and
diachronic.

I believe that the new proposal makes for a simpler account of
gender in that (for Qafar) this category is seen as determined rather
than determining, which further suggests a line of explanation for
how gender might be acquired by speakers of this language. In this,
the present approach is in line with more recent work on gender
in Qafar (Hayward and Corbett, 1988). The re-analysis also makes
good sense for comparative work, for it assumes that Qafar and Irob
Saho can be analysed as having a common accentual system, and
that the major difference betv. -.an the two concerns only the rule of
High Tone Association.

Both in the 1985 analysis and here, it is claimed that, like
other members of the East Cushitic group, the Qafar-Saho languages
display tonal accent rather than stress accent. But the evidence

York Papers in Linguistics 15 (1991) 117-137
©R. J. Hayward
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for this claim is far less obvious in the case of Qafar-Saho than
in the cases of Somali (Hyman 1981; Banti, forthcoming), Oromo
(Banti, forthcoming), Arbore (Hayward, 1984) or Rendille (Pillinger,

1988), for there has been an appreciable development of sentence
prosody (intonation) in Qafar-Saho, and it may well be the case
that the languages/dialects of this group are very close to a typological watershed.' Justification for the decision to treat the relation
between pitch variation and prominence in the Qafar-Saho group as
tonal accent is the subject of a paper currently in preparation, and
here I simply assume that this term is appropriate.
I shall start with a review of the original analysis proposed in

Parker and Hayward (1985: 2184 In that account, accent and
tone are distinguished in the following way. Accent is defined as an
abstract marker of the potentiality for an association between a particular syllable' and a high tone. Accent is said to be either lexical
or assigned by rules sensitive to certain morphosyntactic categories.
Following the practice of Goldsmith (1976, 1982) and other phonologists working within the Autosegmental framework, accent, whether
inherent or assigned, is indicated by means of an ae:erisk above the
relevant vowel letter in the transcription. The terni 'high tone' refers
to a feature of (relatively) higher pitch which is associated with one
particular syllable in the first word in a phrase. High tone is symbolised in phonological representations as H, and indicated in the
transcription of examples by means of a grave accent. Syllables not
associated with high tone generally have low pitch.'
lit should be noted that previous investigators have generally dealt with pitch
prominence in Qatar and Saho a* 'stress (cf., for example, We liners, 1952, Morin,

1977, Bliese, 1981) One reason for preferring an analysis in terms of tone a nd
accent 13 that pitch contours associated with an intonational function in gafar and Sah,.. operate very largely in independence of accent erJ the high tune
element of O.. tonal system, which is discussed in the paper.
2The term 'syllable' is used in an informal way as an abbreviation for referring
to the 'nucleus of syllable' Whether this is the appropriate tone-bearing unit
for Qatar, or whether we ought to invoke the 'mora', is itself a matter fur debate
Without entering into a detailed justification for the decision here, 1 have opted
for the former analysis
3This statement requires qualification. The description in Parker and Hayward (1985. 2220) makes it clear that Qatar has certain larger.domain phono-
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As stated earlier, the domain of high tone is a unit which, for

convenience, we may refer to as a 'phrase', since,
in general, it is
congruent with a syntactic constituent of that order. This is especially obvious in the case of noun phrases and postpositional
phrases.
However many words there are in a NP (or PP), high tone is only
associated with one syllable, and this is always located in the first word
of the phrase. nirthermore, within this first word, high
tone can only
ever be associated with one of the last three syllables. These
staten: -nts are exemplified in 1-4. (In the examples, parenthesised material belongs to a phrase other than the one under consideration.)4
isigd (rabteh)
(a) cow (died)
woo saga (rabteh)

that cow (died)

Mica saga

(ra6teh)

three cows died
woo

sidsca saga (rabteh)

those three cows (died)
gadd saga (rabteh)

(a) white cow (died)

Mica

gado saga (rabteh)

three white cows (died)
logical elements which we might appropriately regard
as intonation. Such 'sentence prosodies' comprise segmental components which do not fit into the
consonant and vowel systems of the lrnguage; they also comprise pitch
features not
analysable in terms of the tonal system considered in this
paper. Moreover,
rather than speaking of 'low tone', it seems preferrtble to say that the relatively
low pitch feature of syllables not associated with high
tone results from a late
default assignment of pitch values.
4The spelling of Qafar forms is in accordance with
the recently adopted orthography. (For a discussion of this, the reader is referred
to Parker and Hayward, 1985: 5-7). In this orthography, the only letters
requiring
comment are
q, c, and 2, which represent a voiced pharyngeal fricative,
a voiceless pharyngeal
fncative, and a voiced retroflex plosive respectively. Long
consonants and vowels
are represented with double letters.
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2. (a) awki (gulch)
a boy (arrived)
(b) taamitak yen awki (gulch)
(the) boy who was working (4rrived)
3.

yi banh kataysih ina (gufteh)
my son's friend's mother (arrived)

4. (a) daró yokmeh suge hantuuta tiggife dummu duriye kutti
kaa)
grain he-had-eaten rat she-killed cat he chased dog (this
is him)
(this is) the dog that chased the cat that killed the rat
that had eaten the grain
(b) kuti dummU (ditirlyeh)

(the) dog (chased) (the) cat

(c) dunimti dar6 yokmeh sugeh hantuuta (tiggifeh)
cat grain he-had-eaten rat (killed)
(the) cat (killed) (the) rat that had eaten (the) grain

In order to predict which syllable )f the first word high tone will be
associated with, accent has to be taken into account. The association
operates according to the rule given in S.
5. High Tone Association (NPs and PPs)
If the first word contains an accented syllable, 11 will
associate with that syllable. Otherwise, H will associate
with the final syllable of the first word.

The rule assumes that only some words are accented, though
provided it appeared in the appropriate syntactic configuration, any
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word could have the high tone associated with it. The rule accounts

for the differences in location of the high tone in pairs of phrases

such as the following.

11

6. (a) kuta (mdfaza)
(I don't like) dog(s)
II

*

(b) a kuta (mdfaza)
(I don't like) this dog

7. (a) dummu (mdfaza)
(I don't like) cat(s)

(b) a dummu (mdfaza)
I don't like) this cat
While phrasal high tone always associates with the first word of a
phrase, which syllable it associates with depends upon whether or
not the word is accented, and if it is, upon which syllable the accent
is located. Thus, kuta 'dog' in 6 is accented on the penultimate
symbol, dummu 'cat' in 7 is unaccented.

In our original treatment, the assignment of accent distinguishes
two cases: (i) the case of nouns to which accent is assigned in virtue of
morphological and morpho-gyntactic categories such as 'root', 'gen-

der' and 'case% (ii) the case of nouns where the accent cannot be
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assigned by such means. For the first situation, the following rule
was given.

8. Accent is assigned to the final root syllable of the absoluLive forms of a masculine noun, unless that noun carries
lexical accent.

This rule accounts for the majority of nouns ending in consonants
(virtually all are masculine) and all vowel-final masculine nouns. The
inal vowel in the latter group, although lexically determined, is not
re-koned as part of the root, since it is replaced by any vocalic Case
marker. Examples of nouns receiving accent in this way are given
9.
5The absolutive form may be regarded as the unmarked form of a noun

It

is identical to the citation form for all V-final nouns. But this identity does
not obtain for C-final nouns. From the point of view of syntax, citation forms
in Qafar are predicative complements, and in this function C-tinal nuuns take
a copular element which in the pronounced word consists simply uf a vuwel
harmonising with respect to features of roundness and lownesi; inherent in the
last stem vowel. e.g.

absolutive form

citation form
and
digits+

milk
marriage

debin

debini

beard

bin
moyna

Minn
mowndba

coffee

can

stud animal

Nevertheless, the phonological shape of the absolutive form uf a C-Mial noun
is essentially an rIstraction, for although it occurs in direct object function with
no addition,i1 element affixed to it, the very fact of its being C-tinal may bring
about a process of closed syllable contraction, which neutralizes vowel length
in the final syllable_ Any underlying quantity distinction is only revealed when
a vowel-initial element is attached. This occurs, for example, in the following
citation forms.
absolutive form
citation form
lubak
lubii41.44
lion
.4144r

citaioam

wadi

dsI

dealt.

hippopotamus

6 For example.
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9. (a) C-final: can milk
danan donkey
maymagul making peace, repairing
mukaalafut breach, violation

(b) V-final: gura left hand
fake yna key, opener

rnakaabanna wisdom, sagacity
*

keemaantsyya dissension

Masculine nouns not receiving the accent by this rule are regarded
as having lexical accent. Such nouns are a minority; they are all
consonant-final and are accented on the penultimate syllable of the
root. e.g.

10.

gaday

tree species

baake r

greed

munkuxux

insomnia

eddehayist

defendant

All remaining nouns are vowel-final and feminine in gender,
and,
according to our analysis, are unaccented. e.g.
absolutive
boy

dwko

children
house

irm
Pan

nornitutthre
cm*

genitive 1

genitive 2

iaukti

erri

avAliit

Itrri
gari

qdra

qaTi

12 3

eirrili

1.26
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11.

bu.zu

house

kontuyto
kanaanaho

tree species

mankanuanaca

hearty laughter
getting up (of a fire)

At this point I should like to introduce a slightly different analysis. Gender is extremely important in Qafar; it has, for example,
consequences in terms of verb agreement, e.g.
vs.

12. kuti rubeli

durritni rableh

(the) cat(f.) died

(the) dog(m.) died

As the account given above makes clear, there is a strong correlation between phonological factors and gender in this language.
Our 1985 account operates on the assumption that gender, being a
largely arbitrary categorization of nouns from a semantic point of
view, has to be entered at the deepest lexical level; thus, it is available as a determinant for a rule such as that given in 8 for accent.
While this approach is adequate for descriptive purposes, it contains
redundancies, and, more significantly, it fails to address the problem
faced by language learners acquiring nominal gender. Addressing
this question leads one to conclude that the correlation of phonology with gender must be exploited. The ability to read gender off
phonetic forms could be achieved in two possible ways. It. would, for
example, be possible to deduce feminine gender on the basis of the
fact that citation forms of vowel-final nouns had high tone on the final syllable; all other nouns would then be masculine. An alternative
strategy would then be to deduce masculine gender on the basis of a
citation form of a noun being either consonant-final or having high
tone on some syllable other than the final one; all other nouns then
being feminine. Of course, neither strategy necessarily excludes the
other. But in any event, it should be clear that gender will not be
available for assigning accent as stated in 8. Accent is, however, still
necessary, for no strategy can avoid the need to distinguish in sonic
way certain subsets of nouns the citation forms of which never bear
124
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high tone on a final syllable, and thereby constitute the 'special case'
for high tone asssociation (cf. 5) and furnish the basis for employing
the accentual diacritic.

In the 1985 account we subdivided masculine nouns in the following way.

C-final

syllable
bearing H
penult

f C-final

ultima 1

1 V-final

penult J

C/V-final

13.

group 1

group 2

treatment
accented lexically
assigned accent
by rule 8

(It will be recalled that the two types of group 2 were united by
reference to a morphological entity, viz, the root, the final syllable of
which was assigned accent.) Under this analysis, all masculine nouns
are accented.
A more parsimonious and more insightful analysis may be achieved on the basis of 14.

C/V-final

14.

group 1

group 2

f C-finil
V-final
C-final

syllable
bearing H
penult 1
penult f
ultima

treatment
accented lexically
unaccented

The differences are, I believe, quite significant. Rule 8 is no
longer needed, thereby leaving us free to regard gender as derivative,

rather than primitive. Another difference is that the set of unaccented nouns (i.e., nouns that bear phrasal high tone via the default
clause of 5) is greatly increased, for the majority of C-final nouns
(illustrated in 9(a)) will be added to this set. This is also significant,
for the class of unaccented words also includes every possible type of
nominal modifier. Qafar is a strict S-O-V, i.e., head-final, language,
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and every type of NP specifier or complement precedes the head, and
all of them aclueve association with the phrasal high tone by means

of the default clause of o. Thus, the reanalysis of the majority of
consonant-final nouns as unaccented drastically reduces the number
of exceptions to the general rule. It is, perhaps, a further advantage
of this analysis that it isolates all exceptions to the general rule in
one place, namely, the lexicon.
To this point my account of nouns has been confined to a consideration of their appearances in absolutive case. Like most Cushitic

and Omotic languages, Qafar is what I have elsewhere termed a
'nominative' language (Hayward, 1988). The defining characteristics of such languages are: (1) a marked (nominative) case form for
a noun as head of a subject NP vs. an unmarked (absolutive) case

form for a noun as head of any complement NP (including direct
object function); (ii) identical morphologkal behaviour for subjects
of intransitive as well as transitive verbs. The first feature sets such
Linguages apart from 'accusative' languages like Latin, Greek, German, Amharic, etc., which have at least some marked accusative
forms. The second feature separates this type from 'ergative' languages such as Basque, Eskimo, etc., in which only the subjects of
transitive verbs take nominative marking. In Qatar, overt segmental nominative :narking is confined to V-final masculine nouns, and
consists in a substitution of a nominative case inflection -1 for the
final vowel. ilrom the point of view of the present analysis of high
tone association, nominative marking is probably best described as
bringing about accentual suppression (or deletion), for the resukant
form bears high tone finally, providing it is not preceded by any other
word(s) in its phrase, i.e_, it is a form whkh can be accounted for by
an appeal to the default clause of 5. e.g.

15. (a) kuti hantutitu yiggifeh
(a) dog killed (a) rat
(b) hnLuuLi küLa wygtfch

(a) rat killed a dog
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However, it is not affixation of the nominative suffix -i that effects
this so much as the syntactic configuration itself that
triggers accentual suppression, for the same behaviour with regard to high
tone association is witnessed in what have been analysed as accented
consonant-final nouns, e.g.

16. (a) kuti (Wan yubleh

(a) dog saw a frog

cf. hula (m.abs.)

(b) aqan hula yubleh
(a) frog saw a dog

cf. aqan (in.abs.)

Similar behaviour is observed in genitive constructions, where accent is suppressed in the possessor noun whether or not any overt
segmental genitive marking occurs. e.g.

17. (a) kuti vigor
dog's fur
(b) a kutth zagor7
this dog's fur
The reason why in our earlier analysis we did not group together
C-final and V-final nouns in which H associates with the ultimate
syllable (i.e., why we posited the analysis of 13, rather than that of
14) rested upon what appears to be differ. atial behaviour exhibited
by these two classes of items when functioning as complements of
postpositions. If, fin example, we compare the behaviour of C-final
(masculine) nouns such as can 'milk' or dandn 'donkey' with that
of the two types (masculine and feminine) of V-final noun in postpositional phrases, we observe that the masculine nouns appear to
pattern in the same way. e.g.
1It is to be noted that genitive marking in Qafar-Saho languages differs according to whether the possessor NP is expanded or not; cf. the forms
in Note
6.
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18. (a) canal
cf. cdn (m.abs.)

in Hulk

(b) duntinak
from (a) donkey

(c) grin/
in (a) house

cf. gars (m.abs.)

(d) kritak
from (a) (tog
(e)

cf. (land,' (m.4bs.)

cf. krita (in.abs.)

uyâk

from (a) cow

cf. saga

(1)

in grai,:

cf. dard

The only type of noun that appears to take the default clause for
11 association is that exemplified in (e) and (1). In PPs whose complements are masculine nouns, Ii never associates with the vowel of
the final syllable, i.e., in such structures C-final nouns appear not to
adiieve Ii association via the default clause of 5. The earlier analy-os, which grouped C-linal nouns having H or, the penult in the
absolutive, together with V-Iinal nouns having II rn the penu!, in
the absolutive (i.e., the analysis of 13) seems to be justified by this
behaviour. It will be recalled that in order to accomplish the correct
association of II, accent was assigned to the root-linal syllable of all
such nouns
virtue of their gender property (cf. 8).
We have, however, to take into account a difference in the status
of the vowel preceding the postposition iii V-final and C-linal nouns
r V-linal nouns the vowel is always present and has to be regarded
as part of the underived lexical entry. For C-final nouns, however,
the vowel clearly alternates with zero. By far the simplest analysis
is to regard these vowels as epenthetic. gafar syllable sti ucture does
Not permit more than a single branching in the rhyme, is a consequence of which word-final consonant clusters do not occur. When
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a postposition or any other type of phrase-final element undergoes
cliticisation on to a C-final word, epenthesis occurs to ensure proper
syllabification. Whether the epenthtic vowel will be realised as I,
u, or a is determined by feAtures inherent in the immediately preceding vowel.8 Providing this epenthesis is not requ red to apply
until after H association has taken place, forms such as canal (18(a))
and dananak (18(b)) pose no prohlem for the analysis pi oposed here.
Shorn of all formalism, a sample derivation would thea proceed as
in 19.
19.

underlying forms

/danan/ +

cliticization

danank

11 association (default case)

danank

epenthesis

dananak

surface form

dananak

Support for this interpretation comes in the form of other 3tructures involving clitics. For example, Qafar makes productive use
of a nominalization prorcis whI.1 takes as its base any type of NP
modifier and attaches to it a dummy head element m. e.g.

20. (a) annim tayse
which-rn she-is-better
which one/thing is better?
liThis process is
nouns given in Note 5.

to thut illustrated in a citation forms of C-flnal
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cf. (b) anni saga tuyse
which cow she-is-better
which cow is better?
(c) rneqem zise

it-is-good-rn he-built
he built a good one
cf. (d) meqe buzu zise
it-is-good house he-built
he built a good house

In the event that the modifier is a C-final word, cliticization of in
trigt,ers vowel epenthesis, and n this case also II tone associated
with an ultimate syllable (by default association) never shifts to the
epenthetic pre-clitic vowel. e.g.

21. (a) yublin num buyeh
they-saw person he disappeared
the pemon whom they saw disappeared

but (b) yubleenim buytee
they-saw-m she dise.ppeared
the one whom they saw ,iisappeared

There are a number of similar cases in the language, and unless we
analyse the epeuilwsis as a late process occurring after El association,
each of them will require a special accent assignment rule comparable
to 8, though the morphologi,.,d details would vary from Cast. to case.

A worthwhile bonus accompanies this analysis. Hayward and
Corbett. (1988) argue that in Qafar f.he unmarked or default gender is
°The change of agreement in the verb form follows front the fact that nounnalizations ni m take the default, i.e_, feminine gender in Qatar The alternation
of vowel length in the relative clause verb froms in 21(a) and (b) result from the
closed syllable contraction prucess referred to in Note 5.
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the feminine. It is, for example, feminine agreement that is required
by 'syntactic nominalizations' such as those seen in 20(a) and 21(b).
Moreover, the verb agreement required by the great majority of cases
of NP conjunction is feminine (for details, see the above-mentioned
article). Putting together some of the conclusions of that paper
concerning gender and the present ones concerning tone and accent,
we observe an interesting correlation, namely, that default H tone
association (i.e., the association which does not need to appeal to
accent ) and the default gender coincide in all cases except that of
lexical nouns ending in consonants. But in this latter case consonantfi nality already indicates that they must take .nasculine agreement.
T he situation may be summarized in this way: if a lexical noun ends
in a consonant and/or carries accent, it is masculine; otherwise, it is
feminine.

To the extent that they have been investigated, loan words provide interesting confirmation that this correlation is significant. Thus,
we observe that loan words such as those in 22 are pronounced with
11 tone on the final syllable even when the (stress) accent of those
words in the source language is not final. Moreover, the gender agreement required by these words is feminine, even when their gender in
the language of origin it, not feminine.
22.

tatvld (f.)
gomrnd (f.)

table
tyre

kadd (1.)
rankd (1.)

prize

kamadoord (f.)
kstfd (f.)
seftd (I)

class, rank
tomato
minced meat
outlaw

<Ital. 'tavola (1.) id.
<Ital. 'goinma (f.) id.
<Fr. ca'deau (ni.) id.
<Ital. 'rango (m.) id.
<hal. poma'doro (m.) id.

<Eth.S. lido (m.) id.
<Eth.S. %ha (rn.) id.

Consideration of what is known about tone and accent in Saho
suggests that Qafar has undergone a simplification in the rule governing the association of H. It has been shown here for Qafar Oat
H always associates with the first word in the phrase, whether that
word is accented or not; the presence or absence of an accent only
determines with which syllable association occurs. Weltners (1952)
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gives a brief account of accent ('stress' in his terms) in Saho, where
he shows cases of H asssociated not with the first, but with the second word of the phrase. In fact, his data provide minimal pairs such
as the following (p.I57).
yibuxa

vs.

23. yibaxa

my daughter

lily son

Since many types of nominal modifier might be interposed be-

twen ys and its head, the former has clearly to be regarded as a
distinct word, so that the above forms should be written as ys btiza
and yi baxa, thus revealing the phrasal nature of the phenomenon."'
But the point to be noted is th.it although it is the first word in the
phrase, II is not always associa.'A with ys. Interestingly, those cases
where this does not happen are precisely those where, in the cognate
Qafar forms, the second (head) word would be accented according
to our analysis; cf. Qafar:

cf. baxa (in.abs.) son

(b)

y

Gaza

ii y daughter

cf. baxd (f.atm.) daughter

essence, Weliners's analysis shows some similarity to the one advanced
here (and, fur that matter, the one advanced in Parker and Hayward, 1955) or
Welmers, only high pitch on a nun-final syllable is regarded as stress, high pitch
on final syllables is said not to be stress (1952. (4nr). By contrast, in Blieses's
analysis, wherever the high pitch occurs, it is identified as stress Ely separating
mit accent (a diacritic with nu pt.unetic content of its own) front a single phrasal
high tone, we recognite a phonological identity in the same phonetic signal but
avoid (a) proliferating accents; and (b) resorting to extensive stress reduction
rules.
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Casits similar to these abound in my fieldnotes on the Irob variety of
Saho. e.g.

25. (a) ku kdre geye
your dog I-found
I found your dog

cf. kdre (m.abs.)

vs. (b) kü dummu geye
I found your cat

cf. dummi (f.abs.)

(c) kulus sdgog uble
fat cows I-saw
I saw fat cows

cf. sdgog (m.abs.)

vs. (d) kuitis ft4ga uble
I saw (a) fat cow

cf. saga (labs.)

gaysofbl
grass-of colour
(the) colour of grass

vs. (f) gaysdUJ fire
seed of grass

cf. gaysd (Labs.) biso (m.abs.)

cf. fire (f.abs.)

(g) cargeq ikok"
(a) crocodile's teeth

cf. cargis (m.abs.), ikok(m.abs)

vs. (h) corgi; lafa
(a) crocodile's bone

cf. kid (labs.)

It does not seem to be the case that H associates with an accented
syllable in a word any further to the right than the second one in

the phrase." e.g.

11The inter-word gemination evident in genitive marking in feminine
nouns
in Saho and Qatar appears to involve an assimilation process. An alternative
account for the phenomenon is given in Hayward (forthcoming).
12J represents IPA Its.); it occurs in Irob Sabo exclusively in Tigrinya loan

words.

131 have to own, however, that my investigations have not been exhaustive
enough as to eliminate the possibility of this.
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26.

(a) yi dskth biso
my house-of colour

the colour of my house

cf. Um) (m.abs.)

(b) Lily ayantii oba

this frog-of leg
this frog's leg

cf, tiba (in.abs.)

(() tistik ed tnare glare nuble
he in-it he-lives house we-saw
we saw Lite house in which he lives

cf. Ore (m.abs.)

In 26(b) it should be noted that the atmolutive form of the word 'frog'
is titian, and would, therefore, be regarded as accented, i.e., as agan.
But. in Irob Saho, as in Qafar, there is accentual suppression in the
genitive." The behaviour of phrasal U in Irob Salm (and possibly
in other varieties of Saho too) calls for a slightly more complex rule
than that stated in 5 for Qatar. Tentatively, I would propose the
following.
'27.

high Tone Association (NPs, PPs)
li Associates with the first (leftmost) accented syllable in
the first two words of the phrase. If neither word contains
au accent, II will associate with the final syllable of the
first word.

It may be hypothesised that at sonic. point in the development
of Qafar, the rule was simplified so as to scan only the first wend in
the phrase.

The somewhat larger domain of phrasal itSsociation in lrob Salto
furnishes the final piece of evidence I shall adduce for the reanalysis
l4This th riot the ease for certain types of noun in the nominative in [rob
Thus, in subject function, accent Id not buppreinted in 0-t1m4 nouns such Ad coon
'frog'

TONE AND ACCENT IN THE QAFAR NOUN

proposei in this paper, for, as far as accent itself is concerned, both
language varieties considered here can be regarded as identical. The
difference between the earlier (1985) analysis and the present one
may be reduced to the single issue of whether or not C-final nouns
in which H associates with the final syllable in the absolutive are
accented. For example, in the lexicon, do we regard nouns like can
and danan as can and danan or as can and danan? Based solely
upon Qafar, the arguments for treating such items as unaccented are
indirect, for they depend upon according plausibility to some other
area of analysis first; in particular, to the analysis of epenthesis. Irob
Saho, however, offers us the opportunity of testing hypotheses about
these words, for since Irob allows H to associate with the second
words of phrases in the event that the second word is accented and
the first is not, we can inspect appropriate contexts to see how tonal
association takes place. As the following representative examples
show, when preceded by an unaccented word, nouns of the type under
investigation behave as unaccented, and when followed by accented
nouns, they again behave as unaccented.
28. (a) tast lubak

that lion
and (b) lubak iiba
(a) lion's leg
(c) numa/b/ bakal
(a) woman's goat

and (d) bakal biso
(a) goat's colour

(e) laqin can
hot milk

cf. tubak (m.abs.)
cf. situ' (m.abs.)

cf. llama (Labs), bakdi (m.abs.)
cf. biso (m.abs.)

cf. can (m.abs.)

and (0 canti biso
(the) colour of milk cf. biso (m.abs.)
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and (g) curaNyni

cunti uynte
cf. ayni (labs.)

(a) milk guurd
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GLIDES AND PHONOLOGICAL CHANGE IN
MOMBASAN SWAHILI
John Kelly

When I was first introduced by Jack Carnochan to the study of
sonie twenty or so years ago, the outlines of phonetics and
phonology published in the then standard reference grammars such
as Ashton (1944) and Polom6 (1967) were remarkably bland. In the
matter of the post-consonantal glides, for instance, the information
provided was usually that there are two of these, y and w. Something
might be said in addition about distribution -- and that would be the
sum of the discussion. The rest, we had to assume, was self-evident
and not particularly interesting.
But work I have carried out on the speech of native Moinbasans
of the Old Town suggests to me that the situation with regard to the
post-consonantal glides is not as simple as this. Firstly, the details
of the phonetics are relatively complex, and worth describing for
their own sake. And in addition the facts of the phonetics, taken in
conjunction with others of distribution and frequency, are suggestive
of a development in Swahili phonological structure.

The material on which this paper is based is drawn in the main
from notes made on the pronunciation of an adult male speaker who
has been a long-term resident of the Mombasa Old Town; these are
supplemented with notes on other adult speakers of similar pedigree.

York Papers in Linguistics 15 (1991) 134-148
(c)Juhn Kelly
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The notes were made partly in Mombasa and partly in Britain whilst
my main informant was resident there. In what follows examples in
Swahili orthography will be italicised and a sans serif face will be
used as a phonological script. C, C and V are used for 'consonant',
'glide' and `vowel'; and the configuration CC will be called, for the
purposes of this discussion, a 'combination'. Such things as vy- in
e.g. vyote 'alP (Cl. 8) or kw- in e.g. ktuangu 'my' (el. 15) which arise
from the conjunction of morphological elements vi- and ku- and following stein-initial vowels, are taken to be 'combinations', as well as
CG combinations that relate to no such morphological constituency,
since what is to be said affects both kinds of CC equally. The phenomena under scrutiny appear to be common to all word-classes and

to operate at all structural places. Examples can, then, be drawn
from right across the lexicon.

The first striking thing about CC in Swahili is that the distrilabio ,elar (w), is not
bution of the two G types, palatal
symmetrical with regard to the preceding C. This lack of parity is
noted by writers as early as Steere (1884); and it is solved, to an
extent, by Harris (1947) in his discussion of some Comorean mate-

rial. The situation is that the labiovelar G appears after p, b. m.
t. d. s. n (alveolar), t (dental), k, g. ng', but not after f or v. The
palatal G is found after only p. f, and v. Immediately, two questions
arise. Firstly, why isn't the distribution the same for the two cases,
there being no universal debarring of such combinations as fw or
ky? Secondly, given that the distribution is asymmetrical, why is it,
asymmetrical in just this way? The answer to the first question may,
of course, entail the answer to the second.
Harris's partial answer has to do with sonic of the missing combinations. In a section of his discussion devoted to 'Breaking phonemes

up into a sequence of other phonemes' he takes Comorean ch, the
correspondent in Comorean of Mombasan dental t, as k+y, sh as
s+y, ny as n+y and j as d-f-y. The benefits he claims for this analysis
are

it 'eliminates four phonemes, on grounds of distribution and
190
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phonetic symmetry'
it 'will broaden (the) distribution lof yl which will now approx-

imate that of w'

instead of a direct k to ch morphophonemic change in such
forms as cheupe 'white' (Cl. 7) it introduces a morphophonemic

change ki to ky 'which may parallel other morphophonemic
changes'. The 'other changes' Harris has in mind here are no
doubt those such as muV- to mwV-.

The interpretation suggested by Harris for these four items in
Comorean can be generalised over a larger area of the consonant
inventory and a table of the following kind tentatively set up as one
interpretation of the Mombasan Swahili consonant system:
p+y
b+y
m+y

f(y)
v(y)

ny (?)

t+y
d+y
n+y

s/sh
z/d(dental)

k+y
g+y

sh/t (dental)
z/d (dental)

1

ny

This extension of the Harris analysis has the advantage of broad-

ening the distribution of y to an optimal range, namely, after all
consonants, and of eliminating yet more items, so e.g. s and z, from
any list of basic phonological consonantal elements.

It has a number of other virtues

it accords with such reconstructions as we have for a postulated common language (Guthrie 1970) in respect of both the
elements included in that common language and the changes
envisaged in the historical development of some of these elements in combination. Polomi has pointed out with reference
to Harris's work that it too did this same thing, that it 'hinted
rather nicely at the diachronic development of the phonemes',
though Harris arrives at his re-phonemicisation in the course
of a purely synchronic analysis.
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it accords with some of the morphophonological relationships
to be observed in the present-day language. Cases in point are
causative forms such as takuta 'be cleanV taus(' 'make clean'
or verb-noun derivations such as finyangs 'potVufinyunzt

it produces an outcome in the majority of cases that is,

in

surface terms, simpler, that is, C elements instead of CC ones.
As a consequence of this more of the language is brought closer,
iii its surface structure, to the canonical Swahili CV syllable
shape.

table, and the interpretations it contains, appears to have
at least one other advantage. For, by taking fy as pi y, it suggests

prma facie that there is no possibility in Swahili of fw, at least

from a CC source, since w and y are in system as (..; after C. lf,
then, p fy is fy and p+w is pw, then fw is not going to arise unless
through some other derivatitin. ln like fashion we might predict the
non-appearance of sw, something that is discussed in more detail
below. But tw (dental t) does occur, which, since this t is given in
our table as being from k+y, suggests either that w and y should not
be thought of as being in system in quite this simple way, or that
there is a separate derivation fur tw with dental t.
The upshot of the above situation is an interpretation, possessed
of both synchronic and historical plausibility, in which the y glide has
in many cases lost autonomous status, its palatal component being
redistributed over (or 'through': the metalanguage is not very happy)
the 4Ssot ".ed C.
The 111,1111 purpose tI this paper is to draw attention to 41 parallel
phenomenon in the case oi the other glide. In the speech of my Mombasan informant the phonetics of this is complex. My transcriptions
show three different tokens for this item. These are given ad hot
notations here in bold and are as follows:

a voiced rounded labiovelar approximant (W)
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a voiced labiodental approximant (V)
a voiced spread velar approximaut (U)

Their distribution is such that W occurs only with preceding
velar or palatoalveolar C, V with preceding alveolar or velar C, and
U only with preceding bilabial C. Both s and dental t are rare in my
material as C in Cw. In the case of dental t I have two words, mtwa
'louse' and kitwa 'head': the first takes U, the second V, su there

is no generalisation to be made about dental t and the phonetics
of the following glide. The combination sw is in a different case.
This is rare by virtue of the fact that it is non-Swahili in origin.
The dictionaries contain only four items, nswi 'fish', swala 'Grant's
gazelle', swda 'spitting cobra' and the verb maga 'to drive'. Of
these nsws is obsolete, and swila doubles with the canonical Swahili
form jira, which is disfavoured probably as a result of the entry
into Swahili of a homonym of Arabic origin with a sexual meaning.
The word Swahas itself is also, of course, of Arabic origin. The
combination sw can then be left out of account as being a marginal
pattern of external provenance.
The three phonetic items represented in an ad hoc fashion above

as W, V and U have one thing in common when viewed as manifestations of the glide element w. In the case of W the phonetics
of the glide component include both a velar and a labial element,
but this type occurs only after phonetk items that are themselves
velar or rounded. In the first category are k. g and ng , in the second
is sh. So the addition made by the phonetics of the C element is
of one feature only, labiality in the case of the velar set, velarity in
the case of sh. The same holds for the other places of articulation:
in each case just one feature is added. So, for alveolar items, the
phonetics of the G element is a labial (in precise terms labiodental)
articulation, for labial ones it is a velar articulation. The labiodental
articulations that manifest w after alveolar items are not systematically velarised: and the velar approximants that manifest it after
labials are not rounded. Insofar as there is variability in the patterns
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observed it pushes the tendency described above 8611 further, as it
takes the following forms

V can alternate with W, apparently freely, after velars. This
removes the rounding element from the labiality associated
with w.

U can alternate with zero. In my material there appear such
lexical items as
mister
bwana
large dog
pima
kalumba root
kaumwa
ktrnwondo

shooting-star

zi171WI

goblin
child

mwana

My impressionistic transcriptions for these show strong velarisation centred at the place of the Liabial consonant b or rn,
but no appreciable glide-like feature between this consonant
and the following vowel. There is, though, a marked difference
in vowel quality to be perceived in many of the vowels adjacent to these labial consonants. So, for example, the accented
(first) vowel of tope 'mud' is different from the accented (second) vowel of kibobwe 'cummerbund' by virtue of being fronter.
Ktbobtue is one of the words for which I have a version without
a glide: and the difference between the relevant part of that
version of ktbobwe and the relevant part of tope resides entirely

in the secondary articulatory effects at the labial consonant
place and in the associated vowel qualities.

The result of this state of affairs is to redistribute the phonetic
constituency of the glide element, producing in the second case a situation where there is no autonomous phonetic element at all to be
recognised after C. To put the thing into segmental terms, the glide
has been `reduced to zero', though it will be clear f. An the descrip-

tion above that this characterisation is less than accurate. Here, as
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often elsewhere, a strictly segmental approach to matters phonetic
and phonological has the effect of obscuring what is important. An
earlier reference to the features discussed here (Kelly 1989) deals
with them as 'prosodic categories' F (= front) (the y glide) and B
(= back) (the w glide). In such a treatment the velarisation effect
noted throughout -VCGV in e.g. ksbobwe is treated as a unitary thing
with an autonomous status.

There is a certain amount of documentary evidence to suggest
that the situation described goes back in time. Older dictionaries
carry such entries as &pia for bwana (Sacleux 1939) and sala for swala

(Krapf 1882): Sacleux gives a wide range of other forms in which
Cw items alternate with variants without the G element. Examples
are nsi for nswi, bakia for bwakia, bata for bwata, chago for chwago,
yugunu for gwaguna, kulxi for kwaba, kacha for kwacha and many

more. But the majority of these variant pairs in the dictionaries

arise across different varietie6 of Swahili, one version in one variety,
the other in another. The material under examination in this paper
suggests that a drive towards the reorganisation of CGV to CV is

going on within one single present-day variety.

If this is so it is perhaps to be seen as the end-poMt in a chain of
development, a development which may perhaps have run its course a
hundred years ago in some other varieties of the language. The chain
of development would be from CV- to CG- to C. All the w-type G
elements under consideration here are derived from postulated earlier vowels. So 4kiiade, *kiiipa and *kiii are given by Guthrie (1970)

as the antecedents of modern kwaie 'partridge', kwapa 'armpit' and
(m)kwe 'in-law'; and, in Meinhof (1932), kui, mak pua, tutala and
tua for lexical items that all have v41 in modern Mombasan Swahili:
nswi 'fish', nwu 'drink', pwa 'shore', twaa 'take', (m)tw(ana) 'servant'.
Bakari (1985) has taken glide-formation in the living varieties
of Swahili to be 'motivated by the structure of the language itself,
the desire to simplify the structure. The optimum preferred syllable
structure is CVCV... By eliminating a concatenation of vowels by
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gliding them, a less complex structure is arrived at'. Whether CC V
is a `less complex' structure than CVV is a matter for debate: ;,et
what is certainly true is that CGV is a step on the route from CVV
to CV.
Bakari further draws attention in this connection to a tendency
on the part of younger speakers to use such forms as vangu and vetu
for the more usual vyangu and vyetu, a development in the case of the
y glide that looks like the counterpart to some of what is described
for w above.

Other phenomena can be mentioned that fit into this overall
picture. One is the favouring in all varieties of Swahili of such forms
as mzee `old person' and zaa 'give birth' as against the older, and
now obsolete, muyele, vyaa. Interestingly, do, blet forms survive in
the cases of ngozi `skin' as against ngovi 'foreskin' and mwia/mwtin

`thief', where in each case both forms conform to the CV syllable
type: but stems such as -vyele and -vyaa with CG V have not endured
alongside their CV counterparts.

The curious array cf phonetic events that relate to the phonological w glide element in Mombasan Swahili CC combinations can,
then, best be interpreted as a stage in the history of a sound-change
that has the effect of bringing into being structures of an optimally

simple CV kind: this change in the nature of the w-glide, now in
its early stages, parallels an earlier one affecting the y glide element
which is in its final stage. It is interesting to speculate on what could
be the outcome of this situation. We have noted above that the accented vowels of the two words hbobwe and tope are different The
emergence of these two qualities alongside the disappearance of the
glide elements is highly reminiscent of such well-known developments
as the umlaut of Germanic languages: we might predict an overall
chain of development of the kind

(C)VCGV > {C)VCV and (0)VCV > (C)VCV
where V is a different vowel from V. And it might not be too fanciful
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to label this Moinbasan Swahili development 'w-umlaut', were it not
that such labels are usually less than helpful. What is worth noting

here is that the details of the material and the interpretation of it
that is proposed throw light on the developmental mechanism of this
kind of change. The question of whether the 'umlaut' phenomenon

is to be construed as an 'effect at a distance' or as being mediated
via the intervening consonant is answered here in favour of the latter
hypothesis.

But the imagined, and natural, course of these things will perforce interact with social and cultural factors. The existence of an
institutionalised writing system and of growing literacy, together
with the pressures of standardisation as expressed through educa
tion and the media will all have their effects on the direction taken
by language change. In the case under discussion the writing system formulated and promulgated during the twenties and thirties of
this century reflects a variety of the language at a stage in which
vy- forms have yielded to z- forms and in which w- forms have fully
present glide elements. Such a writing systeni masks very effectively
and in perpetuity processes of change and the patterns of symmetry
or asymmetry they result in.
Given these considerations, there is no question of predicting an
outcome for the phenomenon described here. But it would be at
least illuminating to have more information, of a systematic kind,
on the recent history and ecology of the V/W variation after velars,
which, if the interpretation sketched in this paper is correct, and
given ideal conditions, should tend in one direction rather than the
other. Even without that, though, this material ;,3 valuable, for a
number of reons: firstly, for the view it gives into the life-history,
as it were, of a sound-change; secondly as a good example of a soundchange that is neither instantaneous nor categorial and which has all
the other characteristics of what Labov (1981) has called 4Neogrammarian sound-change% and lastly as a demonstration of the way in
which attention to phonetic detail and to the ranges of its variability
regularly leads to fruitful insights into the workings of other levels
of language structure.
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TONE SPACING
Ian Maddieson

Introduction
Phoneticians for son,e time have asked questions about the relationship between the :auber of elements in the sound system of
a language and the way that these elements are arranged in 'phonetic space.' (This phonet: space is usually thought of as a multidimensional region defined by phonetic parameters related to physical properties of an articulatory or acoustic nature.) On the one
hand, it has been said that phonetic elements are arranged so that
they are maximally separated in the relevant phonetic space. Consequently, the larger the number of contrastive elements, the more
closely crowded together they will be M the phonetic space; for example, a language with nine vowels will have them more closely crowded

together than a language with only five (Libencrants and Lindblom
1972). On the other hand, it has been proposed that a system with a
larger number of elements will use a larger phonetic space to contrast
the elements (Jaeger and Van Valin 1982, Disuer 1983); that is, more
extreme values of the same parameters will be used when a larger
number of elements are being contrasted than is the case when fewer
are involved. A compromise view proposes that a principle of maximal separation may govern the use of certain more basic parameters

York Papers in Languist.cs 15 (1991) 149-175
Wiatt Makitheson
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but that a S the number of elements becomes larger, additional parameters are recruited to distinguish the elements (Maddieson 1979,
Lindblom and Maddieson 1988, Lindblom 1988). That is, the dimensions of the space itself are enlarged by the addition of these
new parameters. The purpose of this paper is to address the question of which (if any) of these theories predicts the structure of tone
systems containing level tones.

If we consider only the degree of pitch contiast used for distinguishing level tones in like contexts, the first hypothesis would
predict level tones maximally separated in the relevant part of the
speaker's pitch range (it is assumed that some part is 'reserved' for
intonational and expressive variation of pitch). In this case, the two
tones in a language with only two levels would be produced towards
the extremes of the pitch range. In a language with three level tones,
the mid tone would be produced in the centre of the overall pitch
range. Additional tones would subdivide the pitch range further. If
this relationship holds, the pitch range to be used is assumed to be
known and it is the size of the interval between tones that is determined by the number of levels. According to the second hypothesis,
we might expect that there is a more-or-less fixed interval, relative
to a speaker's range, which serves as a satisfactory degree of contrast
between levels. In a language with only two level tones, these tones
would be separated by this interval. In a language with three tones,
the highest and lowest would be separated by twice this interval,
and so on. In other words, the range of pitch for paradigmatically
contrasting tones would be determined by the number of level tones
in the language. We should emphasise that the spacing being discussed here is within an abstract phonetic space that represents a
normalisation away from the influences of individual speakers and
contexts.

In previous discussion of tone spacing views which basically cor-

respond to the above hypothesis have been put forward. We will
label one of these the Pikean view. In his book Ton- Languages,
Pike (1948) expressed the opinion that "a language with two registers tends to have the contrastive levels further apart than are the

r
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contrastive levels of four-register systems." He illustrates his view of
this tendency with the diagram in (1):
(1)

2 level

High

3 level

High

High
Mid
Norm
Low

Mid
Low

4 level

Low

The diagram indicates further that, in Pike's view, the High an(l
the Low tones in languages with two, three or four tones can be on
the same level, whereas additional tones will be "inserted" between
these levels. In other words, the overall range used for tonal contrast
is the same and the interval between the tones is determined by how
many there are. Among earlier authorities, Westermann and Ward
(1933) seem to agree with this observation, and a similar view seems
to underlie the tone letter notation and numerical transcription for
tunes proposed by Chao (1930). In an influential early article on

tulle features, Wang (1967) also indicates that larger numbers uf
tone levels are more narrowly separated than smaller numbers of
tunes. As he pu it "the greater the number of distinct tones in the
paradigm, the narrower the phonetic range of each tone would be."
(This proposal also seems to encompass the view that wider phonetic

variability will accompany a smaller number of distinctions.)
In a survey of tone universals (Maddieson 1978) I took essentially the opposite viewpoint. In this view, there is a more-or-kss
fixed interval between paradigmatically neighbouring tunes, and the
pitch range used for contrast between the set of tones is determined
by the number of levels (at least for the majority of languages). Possible tone systems would include those which are represented by the
diagram in (2).
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TONE SPACING

technique is unsatisfactory, since there is no control for individual
characteristics of speakers, and the contexts of the tones measured
differ from study to study. Differences of experimental technique
and measurement proLedures introduce other factors which can affect the reported values. Consequently an interval between tones of,
say, 15Hz in one study may not be equivalent to an interval of 15Hz
in another case. While multi-speaker studies with a standardized
set of techniques would provide a way round this problem, there are
other strategies that can be used. Two possibilities are to examine
the treatment of tones in loanwords which have been taken from one
language into another, and to examine the phonetic relationships
between the tones ii the two languages of people who are bilingual
speakers of tone languages with differing numbers of levels.
2

Tolle luaus

When words from a language with fewer level tones are borrowed
directly into a language with more tones, the loan correspondences
between tones will show which intervals are treated as equivalent. As
an illustration, consider a disyllabic word with a High-Low sequence
in a language with only two level tones which is borrowed into a
language with three level tones. In the three level system, the tones
of this word might be treated as spanning the full range from High
to Low, as in (4a), or as only spanning part of the range, either High
to Mid (as in 4b) or Mid to Low (as in 4c).
(4)

2 level language
a)
b)
c)

3 level language

IIL

.

1lL

tIM

ILL

ML

If the result of such borrowing is reliably as in (4b) or (4c) then
the interval between High and Low in the two level language is be153
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ing treated as a smaller interval than the High to Low interval in tlw
three level language. A theory which proposes a standard interval
between neighbouring tone heights, as in (2), predicts this equivaleike better than one which proposes maximal separation. On the
other hand, if the result is as in (4a), then the evidence favours a
Pikean view, as in (1), since it indkates that the two tones of the
two level system are separated as widely as the most widely spaced
tones in the three level system. 13y examining loanwords between a
number of pairings of languages it slomld be possible to determine
if there is a consistent tendency for one or the other of these views
to be confirmed.
Note that since this technique involves examination of the phonological tones Of the loanwords rather than any measurement of pit( li,

the normalisation of individual differences is implicit in the data.
Au agreed perception of the tones of the donor language has been
reached in the process of assigning a phonological representation
to the words which have been adopted in the receiving langnage.
Nonetheless, the technique must be used with appropriate caution.
hi order to be reasonably sure that a general principle is being observed, rather than some quirk applying to a particular pairing of a
(l)nor and a recipient language, it is desirable to have the same language represented a.4 the donor in more than one pairing, the same
language represented as the recipient in more than one pairing, and
some pairings that are quite independent of each other (i.e. contain
no language in common with each other). There are important considerations of adequacy of data involved too. A sufficient number of
words is needed to assure that the equation between tones can be
reliably established. The phonological structures of the languages
concerned must be well enough known that misleading equations are
not deduced. It must be ascertainable that the words in question are
in fact loanwords and not historically related cognates, and that the
direction of borrowing is known. The circumstances of borrowing

must be such that the form of loanwords is likely to be based on
general famili:irity with the spoken version of the donor language,
rather than based on an indirect channel of transmission.
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Relatively few cases appear to satisfy these requirements.

I

know of no appropriatc data available from American tone languages.

though it is surely possible that the.e are Apachean loanwords in
'riiioiui Imiguages, or Yucatec loanwords in Otomanguean languages.
Data Rom Asian tone languages requires different handling (or the

most part since in many cases the tonal inventories include contour tones and strong co-oecurence restrictions between segments
and tones. As a result, the data reported here is drawn from African
languages, where pairs of languages belonging to different major language families are involved.

We will first examine loanwords from Hausa, a language in the
Chadit bram h of the Afro-Asiatic family, spoken principally in northell. areas of Nigeria and adjoining parts of Niger. It was (he language
of the most influential political units in these areas in the nineteenth
century (Nile 190). Subsequentiy it became an oltui.d language of
the Northern Region of Nigeria during colonial times and the early
years of Nigeria's independence, and it has retained that status in
sevei al of tlw states into which the former Northern Region is now
divided. Hausa has for some time played an important tole in trade,
edncation and administration in the general area (Ad.imu
1978), serving as a lingua franca for speakers of the very large number

of other languages of the region (Kirk-( reene 190). Consequently,
many languages have 10.1111'40rd:I from Hausa. We will describe the

patterning iii three of these
Gwari, Nupe and Kpan
which all
belong to the Niger-Kurdofanian language family (Greenberg 19(m3).

hiaN two level tones, High (II) and Low (L) (Abraham
1959). The sequences of these tones that are pet witted in words are

relatively unrestricted but words with some patterns, such as L1,1
me rare and others may be typical only of certain grammatical categories, sock as plural nouns. There are no signitii ant co-occu Rene e
ierai it Lions between tones and segments of particular types. A third
Lone has often been recognised: this IS a failing tone that usually
(The !ululation Li Afrtean data ni perhaps approprime iii Ow context, sir thin
volume. SIM . ml WAS 'kick (!artitichan who introduced we to histology of Africasi
language's. ats well
to experimental phonetics
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appears with a short vowel (often the vowel concerned is followed
by a consonant cluster or geminate consonant, in which case a short
vowel is obligatory). On various grounds this falling tone is convincingly analysed as a sequence of the High and Low tones on a single
L sequence
syllable. For example, the falling tone behaves like a
in relation to the processes of downdrift/downstep and high raising.
Meyers (1976) has shown that downdrifting applies to a sequence of
like tones (i.e. a string of all H or all L). She calls the rule Like-Tone
Lowering. However, when II and L tones alternate in sequence a
steeper lowering pattern occurs, which may be labelled downstep.
The falling tone fits into the same downstep pattern as disyllabic
sequences. High Tone Raising increases the pitch
alternating H
of the last of a series of two or more contiguous high tones before a
following low tone. When a falling tone follows one or more II tones,
the same raising of the beginning of the fall can be observed. This
is illustrated schematically in (5).
(5)
II H L 11

H 111, Ii

sa:b6n gari "new town"

fit6wi "coming out"

[

The phonetic output of high tone raising and like tone lowering
will be shown to have some importance iu the loaning of Hausa words.

Gwari. The tilst borrowing language examined is Gwari. Hausa
loanwords in Gwari have been extracted from Hyman and Magaji
(1970)2. In this and the other cases below, the tones of the Ilausa
2A detailed list of the relevant words for this pair of languages is given in an
appendix to an earlier informal version of this paper (Maddieson 1977) Similar
lists are given for the other pairs of languages, but note that the wordlist for the
Tswana/0(U pair does not reflect extensions and correc tions kindly provided by
Jan Snyman and Daan Lombard, Department of African Languages, University
of South Africa
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words which have been borrowed are cited as given by Abraham
(1962). The Gwari dialect represented is that of Kuta, a city-state
which maintained effective political independence until the end of
the nineteenth century, despite owing allegiance to the Hausa Sarkin
Zasaau at Zaria and later at Abuja. Close contact with Hausa would
undoubtedly have existed in more northerly Gwari-speaking areas
earlier than in Kuta (Temple 1919, Hiskett 1984) and it is possible that some Hausa words would have entered Kuta speech from
these dialects rather than directly from Hausa. There is no reason
to expect tonal patterns to be modified in borrowing between the
dialects.
There are three basic level tones in Gwari, High (II), Mid (M)
and Low (L). All possible sequences of tones are found, although the
vocalic prefixes of nouns may only bear L or M. As most Hausa words

are consonant initial, this restriction has very little impact on the

pattern of borrowing. A lowered variant of mid tone occurs following
a low tone, and as the realisation of mid tone in a word-initial syllable
followed by H. There are some exceptional cases in which a lowered
mid tone is heard on the second syllable of a word even when no
low tone precedes, or where a level high tone is heard even when a
low tone does precede, but these exceptional tone patterns generally
do not occur on loanwords from Hausa and can be ignored for our
purposes.

The pattern of borrowing of Hausa words into Gwari is sumin arised in table 1. In the table, as in the other ones which follow,
the tone vatterns of the donor language are listed in the first column.
These are grouped into level, descending, rising, and (if relevant)
compound groups. Parentheses are used to abbreviate related tone
patterns with differing numbers of syllables. The tone patterns in
the borrowed forms are listed in the second column. The third column contains the number of borrowings with the given tone pattern
in the recipient language. If all loans from a particular pattern have
the same tune pattern in the recipient language, there will only be
one row per pattern. In other cases, two or more variant patterns
may be shown, or a most typical pattern is shown with the remain157
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1 ',I1)Ie

kans in Gwari: Correspondences between tone pat-

terns.

Ilausa

level patterns

II

descending patterns

1

(II (II))

II L

11

11

1.

Gwari
A4 M (M (M))
L L (14

number

11M

8

ML

3

others

4

M II M

5

2

others

L II

ising palter ns

1, M

11

others

5

LLM

1, 1, 11

LAI 11

IMM

ti

others

2

lii Miii h i c48e, the 'other' pal tei ns ale
Wf MI8 listed 48 uI.Iiri
leaily minor oi ale 8114 Ii that it i haid to equate them with that ol

III

th donor language.
From table 1 it cirri be Krell Oat, wall few exceptions, the interval

between II and L in Hausa ls treated as equivalent to the interval
between neighbouring tones in Gwari, either II and Ai u, M and
liansa I 1 L words usually become ( wan It M winds; Hausa I. II
words bcome Gwari L M words. II iii Ilausa words with no low Lollt's
is borrowed 4.4 wari M. The only salient irregularity appears in the
final two syllables of Hausa II 11 L words, which are borrowed as
wari M II M, rather than the expected M M 1. This irregulatity can
be explained 48 a result, of the syntagmatic elkcts of the high-tone
raising rule in Hausa described above. This rule raises the second
11 in the II I I I. sequence so that an interval is i reated between the
fir st ,rinl second II. (;wari re)resents this as a step up from M to II,
158
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nd then reprsents the following 11 L interval as a step down from
II to M, just 46 in the disyllabic case.

Nupe.

Nupe is a language fairly closely related to Gwari aud spoken in an adjoining area to the west. Although trade with Hansa land

dates from earlier times, extensive direct contact with the Hansa
language probably did not occur before the reformist Islamic Sokoto
Caliphate to the north had consolidated its influence over Nupeland
in the mid nineteenth century (Nadel 1942) Mason 1970). Consequently, Hausa loanwords in Nupe and Gwati ate independently
borrowed well alter the separation of the two languages.
The Nupe tone system has three level tones (Smith )9117, Ueorge
1970). Contour tones arising from cottraction of level tones also oc.

cur in certain contexts. An importani. rule pniduces a rising variant
of II alter I. when a voiced consonant intervenes. Tone combinations
ae unrestricted except that the noun prefix /e-/ may only have L or
M. The Hausa loanwords in Nupe have been extracted (ruin Hyman
(1970). A summary of the tone correspondences is given in table 2.
11, is obvions Idiat the well-represented Hansa II L and L H
pat-

tvrns MIs normally borrowed into Nupe as II M and I. M respectively,
that is, as the smaller of the two possible intervals available in the
phonology of the recipient language. Also Hausa II in words with

only fi tones corresponds to Nupe M. However, in words with a
Hausa tone pattern that contains both all ascending and a descending interval, such as L 11 l or H L H, it is not uncommon for
one of
these intervals to be represented as a 'single step' between tones in
Nupe and for the other to be represented by a 'double step'. Thus
the usual borrowings of Ilausa L II L and II L 11 are Nupe 1 11 M
and II I. M respectively. In the latter case the Hausa downstep rule
probably provides an explanation. This rule ensures that in II L 11
words a markedly smaller pitch interval separates the medial L from
the linal II than separates the initial LI from L, i.e. in Hausa 11 1, II is
sr hematic ally
(in (act, final LI after L can be even lower than
shown here, Meyers 1976, Lindau 1986). Nupe has no compai-abk
159
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Table 2: Ilausa loans in Nupe: Correspondences between tone patterns.

Hausa

level patterns
descending patterns

rising patterns
compound patterns

HL

Nupe
M M (M)
HM

HHL

11 11 M

11 II

LH

L II L

others
LM
others
LHM
others

11 LH HI,M

number
5

7
2
1

5

2
7

6
8

others

downstep rule, so the H L M pattern probably represents an attempt
to capture the difference between the Hausa H L and L II intervals
when they appear together in the same word.

In the two words where the Nupe pattern corresponding to Hausa
L H L is M 11 L a similar explanation could apply, since Hausa L 11 I.

But the more common pattern for Hausa L II L is Nupe
L 11 M. This is puzzling in view of the clear preference for the ascending interval L H in Ilausa to be represented as L M in Nupe.
And the Nupe L H M pattern cannot be accounted for as capturing
the output of tone ruks in Hausa. Apart from this unexplained correspondence, the general tendency of the Nupe data, as for Gwari,
is also to provide evidence against a maximal spacing hypothesis for
=

tones.

Kpau.

A third language into which Hausa borrowings have been
taken is the Jukunoid language Kpan, spoken well to the east of the

16,2,
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Table 3: Hausa loans in Kpan: Correspondences between Lone patterns.

_

level patterns

Ifausa

II II

Kpan
_

H II

number
2

others

H H ii
L. 1. (I.)

descending patterns

rising patterns

If L
L 11
141411

MMM
1 L (L)
HL

4

2

3

ML

2

others

4

L-M

3

others

3

LL1I

2

others

conumund patterns

II

IMM

2

I IL 1

14 M L

2

others

3

_

II 4111S41 hartland. The Kpan were included in the
enipire of
Kororola, subsequently conquered from the east by the Chainba and

partially under the control of the Fulani emirate of Adamawa until
colonial times (Meek 1931a, b, Hiskett 1984). Hausa loans in this
language are almost certainly of recent origin, having entered the
language in the present century because of the status of Hausa as an

ollicially recognised language. The Hausa loanwinds in Kpan have
bees extracted from Shimizu (1972). Shimizu (1971) describes the
tone system of Kpan as one with three level tones. The three tones
may combine freely in all possible sequences, although the
vowels of nouns are generally L before I or M and M before H. A
summary of the tonal correspondences of Hausa words in Kpan is
given in table 3.

It
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interval beThere is inconsistency in representing the Hausa
options availabli
tween tones as the smalkr or the larger of the two
words with only
in Kpan. There is also inconsistency in the way that
borrowed as II II
High tmies are borrowed: the two 11 11 words are
if the
but the two 11 11 11 words are borrowed as M M M. Ilowevcr,

represented
numbers of ascending and descending intervals in Hausa
separately totalled,
in Kpan as 'one step' and 'two step' intervak are
interval
is
found.
Of the cases
a distinct. preference for the one step
pattern
where an ascending interval is inclinkd in the flans,. tone
Kpan (from
(I, II L L II, L II L, etc), thirteen move lip one step iii (from (, to
M Lo I I or from I, to M) and only Five move two steps up
Olown
II). Of the descending patterns in Hausa, ten move one step
Kpan while eight Move two steps down. At least some of these twoHausa flight 'nun.
step drops can be understood as resulting from the
liaising rule, partkularly in the case of Hausa II 11 1, and II 11 II I,

patterns becoming K pan M II L auni M N4 II L respectively. The
interval from the Ilansa raised 11 to the following L is represented by
a two step in Kpan, but between the iii itiai M tone and the final L in
consider at
Kpati there is only a single step_ It seems appropriate to
least these two patterns are representing the Hansa II .. L 11111.414o e
esentially ilt; Mid to Low in Kpan This produces the totals slitiwn

in (ii)
one step

interval

(fi)

interval

two steps

.scending

dscending

12

Total

11

25

These numbers make it clear that it is prevalent for the Hausa
interval Inqween t(oies to be treated as eptivalent to the interval
between 11 and M or between M and L iii Kpan. A theory ot maximal
separation of tones is kss successful in predicting this pattern than
a theory that posits i standard separation between adjacent times.

The loans bum Hausa into Gwari, Ntipe iuu.h Kpan Iii IfII the
requirement that lo.ms from the same source into a number ol

!Vt.
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ferent languages should be examined. This is one way to provide
a check against correspondences that result from, say, a fortuitous
coincidence of subsidiary phonetic properties of tones in a given pairing of language. Another way of providing the same check is to find
instances where a given language has borrowed from more than one
language. Southern Africa provides an example of this type, involving borrowing from two different Bantu languages into the ZurhOasi
dialect of !Xfi, a Khoisan language spoken in Namibia. The number
of words is not large, but die case is particularly interesting because
of the four-tone system of !XII. Snyman (1975) labels these four tones

Extra High (EH), High, Mid and Low. There are minimal contrasts
between all four and most sequences are found to occur. The M tone
is the most frequent in the vocabulary that Snyman has examined,
followed in descending order of frequency by H, L and Ell.

The first source of borrowed words in MU is the Sotho-Tswana
group of dialects, which have two level tones like the majority of
Bantu languages (Kruger and Snyman 1986). Contact has been
principally with Tswana members of this group, speakers of !Xii and
Tswana having been involved in recent times in a kind of masterserf relationship (Silberbauer and Kuper 1966). In addition, workers
frmn both languages have often been employed together on farms in
Namibia. The loanword. have been extracted from Snyman's !XUAfnkaans dictionary, which identifies the Tswana source items but
does not mark their tones. Tone-patterns for Tswana words have
therefore been sought in appropriate plues (e.g. Cole and Mokaila
1062, Cole 1969, Jones 1927, 1928, Tucker 1929) and checked against

data kindly provided by Jan Snyman and Daan Lombard (p.c.). The
resulting tone correspondences are summarised in table 4.

None of the !Xii loanwords contains an EH tone, which might
have been expected if maximal separation was the rule. Words with

ascending (Lii) tone pattern in Tswana are borrowed with a !Xii
tone sequence with an interval of one step, i.e. as
MH or LM.
The loanwords which have descending intervals in Tswana seem once

more to reflect the operation of ton,. 'tiles in the donor language. An
important rule in Tswana raises L to 1 tier H in many environments

163
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Table 4: Sotho-Tswana words in !Xii: Correspondences between tone
patterns.

Sotho-Tswana
L L (L)

level patterns

descending patterns

number
M M (M)
L L (L)
others

3

Il II

HL

M

risng patterns

5

LII

2

others

1

LM

5

MU

3

(Cole 1969, Kruger an Snyman 1986). The three Tswana III, words
which come into !Xii as 1111 are fairly straightforwardly derived from
1111 has apphed.
forms to which the rule HL
are
The second donor language from which borrowings into
noted by Snyman is Herero. Herero is from quite a different subgroup
of Bantu than Sotho-Tswana, but it also has a tone system with two
level tones (Köhler 1058, von Essen 1971). Unfortunately, although
several Herero dictionaries are available (Kolbe 1883, Brincker 1886
none of
Irle 1917, Meinhof 1937, Viljoen and Kamupingene

them mark tone. The original tone patterns on the Herero words
borrowed into !Xii are unknown at present. However, it, is still possible to observe that none of the loanwords has EH tone in !Xii and in

general there is no more than one step between the tones that they
bear.3
3These conclusions concerning !Xii/Bantu comparisons are reinforced by an
observation by Lanham and Hallowes (1956). On the basis of contrast they
recognise three level tones in what they call Eastern Bushman, a language related

to !Xii that is spoken in South Africa. They then additionally argue that
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The treatinent of tone loans across the set of cases studied here
is quite consistent with the view that tones are separated by a 'stanlard' interval adequate for them to be distinguished from each other,
rather than being maximally separated. Conclusions based on loan
comparisons can be complemented by data from the second technique suggested at the outset of this paper.
3

13ilingual speakers

A more strictly experimental strategy for studying the principles
which govern tone spacing is to look at the relationship between the
tones of bilingual speakers who speak two tone languages. Because
the speakers are the same individuals, variation due to personal factors is eliminated. The present study concerns five male African
students or teachers who are speakers of (at least) one language
with two level tunes and one language with three level tones, and
had learned both languages in relatively early childhood.4 Although
One language was still considered the 'mother tongue' as the main
language of the parental home, in several instances the subject was
now more at ease in the other of his languages. All subjects also
knew English.

Mininial or near-minimal sets of words containing the contrasting tones of the languages involved were selected. These were matched
for segmental composition as far as possible across each pair of lan-

guages spoken by any subject. The words were embedded in similar
another factor lerding support tu the recognition of three level
tonemed is the unusually big fall from the tones marked as high
tunes
to those marked as low tones This fall is noticeably
greater than that heard between the high and low tunes in Ngum
and &alio (with their ditonenuc structure)..."

41 am must
Lteful to the subjects who participated in this experiment fur
their time aini itience. This project could not have been completed without
the assistance in making contacts from Linda Hunter, Department of African

Languages, University of Wisconsin.
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positions in sentences of equal length and similar tone patterns in
the two languages. A reading list of sentences for each language containing these `target' sentences as well as others was then prepared
and the subject was rehearsed in reading the relevant lists. Each
subject then read each of the two relevant lists a number of times
under good acoustic conditions while a tape recording was made.
Narrow band spectograms were made of (usually) six tokens of
each utterance containing the items selected for tonal comparison.
The fundamental frequency (i') at the mid point of the appropriate
vowel was cakulated from the frequency of the highest clearly visible
harmonic. The results are summarized in Tables 5.-7, which list
the words used for each subject, number of tokens, the standard
deviation and mean Po in Hz of the tones on these words. hi the
final column the differences between tones are given, rounded to the
nearest whole number. The five comparisons in tliese tables show
that in each case the difference between the tones in the two-level
language is substantially smaller than that between the High and
Low tones of the three-level language.

Two of the speakers, IS and KIM, were speakers of Nupe and
Hausa, one of the language pairs in the previous section. Both speak-

ers"mother tongue' is Nupe. Results (ruin the bilingual study for
these two subjects are given in Table 5. These confirm the phonetic
basis for the patterns noted in loanword phonology. The High Low
difference in Nupe is about double that measured for the same speakers speaking Hansa. A similar degree of difference is seen between
the two languages of speaker MEI speaking Edo and Yoruba, and
of speaker IK speaking Hansa and Jaba. MEI is a `mother tongue'
speaker of Edo, IK is a `mother tongue' speaker of .laba. Results
for these two subjects are given in table 6. For the four subjects

in tables 5 and 6 it is reasonable to posit a more or less constant
interval between a pair of most-similar tones, and to explain the language difference as resulting from the use of two such intervals in the
three-level language. Note that the size of such an interval can be
markedly speaker-dependent; subject. IK has an unusually low voice
with a narrow range but has a consistent interval between adjacent
166
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Table 5: Ilausa/Nupe bilingual speakers.
Subject

Language

15

Ilausa

Word

n

s.d.

6

95

Mean

Difference(s)

(in Ilz)

Nupe

IGM

Hausa
N upi

gi:LIO:

5

tsainia
oda

6

2.03
4.92
1.99

6

3.1

121

ed

6

99

gidó:

6

yirb:"

5

edü

6

eilü
eau

ti
6

6.62
5.13
4.16
3.77
3.72
2.92

117
135

128

22

} 14

}

} 23

36

17

111

134.

120

} 15

37

} 22

97

"This speaker did not pronounce the expected tone pattern for the word
selected for minimal contrast. Instead a word wail final high tune but a low
vowel was selected To the extent that low vowels tend to lower pitch, this
substitution tends to work against the hypothesis of this paper.
6This speaker did nut produce the high low pattern on the original word
selected here, so ü word of similar structure was measured.
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Table 6: Two additional comparisons of tones of bilingual speakers.
Subject

Language,
Word
_
Edo

Yoruba

Jain'

s.d.
4.12

Mean (Hz)

5.81
3.86
2.6
9.81

121

4.16
3.04

79

6
6

1.53

94
85

n

arii
irO

6

&TS

6

cwt.

6

Or45

6

haufl

7

dzli"
dzldzi

8

2.65

ts11'

Differences

139
145
123
103

18

1 22

42

20

103

9

19

}

"This item has a high to mid tone glide in the final syllable The peak of the
high tune part was measured.

hA minimal contrast could not he fmind, so an item with a voicel ss initial
c( unsonant was accepted Since a voiceless initial might raise the meainired low

tone frequency, this choice works agamst the hypothesis of this paper

tones of about half the size of the other subjects.

The remaining comparison, speaker JN producing Akan and
Adangme, shows a narrower difference between the ranges used in
the two languages. This set of data, shown in table 7, seems to differ
from the other comparisons mainly because the interval between the
two tones in Akan is larger than might have been expected. However, this pair of languages might not provide a clear case of comparison between two and three tone systems. It could be that Akan
has effectively moved much of the way toward having the phonetic
characteristics of a three-level language through the incorporation
of lexical downsteps into a sufficiently large number of forms (Dol-

phyne 1988). Conversely, although Adangme has three contrastive
tones in monosyllables and elsewhere, contrast between mid and low
is neutralised in sonic environments (Kropp Dakubu 1974). These

1 '14o
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Table 7: Akan/Adangme bilingual comparison.
Subject
JN

Language
Akan
Adangnie

n

s.d.

Mean(Hz)

5

8

5.31
5.81

Ono

6
6

3.59
2.6

136
107
134
110

Ore)

5

1.27

95

Word
di
dl
órci

Differences
29

} 23
} 16

39

considerations may reduce the relevance of this comparison for the
purposes of this paper.

4

Couclusious

The examination uf the relative spacing of level tones using two
strategies
examination of tone loans and bilingual speakers
indicates that tones are not separated according to a maximal spacing principle, at least not when comparison of two-level and threelevd tone systems is at issue. These data are consistent with the
view that they are instead separated by a relatively standard interval which does not depend on the number of tones being contrasted.
This interval might perhaps be expressed as some proportion of the
speaker's total pitch range. It is not certain that this finding can be
generalised to systems with four or five level tones, since only one
language concerned has a fourth level, namely !Xii. Although no
Extra Iligh tones are found in the loanwords in !Xii, this might be a
reflection of the low lexical frequency of this tone. On this basis it is
not certain that the compromise position described in the introdu^tion, suggesting that spacing will be different in four and five level
systems, Can be ruled out.

To the extent. that a general principle of phonetic spacing can
be projected from these results, it is that normally a larger number

YORK PAPERS IN LINGUISTICS 15

of contrasting elements will occupy a larger phonetic space than a
smaller number. However, different phonetic subsystems may differ
in the way that this expansion is achieved. A phonetic space can
be enlarged by use of more extreme values of given parameters, or
by adding new dimensions of contrast. Tone systems seem to first
exploit more extreme values of a pitch dimension. Other studies
indicate that use of pitch is limited to a maximum of five contrastive
kvels. More elaborate tone systems add contrasts of pitch direction
and slope (Maddieson 1978, 1979). On the other hand, consonant
systems may typically expand the phonetic space by directly adding
new parameters of contrast (Lindblom and Maddieson 1988), and
vowel systems show tendencies both to add parameters and to reduce
the spacing between their members as the number increases above
about five. Only unusually small vowel systems, with less than five
members, seem to use less than the full range of values of the most
basic parameters of vowel quality (Disner 1983, Maddieson 1989).
The pattern seen in tone systems may be primarily a result of the
fact that they most typically contain a small number of members.
A further striking result of the analysis of the tone loans is that
borrowing is often shaped by the surface phonology of the donor
language. This is in contrast to the view put forward by Hyman
(1970), who argued that borrowing is based on underlying forms.
Apart from the effects of tone rules noted earlier, another prosodic
tffect seems to be reflected in Tswana borrowings into !Xii. Tswana
has a penultimate stress rule by which the vowel in the stressed
syllable is lengthened and may have a rising pitch onset. The shape
of one loanword iu which the H syllable of a Tswana disyllabic 111,
word is reflected as a geminate vowel with a rising tone contour in !Xti
seems to be based on this phonetic pattern in the donor language.
This word is given in (7).
7)

Tswana

!Xii
thóta ----tnuta
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The original final L also seems to show the effects of Low Raising
in Tswana, as in
the final tone is of the same level as the end of

the rising contour on the long vowel. When borrowing is based on
direct familiarity with the donor language, and not mediated by the
influence of orthograpy or pseudo-historical factors, surface forms
might be expected to be the normal model for loanwords.
The importance of this fact was recognised by Newman (1984)
in discussion of Gwandara. Gwandara is recognised as the closest

relative to Hausa (Newman 1977), but has three rather than two
tones. It shows a similar relationship between its tones and Hausa
tones as is seen between Hausa and Nupe or Gwari tones. Newman comments that "The Gwandara tonal system seems to have
resulted from the reinterpretation of Hausa surface tones in terms
of the tone spacing grid of a language or languages having three
tones." As Newman points out, ethnohistorical accounts describe
the Gwandara as Ilausa people who lied from Kano rather than accept Islam. These accounts seem to allow inadequate time depth
for the degree of divergence between Kano Hausa and Gwandara to
have developed by the normal processes of linguistic evolution. However, if such refugees formed the nucleus of communities whose other
members were non-native speakers of Ilausa, the divergence between
Hausa and Gwandara can be accounted for by creolisation. Under
these circumstances the processes seen in loan phonology might be
expet-ted to shape the outcome, such as the observed relationship
between the tones.
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A PERFORMANCE OF A SWAHILI POEM ANALYSED
Joan Maw

In 1984 a conference was arranged by the Kenya Kiswahili Association on 'Swahili for the year 2000' (Ksswaluli kuelekea mwaka
tua VW) in Nairobi. The conference was attended by many scholars
both local and overseas, of whom I was one. The sessions were open
and were attended by large numbers of the general public. Many
of the speakers from the platform were scholars in linguistics 10 in
education, members of ministries and institutions involved in language work. There were also many scholars of the traditional type
present, linguists and poets and orators who knew mid handled the
language with skill and affection. In some cases these categories overlapped, but, there were times in the debates when the traditional and
the modern solutions proposed to problems were inc:,:natible, and
then the sparks Hew! However, at the end of the confe.-eace there
was a wonderful party for everyone, beginning with formal speeches
(including one from the Vice-President of Kenya), and including all
kiwis of entertaininent. One uf the most striking and most we.rinly
appreciated impromptu items was the recital of a poem of the cel-

ebrated 100 century poet Muyaka, by a scholar of the traditional
school, Mzee Ilassan Mwalimu Mbeya. The poent he chose was won-

derfully apt for the occasion, dealing as it does with the question
of what happens when opposites come together; and the audience
iertainly appreciated the irony of the choice, as well as the performance. The poem was of course recited, not read. A reporter from
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the Deutsche We Ile was present, who recorded the whole thing, and

he later kindly g?-,e me a copy of his tape.

At the time, and for a long time after, listening to the tape, I
simply enjoyed the performance, the memory of the occasion, the
rapt audience, and their delighted responses. But then I began to
ask myself questions and the main one was: how did he do it? Of
course the poem itself was a fine work of art, which many of the
audience may have known, but a poor performer would have had
his audience fidgeting at least, if not melting away. The Swahili are
connoisseurs of oral performances, and do not suffer incompetents
gladly. Let me explain the problem. The poem is one of nineteen
ctanzas. Each stanza has four lines, and each line is divided into
two hemistiches, each hemistich of eight syllables. Each hemistich
rhymes, but the rhynhl is reversed in the last line of the stanza. So
the rhymes go ab, ab, ab, bz. The last line of each stanza names two
oppcsites (e.g. word and deed) and then says 111when they come
together'. So the final hemistich of each stanza is the sa:ne. Then
the first line of the following stanza begins with the two opposites
in reverse order, thus starting a new rhyme pattern, and goes on to
suggest what may happen. For example, the last line of stanza x
goes:

x.4
xi.1

x:i.1

Oh the word and the deed, when they come togetherl
Oh the deed and the word, promised and sworn;
The fulfillment may be delayed, at the donor's pleasure
Take care what you ask of your friend, however rich he is;
Oh the lion and the mare, when they come Logethei!
Oh the mare and the lion ...

In other words, there is a very formal structure in both rhyme
and rhythm, and even in wqrds, linking one stanza to the next. This
gives great rigidity to the work. In his preamble, the performer
explained that he was not going to sing, since he had no singing
voice, but he would recite. What devices had he available in spoken
Swahili for his performance, and how did he make use of them to
keep the audience's attention?
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Voice quality, tempo, intonation, pitch, and dynamics seem to
me to be the main variables, and in this article I shall deal mainly
with the last three. This is because I do not feel capable of saying

anything systematic about the first two, I can only point out my
impressionistic view of some high spots. For example, in stanza i line

2 hemistich a, on the words na safari za mashua `on a journey by
canoe', the stressed syllable on the word safari is greatly lengthencd
and breathy voice is used. This to me gives the feeling of a long and
distant journey. Again, in iv.2.a Humshukuru Rahabu `he thanks
God', the stressed syllable in humshukuru is lengthened, which gives
the impression of a heartfelt (and lengthy) thanks. Lengthening
is also heard in vi.3.a Akswa mtu mahha `being a loveable person'
on the word mahha `loveable', suggesting extreme loveableness, so

that one lingers over him. Again in vii.l.b we have lengthening in
nyoshz za tumwa habsbu 'clouds of perfume for the prophet'; and in
xii.4.a on the word ktoo 'mirror', a long look. perhaps! There is also
a very dramatic use of creaky voice in xv.3.b on the fearful words
"That's enough!" heard on the Day of Judgement! There are a
few deliberate breaks without. interrupting the line of intonation.
One in i. 1.b after the word 'listen' and before 'I'll make a poem%
and one in ii.2 as discussed below. There is a single example of
running-on between hemistiches in spite of separate tone-groups, in
so that the possible separate meaning of 'a jewel, a sapphire' is
rendered 'a sapphire jewel'. Otherwise tone-groups are separated by
breaks. There is also one example of a cut-off end, dying away with
final voiceless vowel, in xiii.4. This gives the audience a little shock.
hnally, in the last line of the entire poem, the speaker acceleratcs, as
if to go off at a run, giving the audience a parting shot 'What if time
and chimge coincide, here and now?'. In general it seems as though
certain aspects of voice quality and tempo are used for emphasising
the meaning of particular lexical items. I don't think I can say inure
than this at the moment.

Extent of tone-group.

With regard to intonaLion patterns, one
can perhaps go further. I look first at distribution. The overwhelming norm is to have one tone-group to one hemistich. There are
179
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75 lines in all (the speaker omits one line in stanza xvi) and thus
150 hemistiches. Of these, all brat 10 have separate tone-groups.
Tone-groups never extend wer more than one line. The 10 that do
coextend with a line are found as follows:
ii.2.a + b

x.2.a+b
x.4.a+b

xi.4.afb
xii.4.a+ b
xiii.4.a+ b
xvii.3.a+ b
xvii.4.a + b

xviii.4.a+b
xix.4.ai b

It will be noticed that the frequency of having a single tonegroup over two hemistiches increases as the poem pr -.resses, and it,
might be thought that the performer was speeding up a bit lest his
audience get tired of repetition, especially as it will also he noted
that the majority of cases involve the last line of each stanza, where
the words 'when/if they come together' are repeated. However, the
distribution of the important points in the tone-groups shGuld also
be looked at. In stanzas ii and x, where the single tone-groups are
found in 11.2, and in xvii in 3, the salient syllable is found in the first
hemistich and the tonic in the second. Thus each hemistich has an
important resting-point, as it were. Also in ii.2 there is a lengthening
on the salient syllable in mtoto 'young child' and a break before the
second hemistich, so that the two halves of the line, though joined
by one tone-group, are nevertheless kept somewhat separate. It may
be that the performer feels that the meanings of the two hemistiches
in all these non-final lines are too closely interwoven to be separated
by a tone-group boundary. Their respective meanings are:

ii.2.
x.2.

xvii.3.

'though a young child he is very frightening'
'the sick man recovers and leaves his bed'
'it's a worldly rat that prospers these days'.
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In the cases of the 11.4, in stanzas xi, xii and xiii, similarly, the
tone-group is distributed throughout the line, with
one important
point in each half. But in the last lines of the

last hree stanzas of
the poem, all the important points are in the first half-line.
I feel
that this is signalling that the poem is coming
to an end, i.e. that
the pick-up sign 'when/if they come together' is
fading out. In fact
it is interesting that the performance comes to
a quiet but. inter ie

end

'Oh, when time and change come together!'

Class of tone-groups. In the cases just discussed,
all ten tonegroups are of type A (i.e. a 'fall'), as described in Maw and Kelly

(105). There the tone-groups isolated for Swahili, in order of
fre-

quency of occurrence, are as follows:
A
11

C
1)

E
F

'fall'
'drop'
'high level'
'rise'
'rise -fall'
'fall -rise'.

Eat-h tone-group has a tonic syllable, anti
mnemonics refer
generally te the movement, of the tonic and the
following syllable(s).
The tune-group may also contain a 'salient'
syllatile preceding the
tonic syllable. The positions of the tonic and sahokt
411ables with
respect to the syntax of the utterance may be 'neutral'
or 'marked',
independently of each other. For a more detailed
description, see
Maw and Kelly, up. cit.

Let us look first at the tune-groups in this recitation.
Normally
tune-group A is used at the end of an utterance.
In Swahili traditional poetry, every line is end-stopped: there
is never any enjambement. Perhaps it would be even more true to say that
each line
represents a complete idea, ,o that in some cases lines could
even
be transposed without muc:. lamage to the meaning of
the whole.
Between hemistiches there may be granuuatical cohesion of a closer
181
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are often separate
kind than between lines, but even hemistiches
proportion of type A
entities. One therefore might expect a high
tone-groups, and that is overwhelmingly what we do get, far more,
proportionattly, than in the conversation passages analysed in intonation in Swahili. Of the 140 tone-gcoups in this performance, no
of tone-group B
less than 110 are of type A. There are 18 instances
surprisingly,
there are
(drop), and 2 of tone-group C (high). Slightly
of D or F. There
three examples of E (rise-fall), and none obviously
are seven tone-groups that present problems of analysis, however,
and these will be described later.
the question of distriDistribution of tone-groups. Looking atpreponderance
of tonebution, it might seem that with such a heavy

bound to be monotonous.
groups of type A (fall), the effect would be
However, even with so few alternative patte:ns used, taking into

two
account that in some cases there is a single tone-group over

hemistiches, it is found that all but two of the 10 stanzas have unique
even in the very few cases where two
intonation configurations
stanzas have the same intonation content, the distribution varies.
Moreover, in the two cases where two (and as it happens, adjacent)
stanzas have the same distribution of tone-groups, the actual mabidifferent
festation of these groups is so different that they give a very
impression. (Stanzas vii, viii, and xii, xiii.) It seems an astonishing
resources! The pattern
feat to achieve so much variety with so few
Table 1.
of distribution of tone-groups in the stanzas is given as
referred to earlier
Problem toae-groups. The seven tone-groups
, X3

in Table 1 as X. X
as piesenting problems of analysis appear
always as
and X4 eadi occur only oace; X2 occurs four times, and
These
the last tone-group in a stanza. (Stanzas ii, iv, vii and viii.)
anri
numlatter deserve most attention because of their distribution
salient syllable lower
ber. The phonetic outline of X2 is to have the
rising, with a fall
than the previous ones, and the following syllables
examples show differing widths of pitch
h . tonic syllable. The

IS3
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pattern, but the same configuration, as:

itakapo kukutana.
Nor.,

this is a new tone-group not previously noted, or
else it i:. a t!iire variation of tone-group A. Maw and Kelly tor. cit.)
already i oLt? two variants of A. The neutral variant has 411.1 salient
as high
higher thiai the start of the tonic fall, as:

'%."4.4*****6

or eke the sahent is nut very high but the tonic starts from a higher
point, which we felt was a marked form, as:

N.
giving emphasis to the word having the tonic. There are a number
of examples of both types in this text. As for X2, it seems from the
183
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distribution that it 'ought' to be an A-type tone-group, coming as
it always does, at the end of a stansa. What of the meaning of this
marked form? It seems to have a communicative meaning, such as
"I've told you this already, surely you know it by now!" If X2 has
this special meaning, I think it should be classed as a inae4 form of
A, but marked for social communication rather than for information
emphasis. It would be interesting to follow up this point.
There is a parallel to such a social use of special intonation, in the
use of the Rise-Fall, often used at the end of a question to signal an

impatient or repeated demand for information. It is interesting that
in this text there are no questions, but three examples of tone-group
I) (rise-fall). Two of them are in 1.a hemistiches, where the material
is a repeat from the previous stanza, and the third is when the words
echo each other (and are grammatically related): zitatanapo tatta
'when they tangle in a tangle' (xiv.1.b). It seems this intonation
(though qui6e different in phonetic online from X2) is also being
or else we must
used to signal that we know something ah
be very stupid!
The tone-group at iii.3.a (XL) has an outline thus:

_

iii.3.a.

aonapo yutimile

Ilere there are several problems. Firstly, is the iaised tone on
the first word a salient? Neutrally it would be, but it depends on the
class of the tonic. If the tonic were a C (high), this salient position
would be normal, but with a C tonic the following syllable would
normally also be high:
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This salient would also be neutral if the
tone-group were D (rise),
hut with a D tone-group the syllable after
the tonic would be higher.
If the tone-group were class B, the salient would
be at the
as the tonic. However, we may not have a salient here, same level

because in
any case a stressed syllable is normally higher than
preceding unstressed syllables. But far a B tonic, the
syllable following is below
the tonic and ltvel7

.
If the tonic were a fall -rise (F), the tonic
syllable wo4ld fall, and to
a low pit( II, not a mid. I tIlerefore think that
on the whole I would
prefer tu classify this tone groty as C (high).
More work would need

to be done here, however, before one could be
certain, and also to
suggest what meaning this variation might have.

The tune group at vi.l.a (X3) has
an outline thus:

185
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1111,

vi.l.a.

Ai moyo na furaha

'Oh, desire and joy'

The word at `oh' normally gets a falling tone, which could be
also
classified as a separate tone-group, of course, but which might
word
be considered as intrinsic to an exclamation of this sort (cf. the
thus perhaps is
tu 'only', which very frequently has high pitch), and
outside a consideration of intonation as a system. I shall say more
there
about the treatment of ai later, however. In this tone-group
thus all the emphasis is
seems to be no separate salient syllable
and perhaps we
furaha
'joy'
thrown on to the salient-cum-tonic,

higher
should analyse the tone-group as rising, since the post-tonic is
work, the
than the tonic syllable. But in other examples in previous
tonic and following syllables were themselves rising, as:

However, I am inclined to accept this for now as a form of tone-group

I) (rise).
The last singleton, the tone-group X4 at xv.3.6 has outline:
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SI.

xv.3.b.

.

atalia "Kata nawe'

'he'll cry, "Shut up, you!"

'

This is coniplicated by containing a piece of supposed speech,
so the first word has no salient. The tonic, on nawe 'you (too)' we
may take as F (fall-rise). The question is whether the fall on kata
'stop' should be taken as a salient or a separate tone-group. It has
the outline of a tonic A, but it would be very unusual to have two
tone groups on two words which belong so much together lexically.
I think that, lacking (urther niaterial, I would be inclined to take it
as a salient at present. Very few examples of tone-group F have ever
been looked at, as it seems fairly rare.

Placement of salient and tonic. Within the tone-groups, the
placing of the salient and tonic in this poem is very often neutral.
In a way this is not surprising, because within the structure of a
hemistich, having eight syllables, given the polysyllabic nature of
Swahili words, often there is not much choice! The possibility of
absence of salient, however, is one that should be looked at
this
throws all the attention on to the item at the tonic. That there are
not many examples of this may be accounted for partly by the nature

of good poetry in that every word counts! In fact, although there
are a number of nominal groups constituting a hemistich which in
normal conversational Swahili would only have a single stress point
on the last iteni, in this poem only one such group has a single stress,
xiv.3.a. One could say in this poem, then, that nouns and attributes
are generally given equal importance. Such structures are found at
i.2.b safari za mashua 'canoe journeys', x.2.b, xii.3.a, xiii.3.a, xiv.3.a
and 3.b, xv.3.a, xvii.2.b
nine examples in all, and only the one,
xiv.3.a, having a single stress. There is one further grammatical
possibihty, involving verbs in phase, of which only one example loses
its salient, x.3.a Akenda kapktittiwa 'he walks strongly'. In fact, the
187
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has this
repeated refrain of the poem 'when/if they come together',
structure, and will be dealt with separately.

Another constraint on the free use of intonation is occasioned
('when they come
by the aforementioned repetition of the refrain also by the repetogether') in the last hemistich of each stansa, and
following 1.a (e.g. vii.4.a
tition (though inverted) of every 4.a in the
viii.l.a 'Oh gold and silver'). So it would
`Oh silver and gold'
together. Firstly, every
seem reasonable to look at these hemistiches
earlier,
4.a and 1.a starts with the word as `Oh'. As was remarked
have
this word tends to have a falling pitch. (It does not, however,
that
it
support
the
theory
a following break, which would tend to
tone-group.)
Of
should not be considered as constituting a separate
medium or high pitch to
the 37 examples, 7 have a clear fall from a
low and falling,
low; 15 have what I call 'subdued' fall, i.e. starting
following stresed syllables;
i.e. start distinctly lower than the pitch of
in other
fall
and in a further 15 cases the pitch is low and does not
Patterns look
words ai functions clearly as part of the pre-salient.
like:
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.

.

iii.l.a

(oh health and sickness)

ai afua na udwele

MEM

xviii.I.a

ai tawangu na kiti

(oh the chest and the chair)

xix. l.a

ai simacu na chuma

(oh the magnet and the iron)

.

As might be expected, there is a tendency for the strong falls to
occur in the earlier stanzas, the weaker ones towards the middle, and
the lost ones towards the end of the poem, but this is not invariable.
Distribution is shown in Table 2.
The next most frequent repetition is that of the words 'when they
conic together', which, as the final hemistich in each stanza, occur
nineteen times. It has already been pointed out that sometimes this
hernistich has a special intonation, meaning 'you know this already'.
This applies to four examples, in stanzas iii, iv, vii and viii. At the
other extreme, in seven cases (in stanzas x, xi, xii, xiii, xvii, xviii and
xix) a single tone-group extends over the whole line, generally with
the tonic syllable at the end of the first hernistich, and the second
heniistich being a mere tail. Thus the words 'when they conic topresumably since we know
gether' are given minimal importance
they exist already. Thus:
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OMI

x.4.

.

\

ai neno na kitendo itakapo kukutana
(oh word and deed, when ...)

In three cases, however, the tonic comes at the end, e.g.:

xi.4.

Ai simba na farasi watakapo kukutana
(oh the lion and the mare ...)

This has the effect of making the two parts a whole (`Oh, when
the lion and the mare meet' as opposed to x.4 'Oh word and deed,
when they meet' and neutral with two tone-groups, e.g. xviii 'Oh
the chest and the chair, when they come together'.) In the rest of
the examples, where words have their own tone-group (eight cases)
the plac,:ment of the salient and tonic is neutral and six of the tonegroups start from low pitch. The other two move mid to low. In
other words, these are fairly inconspicuous. So we have four examples where words are made especially conspicuous, eight where
they are fairly inconspicuous, and seven where they all but disappear. These variations are scattered throughout the text, but as one
might expect, towards the end there is more disappearance, and the
`wake-up' examples tend to come in the middle.

Within a tone-group there are, then, normally two information
points, the words carrying the salient and the tonic syllable. In
hemistiches 4.a and 1.a in this poem, there are always two important words (the two contrasted or compared ideas) as we have seen,

_0 I
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occurring in the sequence 1,2 in line 4 and 2,1 in the following line
1 of the next stanza. These two important ideas would normally be

expected to have the saient and tonic syllables on them. This is
so in most cases (23 where t..e tone-group is co-extensive with the
henlistich, plus 4 where tne tone-group extends to cover the following
hemistich, as dealt with in the previous parag-3.1:11). In thr- remaining

seven cases where the tone-group is co-extcusive with the henititkh,

all the attention is drawn to the second itrau, by having what r. e
have designated 'salient-cum-tonic' on the final item. Foul- of these
are in first lines (v, vi, vii and xii) where they might be explained
away in that in the previous line 4 both points have .11ready been
made. But although this is so for vi and vii, I think a snore speciac
explanation can be made for v and xii. In the case of stanza v, the
word having the special attention is Janna 'para.'..e', a word which
is slightly unusual
at any rate the performer tuna have thought
so because he interrupts the flow of the verse to interpolate *.lanna
ni pepo", 'Luna is paradise' and then begins the stanza again, with
identical intonation. In the case of stanza. xii, ai jarasi na simba 'oh
the horse and the lion' the intonati..),, picks out 'lion', and indeed
in the previous stanza, `lion' was al: picked out
or perhaps one
should say that farasi `horse' (sc. `mare') is not.picked out, in either
stanza. In stanza xi, the two last hemietiches are joined in a single
tone-group, so that the important. words are `lion' and 'meet'. In my
opinion this avoidance of notice oil the word 'horse/mare% is a sign
of delicacy on the part of the performer, for the idea of these living
creatures cooling together
and it, is significant that the poet uses
the personal plural marker ie. Ole verb
is fairly overtly sexual. Indeed, at the end of sr.:n.4? :,1 the audience laugh, so they know what
it is about. But the performer, as it well:, keeps rither quiet about
the female partner!
There are three cases of only one information point (salient-cum-

tonic) in last lines, which is quite surprising btcause these are the
first appearances of the new pairings. Indeed the first one is in the
first stanza! But here is also the first appearance of at, and it gets
a high fall which gives it prominence. So the effect is something like
'Oh! gift and yefier ...'. The new ideas in stanzas iii and v are
191
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slipped in, low in intonation, so perhaps this is just for variation, a $
the new ideas in ii are very boldly given, and on the repetition of the
new ideas in vi they have an unusual (rising) intonation.

Apart from the first and last lines, there are some other cases of
marked tonicity, the majority having salient-cum-tonic on the neutral
place (i.e. final lexical item). I think it may be significant that three
of the eight exampies are found in stanza xii, the most overtly sexual,
and which has already been partly discussed, with reference to the
down-playing of the `horse' partner. In line 1.b we have wainympo
kwenda mho `when they start to race'; in 2.a we have (with very wide
movement) hutarakanya m_arimba 'they feel about for openings/they
play the game% and in 2.b na kutakuta nyayo `and keep touching feet

(sc. hands)'. Plainly in this stanza the excitement of the subject is
reflected in the large amount of marking in the intonation. In one of
the remaining four cases, we should look at why there is not stress
where theoretically there could be, and we see that, with a relative
verb, there is not much new information, therefore the marking is
freed for emphasising what comes later. In iii.l.b we have:

q

.

.

alo nayo hutusha

`he who has it (sc. good health already mentioned twice) leaps for
joy'. By contrast, in xi.3.a we have:

()4_

4._
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apao mviende akali
'he who gives his friend a tiny bit' spoken with the pitch moving
from
falsetto to low, and a very tense voice quality, gives

stress to the idea
of even the least gift (gets a reward (rom God). The remaMing
examples are similar, in that all the interest is on the word carrying
the salient-cum-tonic, and in all cases there is an association with
high pitch. (Th, matter of pitch in general will be
dealt with in the
next section.) So we have:

1
..i.2.a

ikainwelea ralla

'it brings him joy'

S

xi.2.a

lendeapo siku min)

'though a long tune goes by'
(see also next para. but one)

.

hujaaliajisito

'you are full of blessoty'

In one case the tonic comes early, pre-empting a salient, and
putting all the emphasis on a non-anal item;
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.
.

xiii.3.b

.

yaakuti masherafu

'a noble emerald'

(For a nominal group of this structure, the last item (noble) would
normally take the stress.)
In four cases the salient syllable itself is in a marked position.
Two of these are on grammatical items, which is certainly unusual,
viz.:

iii.2.b iiikutikawadhisha

'm order to do what he wants'

MIND

viii.3.b

wala si kupa hukuno

'nor is that proper giving'.

In two cases the salient comes late for special emphasis:

x.2.a 1.1)

alo na ndwele hupoa akapata na mwenendo
'the sick man recovers and starts to walk'

19 '-)
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V

xiii.l.b

tatia nuru takatifu

'cast a clear light'.

There are two examples of a phenomenon for which I have no
explanation. This is when the syllables before the salient are high. I
have not noted this in earlier work, and I suppose it to be another
form of marking; but more information would be needed to be sure.
The first example is with a tone-group B:

IM

v.3.a

_

apendalo akaona

'what he wants he sees'

In fact I think this is pr.Ably two consecutive tone-groups
although there is no suggestion of a pause between them
but still
there is the question of the high unstressed syllables. The second
example is with a tone-group A, and was mentioned earlier under
salient-cum-tonic marking.

xi.2.a

lendeapo siku
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Tonality. Apart from variations in tonicity, however, we also find
variation in tonality. That is to say that while the salient and tonic
syllables may or may not be neutrally placed, the actual outline of
the tone-group may be marked. Tone-group A (fall), the most frequent choice, has two common forms, the neutral, where the salient
syllable is the highest in the tone-group, and the tonic syllable falls
from a lower (or equal) height, e.g.:

i.1.a

\.

simba tidunie na wainbuji

'Ladies and gentlemen'

and the marked form, where the salient is lower than the highest
point from where the tonic falls, e.g.:

..\
v.2.a

na kuuza ihsani

'and pray for blessings'.

Of the ninety-seven examples, thirty-four are marked, which is perhaps a higher proportion than might have been expected. If we take
the most marked case as salient-cum-tonic (or only tonic), i.e. that
all the emphasis is on one information point; the next most marked
case as having tonic from a higher point than salient (i.e. two information points but the second more important than the first) and
the least marked as salient higher than tonic (i.e. two information
points, neither special) then our proportions are 13:34:63.
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Looking at examples of tone-group B, we find ten examples are
neutral, and eight have salient-cum-tonic (i.e. are marked). As the
essence of this tone-group is that the salient syllable (if present) is at
the same height as the tonic, there is no room for tonality variation
unless example v.3.a turns out to be such.
The remaining twelve tone-groups are special cases of A and B,
also C, D, E and F, all of which have already been mentioned. Their
small numbers make it impossible to derive more about them here.

Pitch. Within a tone-group, then, there is variation of pitch forming a pattern. But also the whole tone-group has its own pitch
position and shape which will modify its whole effect. For example,
a falling tone-group may fall from a high point in the vocal range
of the speaker, or from a low point, or from somewhere in between.
Obviously this means a more or less wide movement throughout the
pattern. Even in the case of tone-group 3, whose essence is that it
does not end on a low point, the whole tone-group may be high in
the speaker's range, or medium, or low. Clearly from high to low
is a continuum; nevertheless, listening to the material it seemed to
me possible to characterise the highest and lowest points of tonegroups as high, medium or low, even though there were times when
I hesitated. So I could say that , tone-group moved high-low (which
would imply wide movement), high-mid, mid-low, or low(-low)
implying narrow movement. In one case, the voice moved so high as
to be falsetto, falling to low:

. .
ix.3.a

..._

\

apao mwende akali

'he who gives his friend a TINY BIT'
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It seems reasonable to suppose that the choice of pitch placement

and pitch range is meaningful. The most obvious interpretation is
that a medium placement and range is neutral; a high, wide range
gives extra prominence; and a low narrow range as it were, downgrades the prominence. For what it is worth, I give the crude figures,
but I think it will be of more interest to see how these choices interact
with the words, since here the performer seems so have more freedom
of choice than, for example, in the choice of tone-group. So: only
three groups are rising: two from low to mid, one from mid to high.
Of the non-rising tone-groups, twenty-four are low; six are midfmid

(i.e do not fall to low); thirty-five are midflow; twenty-two are
high fmid; and fifty are highflow. So most of the tone-groups
move from high to low or mid pitch (72), the next largest number
move mid to mid or mid to low (41) and the lowest number (24)
are low. Three rise. In other words, our performer varies his pitch
considerably, but overall gives us a lively movement, and in any one
stansa there is considerable variation. In fact, in a few cases I noted
'echo' when hemistiches came out alike, since it seemed more unusual

to have the same movement than to have variation! That of course
is another kind of variation!

Dynhmics. The last variable I have looked at is dynamics. In
one respect this seems to correlate with pitch movement, in that
the loudest part of the tone-group coincides with the highest pitch,
so that if the tone-group rises aud then falls in pitch, it also has a
crescendo followed by a diminuendo. By the same token, tone-groups
that have been characterised as low in pitch are generally also quiet.
But there is some variation. I have used musical notation for this
part of the exercise, ranging from very loud, ff, through f, mf, nip,
p, to very soft, pp. I would suggest that mf or mp are neutral, that
f and ff are enhanced, and that p and pp are reduced. However, if
I were te take voice quality into consideration, some of the p and
pp passages would be pointed. I have noted 'conspiratorial' at one
point, where the voice is quiet but the articulation tense. Taking into
account the crescendo and decrescendo effects, I have characterised

each tone group at its loudest point, so that 'f' means something
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likc !uf < f > inf. In fact, although I gave myself the possibility of
an II marking, I never found myself awarding it. In other words,
this 1.ierformer always had something in reserve! Twenty-two tonegroups were characterised as f, and all coincided with movement
involving high pitch: nineteen were high to low; three high to mid;
one mid to high. The greatest number, si:tty-five, were mf: thirtytwo coincided witI high to low pitch movement; fifteen with high
to mid; thirteen aith mid to low; two with mid; and three with low
pitch movement. The next most frequent were nip (thirty-six). Only
four were associated with high pitch (two high to iow, two high to
mid); eighteen were associated with mid to low (or mid-mid, lowmid) pitch; and fourteen were associated with low pitch movement.
The eleven p groups had no high pitch association, but seven midlow and one mid-mid, and three low pitches. The pp groups, six of
them, were two mid-low and four low pitches. There is thus a clear
tendency towards correlation between pitch and loudness both within
and as between tone-groups, but there is more freedom between the
tone-groups than within. This shows more clearly as Table 3.

Conclusions. What does this all add up to? At the formal level,

the work has thrown up a previously unrecorded intonation pattern
temporarily assigned as a marked form of tone-group A. There are
also examples of high unstressed pre-salient syllables, which need to
be looked out for in future. Another thing to look out for in future
is the question of whether the tone-group F (fall-rise) has a. falling
salient. Finally there is the question of the use of tone-group D (risefall) in statements. But the really interesting thing to see is how the
performer uses all his devices, each of which is like a separate strand
woven into making a whole. The tone-colour thus varies throughout
the poem, so that the audience is held, and the performer points
up the sections that interest him, despite the fact that some of his
devices are more malleable than others
just as different instruments in an orchestra have their own possibilities and restrictions.
Each hemistich, each line, each stanza, has a shape in itself and relative to the rest; and the whok. poem has a structure including and
transcending the parts. Table 4 shows all the forms of marking for
199
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each hemistich. On the scoring column I give + for marking choice
of tonic, tonicity, tonality, high pitch, loudness and special points.

for low pitch and p/pp. Everything else is neutral, so a
I give
hemistich may score 0 (all neutral) or a number of pluses and minuses. This crude scoring I put into words in ternis of the 'shape'
of the whole stanza, and spell out the important parts of the message according to this scoring. Looking at these messages one sees
that strands are intertwined in the stanzas, but also that meanings
are intertwined throughout the poem, which moves between earthly
and heavenly considerations, the idea that everything has a hidden
but
meaning, the confusion of life, where the strong seem to win
or
and finally that times may change
then what is strength?
perhaps come to a stop! The whole poem is full of double meanings, reality vs. illusion, problems of this life and the next; and the
complications of the ideas are matched by the complications of the
performer's use of vocal devices. I have always liked this poem, but
I have found my study of Mzee Hassan's performance of it has enhanced my appreciation of it, as it has also increased by respect for
the insight and skill of the performer.
Text. This is the version of the poem by Muyaka as performed
by Mzee Hassan. It differs slightly from the most recent published
version of this poem, as edited by M. El. Abdulaziz (1979) q.v.

i Simba ndume na wambuji, sikizani tatongoa,
Niketile vitorgoji na safari za mashua,
Leo nakumbuka mbiji ya kutweka na kutua,
Ai pato na mpewa litakapo kukutana.

ii Ai mpewa na pato lipalo mtu kukua,
Angawa mwana mtoto na kutishika kachewa,
Akawa na upasito wa kutamani ukiwa,
Ai ndwele na afuwa itakapo kukutana.
iii Ai afuwa na ndwele alo nayo hutusha,
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Akenda mwendo wa kule ill kutakawadhisha,
Aonapo yutimile akatamani kushasha,
Ai roho na rnaisha itakapo kukutana.

iv Ai maisha na roho yanitimupo kiumbe,
Humshukuru Rahabu na upambo umpembe,
Kesho mbele ya Ilahu Sirata isimkurnbe,
Ai Janna na kiumbe itakapo kukutana
v Ai kiumbe na Janna mwanso asitakiriyo,
Na kuusa itisana na tumwa aghufiriyo,
Apendalo akaona na kila atamaniyo,
Ai furaha na moyo itakapo kukutana.
vi Ai moyo na furaha alo nayo hunawiri,
Ikainwelea raha apendalo akaarniri,
Akawa tutu maliha asisagawe ni shari,
Ai udi na ambari itakapo kukutana.
vii Ai ambari na udi nyoshi sa tumwa habibu,
Atutnio abadi huandikiwa thawabu,
Tena hunali inradi apendalo likasibu,
Ai fedha na dhahabu itakapo kukutana.
viii Ai dhahabu na fedha vitu vilivyo mfano,
Watu hutoa karidha, hawapeani kwa tuno,
Watoao ni baadha wala si kupa hukuno,
Ai sainli na ngano itakapo kukutana.
ix Ai ugano na smith viliwa vyenye hiyari,
Vitu vitokavyo mbali, Renu na Haunagari,
Apau mwende akali, Mola humjasa hen,
Ai siwa na sukari sitakapo kukutana.
x Ai sukari na siwa, litialo rntu kondo,
alo na ndwele hupowa akapata na tnwenendo,
Akeuda kujikutuwa katambasa nguo pindo,
Ai neno na kitendo litakapo kukutana.
xi Ai kitendo na neno la ahadi na siasi,
Lendeapo siku nino, ni haiba ya rnpasi,
Mwendo intake kwa Bono awe na nafasi,
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watakapo kukutana.
xii Ai farasi na siniba waingiapo kwenda rnbio,
Hutarakanya marimba na kutakuta nyayo,
Na kungururna ja mwanba ukimbile utishao
Ai mato na kioo yatakapo kukutana.
xiii Ai kioo na mato tatia nuru takatifu,
Hujaalia jisito huonalo ukashufu,
Ni mshahaba wa kito yaakuti masherafu,
Ai pua na harufu itakapo kukutana.
xiv Ai harufu na pua zitatanapo tatizi,
Kiumbe hughumiwa lo late asimaizi,
Zamani za kutongoa wakati wa kubarizi,
Ai mkono na kazi itakapo kukutana.
xv Ai kazi na nikono nitenzi asikuliwe,
Ndipo awapo mnono kujikaza unonowe,
Na siku ya makindano atalia "Kata nawe",
Ai matuuda na mwewe yatakapo kukutana.
xvi Ai mwewe na matunda ayaandikapo mato,
Juu la anga kutunda kwa mkono wa kushoto,
Ai godoro na mto litakapo kukutana.
xvii Ai into na godoro lipendezalo zitangu,
Lenyi huruma na duru na haiba ya zikungu,
Alipatao ni faru wa katika ulimwengu,
Ai kiti na tawaugu kitakapo kukutana.
xviii Ai tawangu na kiti cha ng'arnba chenye zikuku,
Kina tumba katikati na pembe huku na huku,
Kinga kitakwi kwa uti akipatao hushuku,
Ai chuma na sirnaku kitakapo kukutana.
sipambanapo fikira,
xix Ai simaku na chum
Mwungwana ni hudunia na shujaa huwa bora,
Bali hazipatani kalima siku ya pia kurara,
Ai dira na duara itakapo kukutana.
Ai simba na farasi
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This is an English version of the poem, m whi%11 I attempt to
convey the meaning, not a translation.

i My lords and ladies, hearken as I tell my tale,
I have wandered through the villages in my small canoe,
Today I think of sailing in my big yacht,
Oh, the gift and the client, when they come together!
ii Oh the client and the gift that raises one's status,
So that a mere youth becomes an object of awe;
The possessor of a fortune need never fear loneliness,
Oh illness and health, when they come together.
iii Oh health and illness, the healthy walk tall,
Going where they fancy, doing what they want
Feeling his strength, the healthy man disdains others,
Oh energy and life, when they come together!
iv Oh life and energy, when a man has them,
lie thanks God for these crowning gifts,
And at the day of Judgement he will be spared the hard
road,
Oh Paradise and man, when they come together!
v Oh man and Paradise, he who rests there,
Has prayed for blessings and followed the Prophet
He sees his heart's desires entirely fulfilled,
Oh desire and fulfilment, when they come together!
vi Oh fulfilment and desire, he glows who has them,
He can take his ease and have all he wants,
Ile becomes attractive, untainted by ill-luck,
Oh incense and ambergris, when they conie together!
vii Oh ambergris and incense, fit perfumes for the Prophet,
Ile who always uses them has his good deeds recorded,
And gets his desires, whatever they may be,
Oh silver and gold, when they come together!
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viii Oh gold and silver, universal symbols,
People will do anything for them, they are not given even
to a friend,
Very few part with them, and never as a free gift,
Oh butter ;and flour, when they come together!
ix Oh flour and butter, finest of foods,
Coming from abroad, from Goa and India,
Those who give away even a speck, God rewards generously,

Oh milk and sugar, when they come together!
x Oh sugar and milk, that make a man strong,
So that the invalid recovers and leaves his bed,
He walks strongly, his garments stream behind him,
Oh word and deed, when they come together!

xi Oh the deed and the word, promised and sworn,
The fulfillment may be delayed, at the donor's pleasure,
Take care what you ask from a friend, however rich he is,
Oh the lion and the mare, when they come together!
xii Oh the mare and the lion, when they run together,
Dancing around each other, playing touch and go,
Sighing like the wind, a frightful cacophony!
Oh the eye and the mirror, when they come together!
xiii Oh the mirror and the eye, light and clear,
If you are blessed, you will see in time,
Like a jewel, a noble sapphire,
Oh the nose and the smell, when they come together!
xiv Oh the smell and the nose, confusion worse confounded,
A man loses his senses, and understands nothing,
At festival time, in poetic contests,
Oh the hand and the handiwork, when they come together!
XV

Oh the work and the hand, the master cannot fail,
He shines then, confident of his power,
When the contest comes, he'll say "Pipe down, you!"
Oh the chicks and the hawk, when they conic together!
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xvi Oh the hawk and the chicks, when he espies them,
He soars high above, though new-fledged himself,
And plucks them from the air krt-handed, casually,
Oh, the mattress and the pillow, when the:. come together!

xvii Oh the pillow and the mattress, with beautiful buttons,
A lady with pearls in its embroidered borders,
It's won by a rat
0 tempora, 0 mores!
Oh the chair and the chest, when they come together!
xviii Oh the chest and the chair, tortoiseshell with metal rings,
A central boss, and ivory at the side,
Like a rose in a thicket of thorns;
Oh the iron and the magnet, whea they come together!
xix Oh the magnet and the iron, think how they clang together,

The great man must be deferred to, and the best man
win,

There can be but one outcome, when it comes to the test,
Oh time and change, when they come together!
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Table 1: Distribution of tone-groups.
i

A
13

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

C

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

A

A

A

A

A

vii

viii

A
A

A

B
A

A

A

A
A

A

X2

A

xiv

A

II
A

ix

xiii

X2

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

13

A

A

X.2

A

A
A
A

Omitted

A

A

A

...

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

X:3

11

13

xvii

E

13

13

13

A

...

A

A

xii

xviii

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

13

A

A

...

A

A

A

A

A

13

A

A

A

xix

A

A

A
A

C

A

:20

A

...
11

A

xvi

A

E

11

...
X4

X2

11

A

13

A

xi

13

II
A

13

A

A

13

A

A

A
A

A

..
E

A

A

x

A

A

X1

A

xv

A

A

A

A

A

A
A
A

A
A

A

A

A
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Table 2: Distribution of falls on ai.
Clear fall

Subdued fall

No fall

ii.4
111.4

v.4
vi.4

xiv.1
xv.1
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Table 3: Correlation loudness:pitch movement
f

mf

mp

high-low

20

31

2

h igh -mid

3

15

2

2

3

3
15
14

64

36

11

6

!mid

mid -low

13

low
3

209
208

p

rp

1

2

7
3
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Table 4: Marking
Tonality

Pitch

neutral
neutral

neutral
neutral

mid-low
mid-low

marked

neutral

marked
neutral

mid-mid
mid-low

neutral

neutral

high-low

Hemistich

Tone- Tonicgroup ity

i.l.a
b

A
A

i.2.a
i.2.b

B
A

i.3.a

A

Dyn- Other

Scor-

amics
rnp
nip echo a;
break
ilip
breathy;
salient
length
word
I

ini;
0

++
++

+t+

order
marked
1.4.13

A

neutral

neutral

high-low

mf

+

i.4.a
i.4.b

A

marked

marked

mid-mid

p

+t

neutral neutral low
pp
Comnient: Shape: Build-up to 3.a, dip, then lesser peak on 4a.
Message: The poet is going to tell us something
A

important; recipient_.

ii.l.a
ii.l.b

A

marked
marked

bA

neutral

A

marked

neutral
neutral

high-mid
high-low
high-low

mf

nip

salient
length

neutral neutral mid-mid nip
A
neutral neutral mid-low nip
0
A
neutral neutral low
mp
A
neutral neutral mid-low nip
Conmient: Shape: Fall from high point in 1.a
Message: There are recipients and gifts; gifts have effects.
ii.3.a
ii.3.6
ii.4.a
ii.4.b

C
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Table 4: (continued)
Hemi-

stich

iii.l.a
iii.l.b
iii.2.a
iii.2.b
iii.3.a
iii.3.b
iii.4.a
iii.4.6

Tone- Tonicgroup ity

Tonality
marked

A

neutral

A
A
A
X1
A

marked
marked
marked

neutral

neutral
neutral

?

A

marked

marked
marked

neutral
neutral

Pitch

Dyn- Other
ainics

f
f
f
f
mid-high f
high-low
higk-low
hsgh-mid
Mgh-mid

Scoring
+++
+ + 4.

+ + ++
++++
+++

low
low
low

nif
nip
mp

+

++

+

+neutral marked
Comment: Shape: Strong start, build up to 2a+b, then fall,
slight recovery on 4.
Message: Great advantages of good health, move on.
A

iv.l.a

A

iv.1.b
iv.2.a

A

iv.2.b
iv.3.a

A

iv.3.6

neutral
neutral
neutral

marked
marked
marked

high-low
high-low
high-low

nif
mf

marked

low

nip

13

neutral
neutral

neutral

high-mid

f

A

neutral

neutral

high-low

f

A

f

++

salient
length
marked
word
rder
marked
word
order

neutral marked low
iv.4.a A
mp
iv.4.b
mp
A
neutal marked low
Comment: Shape: Fairly strong start, rising to 2.b. Secondary
peak held on 3.a+b.
Message: Praise God; delivery from judgement.

2Lj

2"

++++
4++

+++

+
4-
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Table 4: (continued)
Hemi-

Tone- Tonic-

stick

group ity

v.l.a
v.l.b

A

marked

v.2.a

A
A

v .2. b

A

v.3.a

11

v.3.1)

A

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

Tonality

Pitch

neutral
neutral

high-low
high-mid
high-low
high-mid

marked

neutral

Dyn- Other
arnica

mf
mf
mf

+

la

mid-mid

nif
neutral mid -low
nip
v.ca 11
marked neutral low
v.4.1)
neutral neutral low
A
very low
PP
Comment: Shape: Medium strong start, generally declining
to a very low point.
Message: In Paradise blessings; everything else is
of minimal importance.

vi.l.a
13

marked
marked
marked

A

neutral

11

marked

11

vi.2.a
vi.2.b
vi.3.a

marked

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

Scoring
++

0

low -mid

nip

+

lugh-nlid
high-mid

mf

tt

high-low

high-mid

id
id

tonic
length

vi.3.b
A
neutral neutral mid -low
nip
vi.4.a
neutral neutral mid
A
p
vi.4.b A
neutral neutral low
pp
Comment: Shape: Fairly strong start, high point on 3.a, then
decline to very low.

The fulfilled person is attractive; what
else matters?

Message:
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Table 4: (continued)
Hemistich

vii.l.a

Tone- Tonicgroup ity
marked
A

Tonality

Pitch

neutral
neutral

high-mid
high-mid

marked

high-mid
mid-low
high-mid
high-low
mid-low
mid-low

A

neutral

vii.2. a

A

v ii.2 . b

A
B
A
A
A

neutral
neutral

neutral

marked

neu tral

neutral
neutral

neutral

v ii.3. a

vii.3. b

vii.4.a
v ii.4 . b

Comment:

viii.l.a
viii.l.b

A

neu tral

Dyn- Other
amics
mf
salient
mf
length
mf
mf
mf

Scoring
++

++

+f

0
++
++

mf
rnp

marked neutral
Shape: Fairly strong throughout until end.
Message: Praising the prophet is important and
will bring reward. Let us pass on.

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

marked

mid -low
high-low
high-low
high-low

mf
mf
nif
mf
nip
mp

neutral
A
++
marked
viii.2.a A
neutral
viii.2.b A
marked mid-low
viii.3.a A
marked neutral mid-low
viii.3.b A
neutral neutral mid-low
viii.4.a A
+
viii.4.b A
neutral marked mid-low p
Comment: Shape: All fairly low-key, highest point 2a.
Message: People will do anything for money. Let's get on.
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Table 4: (continued)
Tone- Ton ic-

Item iStich

group ity

ix.l.a

A

ix.1.b
ix.2.a
ix.2.b
ix.3.a
ix.3.b
ix.4.a
ix.4.b

A
A

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

A

marked

A

Tonality
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
marked

Pitch

Dy p-

mid low

anties
nif
nif

high -low
high- low
high -low
high- low

Other

Scoring

iiil

inf
falsetto
neutral neutral mid- low nif
A
neutral neutral mid-low nip
A
neutral neutral low
aup
(omment: Shape: Low-key, sudden galvanising on 3a.
Message: How mean people are!

I+f

t

A

.

x. 1. a

A

x.1.1)

A

x.2.a t b A
x.3.a
A
x.3.b
A

_

0

.

neutral
neutral

neutral

mid-mid

nil

0

marked

nif

-f

marked

neutral

high-low
high-low
low

f

f

t

neutral marked
nip
+
neutral neutral low
nip
x .4.a t.l) A
mar.:.1
neutral high-low f
t t
_
_
Comment: Shupe: Two peaks, on lines 2 and 4, with deep dip between.
Message: The pleasure of returning health; the
contrast word:deed.
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Table 4: (continued)
Hemi-

Tone- Tonic-

stich

group ity

xi.l.a

E

xi.1.b
xi.2.a

13

neutral
neutral

A

marked

A

neutral
neutral

xi.2.b
xi.3.a

A

Tonality

Pitch

?

high-low
high-mid
high-low

neutral
neutral
neutral
marked

high-mid
high-low

llyn- Other
amics
mf
mf
nif

Scoring
++

high pretonics

+++

marked

+

mf

id

+

word

order
neutral neutral high-low mf
marked neutral mid-low
nip
laughter
+
xi.4.a+b A
Comment: Shape: Strong start, two peaks, on 11. 2 and 3.
Message: You might wait a long time for a promise to
be fulfilled; ask with discretion.
xi.3.b

A

xii.l.a

A

xii.1.b
xii.2.a

A

xii.2.13

A

xii.3.a
xii.3.b
xii.4.a+1

A

A

ft

marked
marked
marked
marked

marked

neutral
neutral
neutral

marked

neutral
neutral
neutral
neu tral

neutral

high-low
high-low
high slow

low

mid-.ow
mk -low
mid-low

nif
mf
nif
nif
mp
mf

nil

-I

4

++

++
+

0

ktoo long; + +
laughs
Comment: Shape: Very strong start, decline followed by final blip.
Message: Sexual activity hidden
narcissism?
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Table 4: (continued)
Henii-

Tone- Tonic-

Aid]

group ity

xiii.l.a

A

neutral

A

marked
marked

xiii.1.b
xiii.2.a
xiii.2.b
xiii.3.3
xiii.3.b

A

A

neutral
neutral

A

marked

A

X111.4.a t b A

Comment:

xiv.I.a

A

xil/.1.1)
Xi1/.2.a

E
11

Xlv.2.b

11

xiv.3.a 14
xiv.3.b A
xiv.4.a
A
xiv.4.b A
Comment.

neutral

Tonality
marked
neutral
neutral
neutral
marked
neutral

neutral

Dyn- Other

Pitch
hagh-low
mid -low

high-low
low

high-mid
high-low

ainics
f

nil
nif
nip
nif
nif

extra

_

f

f

high
cut-off;
laughs

mp

low

Scoring
+++

t

.

Shape: High points la and 3b, sagging between.
Message: Reality vs. illusion; it would be worth a
lot to be able to tell them apart.
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

neutral
?

high-low
high-low
high -mid

f
f

neutral
f
neutral high-mid f
marked neutral low
neutral neutral m id-low
i:lif
neutral neutral low
nip
neutral neutral low
p
Shape: Quick rise to high point on lb; all
downwards thereafter, to very low.
Meciage: Things are very confusing.

if

.)
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Table 4: (continued)
Heinistich

Thne- Tonicgroup ity

xv.1.a

A

xv.l.b

A

xv.2.a
xv.2.b
xv.3.a
xv.3.b

A
A

B

F

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
marked
marked

Tonality
marked

neutral
marked

neutral
neutral
marked

Pitch
high-low
high-low
high-low
high-low

mid-mid
low-mid

Dyn- Other
amics
nif

f

Scoring
++
+

nif

+-

f
nip
nip

++

creaky

+

+

+

voice

xv.4.a
B
neutral neutral high-mid mp
xv.4.b
A
neutral neutral mid-low nip
0
Comment: Shape: Fairly strc start, sudden big peak on 3b.
Message: Not all will be saved!

xvi.l.a
xvi.l.b

A

xvi.3.a
xvi.3.b
xvi.4.a

A

xvi.4.1)

A

A
A

A

Comment:

neutral marked high-low mf
neutral marked mid-low nif
+
neutral marked mid-low nif
neutral neutral high-low mf
+
neutral marked low
p
+
neutral neutral low
pp
Shape: Positive start, dip, then high point on 3.
Message: The trong will prey on the weak, that's nature.
+

+
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Table 4: (continued)
Tone-

stich

group ity

xvii.l.a
xvii.l.b

E
B

xvii.2.a H
xvii.2.b B
xvii.3.a+b A
xvii.4.a t.b A
Comment:

Tonality
neutral

antics
rid

A

xviii.l.b

A

xviii.2.a

A
A

xviii.3.a
xviii.3.b

13

A

xviii.4.a t- bA

Coinment:

Scoring
++
0

neutral
high-low
neutral neutral mid-mid mf
neutral neutral high-mid nil
echo of lb
+ ineutral neutral high-mid mf
echo of 2a
t
marked neutral high-low f
+++
marked neutral high-low f
+++
Shape: Strong start, dip, then high on 3 and 4.
Message: Sexual attraction is line, but it's the rats that
score; we should think about practical things.
.

xviii.l.a

Dyn Other

Pitch

neutral
neutral
neutral
marked

neutral
neutral

.

marked

ntid-low

marked

mid-low
mid-low
mid-low
high-mid
high-low

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

OP

pp

conspi-

ratorial

+

tone

++

p

nip
nip

extra stress
intense
tone

marked neutral mid-low
p
Shupe: Positive start, high point on 3.
Message: Everything has hidden meaning, you
must struggle to get what you want.
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liemistick

Tone- Tonicgroup ity

xix.l.a
xix.l.b

A

xix.2.a
xix.2.b
xix.3.a
xix.3.6

A
A

A

A

C

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
marked

Comment:

Tonality
marked
marked
marked

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral

Pitch
high-low
high-low
high-low
hIgh-low
low
low

mid-low

Dyn- Other
am ics

Scoring

ni f

4

f

+++

mf

4

f

++

111 p

nip
mf

+

accele-

f+

ration
Shape: Strong start, high point on lb, then
decline, but recovery to 4ab.
Message: Consider the strong (sexual?) attraction of
opposites; the strong will win, but .imes may change!
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PITCH, LOUDNESS AND TURN REGULATION IN
AKAN CONVERSATION
Samuel Gyasi Obeng

Introduction
In an earlier paper on Conversational Strategies (Obeng 1989), I
noted in passing that pieces of stretches of talk making up the end
of a current speaker's turn often co-occur with portions of either
lento or rallentando tempo and a simultaneous rall-syllable-timed
rhythm and a falling pitch movement. Specifically I suggested that
falling pitch movement may also be turn-delimitative.
My main concern in this paper is to attempt to throw more light
on a hitherto 'not-so-much-explored' area of conversational phonol-

ogy: that of the relationship between turn regulation and the phonetic features of pitch and loudness.
To help validate a id to make more explicit the relationship between turn regulation and each o. the above-mentioned phonetic features,
have devoted some space to dealing with the correlation
between each of the phonetic features and one interactive category
termed in the literature interruptive (or overlapping) talk.

York Papers tn Linguistics 15 (199t) 221-235
(c)Santuel Uyasi ()bent;
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2

Methodology

Methodologically, I adopt the inductive approach to linguistic analysis. I rely heavily on the strategies employed by Conversational
Analysts, notably Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1979).

Within the inductive approach to linguistic analysis statements
made are not based on the analyst's intuition as a native speaker
of the language under investigation but are rather arrived at inusually natural conversations
ductively from empirical data
and are shown to be relevant for the interactants themselves. Detailed phonetic transcripts of relevant portions of my data are placed
alongside my analytical claims to help explicate the logic of the interpretations of these claims.

Interactants' orientati ns to the turn-regulation signals are also
brought to light.
Finally, statements and/or claims made are based on my entire
corpus and not just upon the extracts which will be drawn from it.

3

Data

The data for this study consists of transcripts of two tape-recorded
natural conversations of twenty-five minutes each. All the conversations were recorded without the knowledge of the conversational
participants. Orthographic transcriptions were first made of the conversations. This was then followed by detailed impressionistic transcriptions of relevant portions. To help anonymise the interactants,
only their initials have been placed next to their utterances. Utterances whose perceptibility is reduced by excessive noise or a marked
falling off in loudness were not transcribed.

n
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Discussion

4

The first observation I put forward relates to turn-delirnitation and
is stated as: the last few bits ending a current turn-occupant's turn
co-occur with diminuendo or piano loudness and with simultaneous
low-level pitch height or a falling pitch movement (FPM) in which
the de,cent M pitch more or less reaches the bottoin of the speaker's
pitch racgc.
Extracts I to 3 below are just three instances of the many such
cases that help illustrate this.
EXTRACT 1
AY:

NI ;b6fisith ye din behi wiS?
03 btinsam je &Abe fiats
>

>

OPIN. GOO.

BO:

Aa mahil nea schi wó nà
* mafiu flLe fiati

AY:

edee bifi nà ilia' me
edie bel ne fia ml
forte
_

AY:

BO:
AY:

How can the devil bewitch you?
Ah! I now see your problem!
What is it (my problem)?
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EXTRACT 2
KA:

maiihii no 66, ni yise ;It; 6kyfiiso
(0.6)

magfiu no: nk sloko tf insn
norm
forte
ow= ,.

>--)

AB:

Eel! Nana ni Ili MOW asith yf deg
ko:khwtcs e mi: dk

ei nana ni ni

.11111.

OEM.

KA:

I didn't see her. They said she had by then travelled

AB:

to Okyinso.
Ei! Nana and her Cocoa!
EXTRACT 3

AY:

aye' Obf na ;kyéri 6 1h61 en6 deg gw; 11;
eno:bi no tf 00 (0.4) As: nn (Pio: fio
es.

MM.

130:

Na fa no si w6 ne w6 papa w; h;
no fa ni se: wtt

t) pap* vso fio
ON.

OM.

CO.

KY:
BO:

No one teaches (anybody) yes, that's an established fact
Assume that you are with your father ...

In Extract 1 above, the loudness of the turn-occupant's voice
increases considerably over the stretch s-sum" of *qbonsam" (devil)
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but the loudness associated with the last syllables is pianissimo i.e. so
low that perception becomes difficult. The nitch movement associated with the last syllable is falling and the descent in pitch reaches

the bottom of the speaker's pitch range. The next speaker treats
the relatively low pitch height and falling pitch movement together
with the diminuendo loudness as tun-delimitative features and subsequently assumes the position of the turn-occupant as soon as the
then current speaker terminates his turn.

In Extract 2 the last few bits of the turn occupant's (KA) stretch
of utterance (tf
(Okyinso) is marked with diminuendo loudness,
a relatively low pitch height and falling pitch movement. The next
speaker (A13) orients to the turn termination done with the above
phonetic features and takes up the turn occupancy.

As with Extracts 1 and 2, with Extract 3 a diminuendo loudness
and a falling pitch movement are associated with the last three syllables of the turn occupant's stretch of talk Inn (Pio: fio 1. The next
speaker is seen here assuming the position of a turn occupant after
the previous turn occupant relinquishes his turn.

What seems rather interesting here is that in all cases such as
those cited above and in other similar cases scrutinized in my data,
the turn occupants themselves treat the diminuendo loudness, low
pitch height and falling pitch movement as turn delimitative by actually giving up the floor whenever their turns are marked with any
or both phonetic feature:: (falling pitch and pianissimo or lento loudness) mentioned above.

Local, Kelly and Wells (l986) have also discussed in some detail
the use of pitch and loudness in signalling turn delimitation. With
pitch, they argue that in Urban Tyneside English there can either
be:

(a) a pitch step-up at the end of a turn. Such a pitch step-up,
they contend, is usually greater and achieves a higher point, than any

other pitch step-up in the turn;
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or

(1) a drop in pitch on the last syllable of the turn to the bottom
of the speaker's pitch range. This is similar to what obtains in my
data.
sudden increase
On loudness, they argue that there is a swell
and decrease during the ictus syllable of the last foot of the turn.

There is substantial evidence in my data to show that where piano, pianissimo or diminuendo loudness, a reletively low pitch height
and a falling pitch movement are associated with a turn-occupant's
stretch of utterance and he terminates his turn but the potential next
speaker does not take over the turn-occupancy, the turn-occupant

shapes his subsequent utterance in a way to portray t ) the next
wishes to terminate his
the turn-occupant
speaker(s) that he
turn and that he is only 'forced' to continue due to the potential
turn-occupant's rerusal to take over. Here it is common to hear the
turn-occupant's utterance co-occurring with a relatively low pitch
height and piano loudness as well as with markedly breathy yoke.

In fact, a long pause which McLaughlin (1984) attributes to
the next speaker often obtains between the turn-occupant's intended
turn-terminating point and his subsequent onset. The extract below
exemplifies the above point.
EXTRACT 4

DA:

Enti ese se otua yen kr. Wo wo Effa, ese
se aban tua yen ka.

DA:

So she (the government) has to pay (compensate) us.
I am talking to you Effah! She has to compensate us!

In the above, the voice quality associated with the piece stretchThe stretch

ing from "ese se (than ..." to "tua yen ke is breathy.
'See Obeng (1987) for greater detail.
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is also marked with diminuendo loudness and a relatively low pitch
height. Moreover, the turn occupant
DA
is seen using direct
instruction to invite the next speaker tc take over the Boor. This
situation arose because although the turn occupant stopped speak.
ing after the first piece
"Enti ese se otua yen ke ('So she has
to compensate us')
the next speaker failed to treat the phonetic
features associated with the anal bits of that piece of utterance as
turn-delimitative.
The above discussions suggest:

1. that diminuendo loudness, a low pitch height and falhng pi:ch
movement are treated b, turn-occup,..nta and their co participants as turn-delimitative;

2. that if ../ chance the next speaker loes not orient to turn
delimitation done with the above phonetk features, the turnoccupant calls the next speaker's attention to it.
3. that following from I and 2, loudness and pitch could be said
to be valuable turn-regulation signals.
To give a further indication of my fundamental focus, I consider
briefly the relationship bctween overlap and the phonetic features
mentioned above. The two extracts below drawn froin my data are
the subject of the discussion which follows:
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EXTRACT 5
DA:

... n nwonii ná ydé ikyikyirt: *AI penni nd hO
ni 9wunla niedi atftf J i SEINIMa nu fiu

Aãi

KD:

DA.:

KD:

ft:4 hide/skin has been used to cover that staff.
Oh I see
EXTRACT 6

KD

Mmin asein-pa-ye-tia
asempe:tshia

113

n*

.,
atti-Itiro nso kina
t'ud J 0 SU ku J a nu

DA:

(Oh, I see) with the asent-pa-ye-tta (a-genuine-story is
argued in brief) staff ...
DA-

And he holds gun powC,er

2 23
-71
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A look at the extracts above and other cases of overlap found in
my data suggests basically that in most cases of overlapping talk the
interrupter's utterance begins at a place where the pitch movement
associated with the turn-occupant's utterance is either low-level or
fahing and the loudness is either piano or diminuendo. This by implication suggests that interrupters treat low-level and falling pitch
movements as well as diminuendo and or piano loudness as prospec-

tively turn-delimitative.

In Extract 5, next speaker (KD) starts in a latch.= position, thus
orienting to the turn-occupant's turn-yielding done with a relatively
low pitch height and a falling pitch movement with simultaneous
diminuendo loudness.

In Extract 6, the next speaker treats diminuendo loudness and
falling pitch movement as turn-delimitative and therefore interrupts
the turn-occupant's last syllable. The turn-occupant also treats the
above phonetic features as turn-...elimitative by giving up the turn.
Here it is seen that the degree of loudness and the nature of pitch
of the interrupter's speech have a great inlluence on how long the
turn-ocupant holds the lloor/turn. hi most cases the fading-out is
swift when the interrupter's speech is louder and relatively higher
in pitch than that of the turn-occupant. Iii Extract 6, for instance,
the interrupter's "within overlap" speech is relatively louder and
higher in pitch height than those of the turn-ortut;ant and he
the next speaker
subsequently gains control of the turn. The
turn-occupant, as can be seen here, fades out. swiftly.

Ilowever, where the turn-ocupaut intends to stay and fight for
the control of the door, he upgrades. His upgu ling may (among
oilier things) involve the use of crescendo loudness and raised pitch.
The extract below helps illustrate this point.
2KD's turn Is juxtaposed tu the just completed turn i e. DA's turn

;
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EXTRACT 7

AY:Obfara niiI4ny 6bf ris6 na ;kyéree alcwadia
obia:nim

Ny am e

lam!

bi nsti 'mt.( .1 c akwadtt:
<>
orte <

-

NOD

'n6 dee Obiári nirh sé Nyiiñk6pii vi;
Jerni dio bia: nim se pagluipo: fio

130:

norm

)1)1)

-

MOO

^

01

AY: Everyone knows (that). Even children know about God's
existence.

130: Everyone knows about God's existence.
In the above example, AY, the turn-occupant, is Seen upgrading
by raising the pitch of his voice and increasing his loudness and subsequently gaining control of the turn. His post-overlap utterance is
marked with diminuendo loudness and a relatively lower pitch height
and thus treating diminuendo
and he is seen terminating his turn
loud..ess and a low pitch height as being turn-delimitative.

This turn-occupant's upgrading and other cases of upgrading
scrutinized in my data lead me to put forward a second observation
stated below:
Forte or crescendo loudness with or without simultaneous raised
pitch height or a rising pitch movement (RPM) is projective of fur-

ther speakership by a turn-occupant. Specifically, I claim that (a)
a
when a turn-occupant reaches a possible turn completion point
place where he is most likely to be interrupted (or a turn-delimitative
he deploys raised pitch and crescendo loudness to hold on
point)
230
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tu his turn;3 (b) the co-participant orients to the turn holding done

with the above phonetic features; and (c) the turn-occupant, even
when interrrupted, upgrades to win back his turn.
The extracts below help to bear out my claims.
EXTRACT 8

130:hsgthii ehyi bbhsáiIi ánàônyáih no
nse mil 43 obtmsam any ionam nil
Forte

).-4

norm

null Om his& inO
mom bisaml

norm )--)

ON.

.014

61111..

OA.

AY 7tleiti asiii na ehyi 3b6hsiiii inirbity
-thenscin nefii olamisamany iop

N 4-----( )--->

iortt

nôkóri nà nOkóri
am ntikhti e nomiklin

0110

ibibba ycl
nse m e: b.:bna jgi

_

BO: Those stories which glorify the devil; ask those instead
AY: What stories glorify the devil?
BO: Stories which help us.

The truth, truth

3This fact is also mentioned in Levinson (1984).
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EXTRACT 9

ND:

no?
fie n6 Aserispa
f c ms asempctSiants
>--)
norm

idési (al nà wxi

Al;),

adentihi n*ID
forte

:

iss6

DA:

forte norm
01.

DA:

w; 11; & ; dè ni asi Aye séi

i?bi

orll Musa jesei
ebi nsn wo fia
norm
forte
on.

ND:
DA:
DA:

..

Oh I see why do they call it Asempalg-ha?
And also
There is one whereby he has made his hands like this.
EXTRACT 10
V.=

Aie,

AY:ireisyi ttinif biári w; w6 86.
ejiatsumi bia: w wiisti

ideen

esZ

141

nesese

adel adentSi

^

ONO..

=11,

honhom honhom t)311C 11(i

BO:

-

-

-

-

-

AY:
110:

It can have power over you.

Why should it ...
Spirit the bad spirit.

In extract 8 above, BO's turn is overlapped by Ars interruptive
interrupi,ive talk begins
AY's
talk. Here, the interrupter's

9 t,4 4,,)
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during the production of the word "mmom'
a place which does
not suggest itself syntactically as a possible turn-completion
point.
What. is interesting, though, is that the pitch
associated with the
last two pre-overlap-onset syllables is relatively low
and the loudness
is diminuendo. This suggests that the interrupter
had been monitoring the turn-occupant's talk for the above-mentioned
phonetic features. Specifically, it implies that conversational
participants treat
diminuendo loudness, low pitch height and falling pitch movement
as turn-delimitative. The turn-occupant eventually yields
the floor.

The interrupter's within-overlap utterance is heard as being of
relatively high pitch height and as crescendo in
loudness. This suggests that crescendo loudness and raised pitch
talk by the turn-holder. This fact is bolsteredare projective of more
by the fact that in
this same fragment (extract 8) when the
new turn-occupant
AY
was interrupted and wanted to re-establish his position
aS the
turn-occupant, he incorporated in his speech crescendo
loudness and
raised pitch, and by and large won the
turn-occupancy.

In extract 9 the turn-snatcher
OA
interrupted the turnholder at at a point where the pitch of Kll's (the
turn-holder's) voice
had almost reached the bottom of his pitch
range and the loudness
level of his voice was luw (pianissimo).
Sensing the danger of losing his turn, he
Here it is
noted that although the tutu-snatcher's loudnessupgrades.
and pitch are high,
those of the turn-holder are relatively higher.
Realising that the turn-holder has upgraded,
the turn-snatcher
recoils and thereby empowers the turn-11(141er
to reestablish his position as the real occupant (holder) of Le floor.

In extrct 10 the interruptive talk begins at a place that suggests
itself as a possiNe turn-ending point. This
is because syntactically it
is at the end of a sentence (a question) and
phonologically the pitch
of the torn-occupant's voice reaches the bottom
of his pitch range.
A diminuendo loudness is also associated
with the stretch "uo wo
233
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so". The turn-occupant, however, felt that he had something more
to say and did not therefore want to lose ownership of his turn. Here
it is to be noted that he raises the pitch of his voice, increases the
loudness considerably and subsequently reclaims the turn ownership.
This supports the claim that crescendo loudness and raised pitch are
projective of more talk and that conversational participants monitor
each other's speech for the presence or absence of such features.
The fact that the interrupter does not continue his utterance to a
possible turn-completion point (because of the fact that the turnoccupant's utterance was marked with crescendo loudness and raised
pitch) suggests that crescendo loudness and raised pitch are deployed
to compete for a tur» and are potential floor-winning features.

It is to be noted that where a turn-snatcher interrupts a turn-

owner's turn with such features, he drops them as soon as he secures
the turn. This observation is similar to that made by French and
Local (1985:159) when they remark that conversationalists
"gauge very precisely both when and how to begin their
talk in relation to an ongoing turn."

The above discussion suggests that close and systematic attention to the relationship between overlap and the phonetic features
of pitch movement and loudness throw further light on the functioning of turn regulation. It seems clear that crescendo loudness
and raised pitch are projective of more talk by a current speaker
whereas piano, pianissimo and diminuendo loudness deployed singly
or conjointly with a low pitch height or a falling pitch movement are
turn-delinlitdtive.

The fact that my findings are more or less similar to those of
French and Local (1985) goes a long way towards suggesting that
the relationship between turn regulation and the phonetic cues in
question is not ethnocentric in favour of Akan or English.
Most. importantly, the findings suggest that, like syntax, gaze
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and gesture, phonetic cues of this sort have functional relevance in
conversational management.
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PHARYNGEAL FRICATIVES, AND PIKE'S
'FRICATIVE' AND 'FRICTIONAL' CATEGORIES
R. K. Sprigg

Carnochan is best known for his cuntribution to the phonetics
and phonology of African languages, Igbo, Hausa, Bachama, and
he once reported his return to London from study leave
in Nigeria to Firth by telephone with the words `Mr. Chan of Kano
speaking'
but it should not be forgotten that he also taught the
phonetics of ...rabic, and even devised and recorded a new course for
that purpose. Since the time of Sweet 'the Arabic throat sounds'
(Sweet 1895, 1904, 1906; Henderson 1971, 121-6), including pharyngeal fricatives, have attracted attention as a noteworthy feature of
Arabic phonetics; so it is not unreasonable that I should offer my
rellexions on the pair of pharyngeal fricatives, voiced and voiceless
(IS h 1), as a tribute to my former colleague and friend of forty-seven
years' standMg.'

1

'Fricative' and 'frictional% 'contoid' and 'vocoid'

At a very early stage in my study of phonetics I learnt, from the
chart of The International Phonetic Alphabet, that the pharyngeal
I

11 have treated Eh! and IS! as a voiceless and voiced pair of fricatives, as in the
P A chart, but Catford 1977 suggests that in Arabic they may have also been

differentiated by place of articulation at an earlier stage of the language (163 4).

York Papers in Linguistics 15 (1991) 237.249
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SI, belonged to a set of 'fricative consonants' that inas uvular
oral fricatives
cluded such other pairs of fricatives
31), labio-dental ((f v1), and bilabial (I. 51), and
(Ix 5 I), dental
Ifil and [hi too, as 'glottal fricatives', though I no longer accept these
two fricatives as phonetically comparable with the remaining pairs
(Sprigg 1978, 6-7, 8, 9-10, 12-15, 16);2 so it was disconcerting to
find, later in my training in phonetics, that Pike 1943 did not admit
pharyngeal fricatives into his 'fricative' category, in company with
such oral fricatives as Ix 5 4, 51: an apprentice phonetician does not
welcome disagreement among the authorities in the discipline.

fricatives,

Pike does, however, group the pharyngeal fricatives with all the
same fricatives as are shown as such in the I.P.A. chart, apart from
IN, in a category that he terms 'frictional', using as his criterion 'loIsi, Ifi,
cal friction at any point' for distinguishing 'frictionals',
whispered vocoids, fricative III, "voiced (hr)', from `non-frictionals
(or frictionless sounds, or sounds with cavity friction only)', qe.g.
101, [hi, frictionless Il I)' (140); by this criterion the pharyngeal fricatives IN and 151 are classed as 'frictionals' together with such oral
fricatives as Ix 5 6 3 f v 51, and together with the glottal fricative
Ifil (but not with the 'cavity fricative' (h1).

'Fricative' versus 'resonant'. At a later stage in his analysis,
however, in the course of distinguishing two further categories, 'fricatives' and 'resonants', Pike excludes pharyngeal fricatives from his

category of 'fricative orals', qe.g. Ifi, [si)', and assigns them to his
category of 'resonant orals', qe.g. whispered lab timbres of "voiced
(hr)', together with such 'non-frictional continuants' as lo1 and III.
In this way the pharyngeal fricatives of the I.P.A. chart, (hi and
2The International Phonetic Alphabet (revised to 1979) shows only one relevant change from the 1947 scheme: .1 I has been removed from the 'Fricative'
row, but continues to appear in the 'Frictionless Continuants and Semi-Vowels'
Li vd; for
a phonetic destription of the Lhasa dialect of Tibetan, however, a pair of postalveolar fricatives I J .1 j , is still needed.

row, newly named '(Median) Approximant', together with lu A I

2
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151, and the laryngeal (and therefore glottal) fricatives tfil and 1fil
0

(corresponding to Pike's IN and 1W1, for 'whisper'; 142) are classed

together as 'frictional' and 'resonant' but non-lricative': 'friction-

alized resonant orals include the following: whispered vocoids and
whispered frictionless laterals; vocoids and frictionless laterals with
voiced glottal local friction; vocoids and frictionless laterals with
voiced or vosceless pharyngeal local friction. ... Frictionalised nasals
include nasals with any type of pharyngeal local frsction' (Pike 1943,
142)3 (the emphasis is mine]. In phonetic symbolization, using 1V1
for any type of syllabic vowel, these 'frictionalized resonant orals'
are IV cr i i V c i I ti S hl 51 hl 51 j; and, using [NI for all
0

0

00

types of nasal consonant, the Irictionalized resonant nasals' are: IN
0

N tiN cN1 (1 have not, so far, been able to produce the la two).
0
0

Pharyngeal 'vocoids'. Before questioning Pike's having classified
the pharyngeal fricatives, [hi and 151, as non-lricative' I ought first to
mention that his having classified them as 'frictional' and 'resonant'
leads to their also being classified as `vocoid', as pharyngeal `vocoids',
rather than as `contoid': 'The sounds which as a group function most
frequently as syllabics are vocoids.4 Phonetically they comprise the
3i have pressedI61 into service to symbolise maks, glottal (arytenoid) friction

(Sprigg 1978, 12), for the distinction between strong whisper (arytenoid) and
weak whisper (approximated) see Sprigg 1978 (10, 12), and cf. Sweet 1906, 10.
41 find this sentence ambiguous: at first sight it appeared to me to be a
definition ef 'vocoids' as 'the sounds which, as a group, function most frequently
as syllabics', in which case it immediately conflicts with the classification of the
sounds
Iwi, and [y(' (I.P.A. (4 I, (vs!, and Do) as vocoids later in the same
paragraph, since they never function as syllabics; the context, however, suggests
that this sentence should be understood not as a definition but as an observation.
it is the vocoids, not the contoids, that, as a group, function most frequently as
syllabics This statement does not prevent a sub-class of vocoid, containing 14 I,
and Di, (ruin being, by definition, non-syllabic. Nor dues it prevent a small
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central resonant orals as already defined. Vocoids include practically all sounds which are usually called "vowels' (whether voiced,
voiceless, or whispered), except that "fricative vowels" are excluded,
and IyI are included' (143). Claswhile "vowel glides' such as 1'1,
sifying 1111 and 151 as `vocoids' conflicts with the I.P.A. classification,

in which they are shown as 'consonants'.5

2

The 'pharyngeal cavity' and the glottis

I have no difficulty in accepting Pike's classification of the glottal
as Irk(and, therefore, laryngeal) fricatives '161' and 'IWI' (or Ihi)
°
tional' and 'resonant', and, therefore, as `vocoid%6 but, in separating
the pharyngeal fricatives Ih I and IS( from the other lingual fricatives
Ix IS O 31, etc., he seems to me to have mis-classified them. (hi and 151

owe their classification as 'resonant', not 'fricative' (142), to a combination of two factors: (2.1) Pike's having distinguished the pharynx,

or throat, from the mouth, or 'oral cavity', with the status of a
sub-category of contoid from being syllabic on occasions 'resonant nasals and
lateral resonant orals comprise a group of contoid sounds that are often syllabic,
but by nu means 30 often as vocoids' (143).

I used to classify (hi with I

and ill as invariably non-syllabic until I

found an instance of it a, syllabic in the pronunciation of the Japanese word /aln
as 'PO le I' in Sawashirna 1971 (11); Sawashima agreed with me that the wide
0

aperture between the vocal cords in his accompanying flber-optiscope frames for
this syllabic vowel, 'Ii I', was appropriate to a (voiceless) breathed vowel, WI (or
0

( h () not to a (voiceless) whispered vowel, I 6 1, hence I was obliged to revise my

opinion about a possible syllabic function for Ih/ h J.

r'Pike's vocoid category and the I.P.A. chart's vowel category are in close
IwI, and Iyr (143)
agreement except that Pike's sub-category of vocoids
w
II,
in the 1 P A chart
Approximant%
are classed as consonants, II'vlechan)
'revised to 1979'
6For 16 I see note 3
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separate 'cavity', in a set of five 'cavities': oral, nasal, pharyngeal,
pulinonic, and oesophageal; and (2.2) his having included the larynx
(or, at least, the glottis and that part of the larynx which lies above
the glottis) in the 'pharyngeal cavity': 'it does not seem expedient
to attempt to work with a classification which would separate the
laryngeal and pharyngeal cavities' (85-6). If the pharynx were to be
treated as part of the 'oral cavity', or if the larynx were to be treated
as part of the `pulmonic cavity', or given the status of a separate,
and sixth, cavity (or if the 'cavity' concept were to be given up),
what I see as a mis-dassification of the pharyngeal fricatives would
not arise; so it is worth while seeing how strong the case is for the
two factors that have determined Pike's classification.
2.1

Ddimiting the 'pharyngeal cavity'.

The 'pharyngeal cavity' is not easy to delimit physiologically: Pike
supports his diagram 'Fig. 1 Cavities' (85) with such specifications as
glottal closure and oesophageal closure, 'contained within the pharyngeal cavity at its lower limit', a velar (or uyular) closure, lying
outside the pharyngeal cavity, at the point where it meets the oral
cavity, and a 'velic' closure, also lying outside the pharyngeal cavity,
at the point where it meets the nasal cavity (1943, 85-6). When any
of these four closures is in position, therefore, the appropriate limit
of the pharyngeal cavity is, admittedly, clear. Thus, during glottalstop and glottal-plosive articulations, and during ejective and injective articulations, i? k' kCI, the lower limit of the pharyngeal cavity
is clearly defined7; otherwise, it erges with the sub-glottal part of
the larynx in single pharyngeo-pulmonic chamber.

Since the glottis, even when fully open, is a relatively narrow
channel, the lower limit of the pharyngeal cavity is more easy to
determine than its upper limits.
the term 'injective see Sprigg 1978, 8, but, Catford's ternu 'glottalic
pressure and suction stops', eg ik' k
if nut Inure au

(Catford 1977, 71) are equally systematic,
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At its upper extremity the pharyngeal cavity can be clearly delimited, physiologically, from the oral cavity during velar articula15 CI, by a dorso-velar
barrier; but, in the absence of this barrier, the pharyngeal cavity

tions, whether plosive, nasal, or click,

g

merges imperceptibly with the oral cavity in a unitary pharyngeooral air chamber (well illustrated by the vowel diagrams in Ladefoged
1962, 96-7; cf. also Catford 1977, 58). At its upper extremity, again,
the pharyngeal cavity can also be physiologically delimited from the
nasal cavity by the velum in contact with the naso-pharynx during
plosive articulations, oral vocalic articulations, and oral, fricative,
sh Id (but not
lateral, and rolled articulations, e.g. lp b V h j
during naso-oral vocalic, fricative, lateral, and rolled articulations;
e.g. (V h i I f); otherwise, the pharyngeal cavity merges imperceptibly with the nasal cavity in a single pharyngeo-nasal air chamber.
In fact it is only during velar ejective and injective articulations,

and articulations with velar-and-glottal double plosion, 1k' k5
that the pharyngeal cavity can be said to be fully delimited physiologically by Pike's criteria from its neighbouring types of cavity,
pulmonic, nasal, oral, and oesophageal.s
My own view is that Pike would have done well to have so defined the pharyngeal cavity as to have excluded the larynx, thus
making the pharyngeal cavity entirely supra-laryngeal; for the larynx can easily be distinguished as a physiological unit of cartilage
and bone, with its own musculature, enabling it to move upwards
and downwards within the pharynx for a distance of approximately
two centimetres (Heffner 1952, 25).
The pharynx, on the other hand, is bounded by the tongue (more
specifically by the tongue root, or 'radix') as its forward boundary,
with the pharyngeal wall as its rearward boundary. As a matter of
nomenclature the pharyngeal is the only subcategory of lingual fricative to be named from both its active and passive articulators; for
5For purely physiological definitions of the laryngeal pharynx and the oral
pharynx cf. Heffner 1952, 25-9; and for the larynx and the pharynx Catford
1977, 20.
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the uvular, dental, palato-alveolar, and other lingual fricatives are
named after the passive articulator only, the place of articulation. If
the rear wall of the pharynx had been distinguished by a term of its
own, such as fauces, pharyngeal fricatives could have been named
faucal fricatives, from the passive articulator, on the same terms
as, for example, uvular fricatives and dental fricatives (( x be al), or,
perhaps, as radico-faucal fricatives, on the same terms as dorso-velar
fricatives (cf. Catford 1977 on laucal or transverse pharyngeal articulation' as 'the most common articulation of the pharyngeal apptoximants ihi and 1S)' (163), and on 'root or radix, which continues on
down in front of the epiglottis' (144)). With such a change of name,
to faucal or radico-faucal, possibly the pharyngeal sub-category of
fricative, 1h SI, would then have been more readily associated with
the other sub-categories of lingual fricative, and dissociated from the
laryngeal (or glottal) sub-category of fricative, 1fi h1, in the produc0

tion of which the tongue plays no part; for the friction featur- of 1fil
and 1fil is entirely due to the vocal cords within the arytenoid glottis,
0

without distinction of active and passive articulator.
Given such a dissociation of the pharynx from the larynx, laryngeal (and glottal) articulations would not have qualified for inclusion
in the pharyngeal cavity; and lb( and [SI would be classified as 'pharyngeal cavity' fricatives, while 1h1 and 1fil would be assigned to the
0

publionic cavity or to a further, and sixth, cavity, the laryngeal cavity
(assuming, that is, that Pike's 'cavity' concept had been retained).

'Pharyngeal air-stream mechanism' My view that the status
of the pharynx as a 'cavity', and the relations of the larynx to the
pharynx, should be revised would, naturally, affect the name and
description of one of Pike's three air-stream mechanisms, the pharyngeal. Since Pike defines the pharyngeal cavity as comprising the
pharynx and the larynx as far as, and including, the glottis, the
closed glottis as initiator of the 'pharyngeal air-stream mechanism'
243
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lies within the pharyngeal cavity; but if the larynx were to be excluded from the pharyngeal cavity, the initiator of the pharyngeal air-

stream mechanism would have to be treated as being either within
the pulmonic cavity or within a new cavity, the laryngeal, with the
power of moving upwards and downwards within the lower part of
the pharynx.
Further, if a pharyngeal cavity were no longer to be distinguished
from the oral cavity, the larynx with closed glottis as initiator would
be acting not merely on 'pharynbeal cavity' air but on air in a cham-

ber comprising throat and mouth equally, e.g. lp' ps t t51; and only
incidentally would that air chamber be confined to the pharynx, as
in the production of a velar ejective or injective, 1k' kSI.
In either case the term 'pharyngeal air-stream mechanism' would

cease to be appropriate; and Abercrombie's term `glottalic', from
the closed glottis within the larynx acting as initiator, would be
preferable (Abercrombie 1967, 28-9).

'Combinations of major air-stream mechanisms' and pharynx air. Those combinations of air-stream mechanisms in which
one of the component mechanisms is the pharyngeal would also be
affected similarly by a re-consideration of the dimensions of the pha-

ryngeal cavity and of its relations with the larynx; these combinations comprise: 'Pharynx mechanism plus pulinonic mechanism'
(95-6), for implosives, e.g. 164 1, 'oral mechanism plus pharyngeal

mechanism' (98-9), for ejective and injective clicks, e.g. 1c' o' c'
and 'oral mechanism plus pharyngeal mechanism plus pulnionic
mechanism' (99), for implosive clicks, e.g.
1. Such conibinations would be termed glottalic plus pulmonic, velaric plus puhnonic,
and velaric plus glottalic plus pulmonic in Abercrombie's analysis,
which does not distinguish 'cavities', and treats the pharyngeal fricatives 1h1 and 11 on the same terms as oral fricatives (1967, 126), as
they are treated in the I.P.A. chart.
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The 'pharyngeal cavity' in the 'pulmonic air-stream mechanism'. Crucial action in the pharyngeal cavity but as part of the

more general action of the pulmonic air-stream mechanism would
also, of course, be affected by any attempt to restrict the pharyngeal
cavity to the pharynx, by excluding that part of the larynx which
include' the vocal cords and above, or by a more radical attempt
to get rid of the 'cavity' status of the pharynx altogether. Pike describes the pulmonic air-stream mechanism as follows: 'the lungs
acting as initiator may press lung air outward through the
pharynx
and mouth or nose (or some connected combination)' (89). Thus,
this mechanism takes its name from the lungs as initiator, with due
emphasis on lung air; and the crucial role of the larynx in modifying
the lung air as it. passes, or is prevented from passing, between the
vocal cords is somewhat played down. Since Pike treats the vc...al
cords as part of the pharyngeal cavity, their voicing action, voice
vibration versus non-vibration, and their glottal-closure action too,
together with glottal friction, (fil and IN (or (Wihisper), are all also
0
to be treated as activities of the pharyngeal cavity; if, on the other
hand, the pharyngeal cavity were taken to exclude the larynx, then
these glottal activities would become pulmonic-cavity activities (or,
possibly, the activities of an independent k.ryngeal cavity).

The pharyngeal cavity and the 'cral air-stream mechanism'.

In my view the larynx and, therefore, the pharyngeal cavity as defined by Pike also function in the 'oral air-stream mechanism' (93
4), thereby calling into question Pike's treatment of this type of
air-stream mechanism, e.g. IC) a as uncombined. Ile<takes voiceless clicks such as 'bilabial egressive click stop' (94), 10J,
to be exaniples of the pure 'oral air-stream mechanism', uucombined with
any other: 'only sounds produced by oral strictures may occur with
this niechanism, since the pharyngeal ..nd nasal cavities are completely outside it (except following velar release); nasalise4-1 or voiced
types are achieved only in conjunction with the pulmonic mechanism'
(93). This restriction results in voiced clicks, e.g.1 og cg co being
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ci: the former are
classified differently from voiceless clicks, e.g.
treated as examples of 'oral mechanism plus pulmonic mechanism',
a combination of two mechanisms, and the latter as examples of the
uncombined, single, or pure 'oral air-stream mechanism', though the
only difference between the two types of sound is to be found in the
larynx, in its glottal activity.° For the former a pulmonic air-stream
passes through the narrowed glottis under sufficient pressure to make
the vocal cords vibrate; for the latter a pulmonic air-stream passes
through the glottis in its wide-open, or breath, position without voice
vibration. I see a contradiction in this difference in treatment, and
should wish to classify voiceless clicks with voiced clicks as belonging
equally to the category of 'oral mechanism plus pulmonic mechanism'
(97-8). Indeed Pike himself writes: 'the vocal cords do not, of course,

need to be vibrating for these combinations, so that the pulmonic
contribution could be voiceless' (98); this would be the case in the
production of a voiceless ingressive nasalized click, e. g. (Go cg I, and
0

0

should apply equally to a voiceless non.nasalized click, e.g. lo ci.
This inconsistency in the treatment of voiced as opposed to voiceless clicks would appear more clearly if the voiceless clicks were

to be symbolized as, for example, 1 ok ck 1, on the model of the
voiced plosive clicks, e.g. I og Cg J, and the voiced nasalized clicks,

'There are advantages in using Kelly's feature baaed symbolisation, developed
for Xhosa, over the 1.P.A. symbolisation. In his system these three combinations
of symbols would be represented as pcj for voiced plosive clicks and with, for

example, ICI for voiced nasalized clicks; consequently, 10 CI, for example, can
continue to be used for voiceless plosive chcks, and to, for example, could be

used for a (voiceless) breathed nasalized click, with ( CI for a glottal-fricati
voiced nasalized click.

Cg I, for example, symbolizes velar closure twice,
and once in the voiced velar plosive
once in the click part of the symbol, IC
part of the symbol, kg], simply in order to symbolize the feature voice, through
An 1.P A. symbol such as

4)

4

4Z)
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e.g. j C9 09
11 Pike's examples of his 'oral air-stream mechanism', e.g. 10
<
040 01 (cf. 94), were to be reclassified, as I have suggested above,
as belonging to the category 'oral mechanism plus pulmonic mechanism' the `oral air-stream mechanism' category would
cease to exist; and only two independent (or uncombined) types of air-stream
mechanism would remain, the pulmonic air-stream mechanism and
the pharyngeal air-stream mechanism.

2.2

2.2.1

Including the glottis within the 'pharyngeal cavity'
Lingual versus glottal

A major difference between the pharyngeal
type of fricative and the
glottal is that (hi and (SI are lingual fricatives while 1fil and
are

glottal (and, therefore, laryngeal). In producing the former pair
it is
the tongue (more specifically, the tongue root,
or `radix'), as active
articulator, that approaches the pharynx wall, as passive articulator,
sufficiently to give rise to audibl, friction, while, in
producing the latter, the approximating action of the vocal cords within the arytenoid
glottis gives rise to the audible friction, without distinction of
active
and passive articulator.

2.2.2

Phouatiou

A further major distinction between pharyngeal and glottal fricatives had been to some extent anticipated in Pike 1943:
`oral quality
is more basic than pharyngeal quality in that vowel
type or timbre
persists despite various glottalic or pharyngeal formations' (131).
I

agree with him as far as glottalic formations are concerned; and I
note that all the examples he gives of difficulties that would
arise if
`pharyngeal and oral stricturea (werei treated as of equal function'
247
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are not pharyngeal but glottal: 'voiceless and voiced lul would have
to be placed in basically different categories instead of being considered varieties of the same vocoid with its form modified by voicing.
... During a lul, friction at the glottis would leave the sound a vocoid,
but labial friction would change it into a contoid' (131).
In Pike's favour one can say that it would certainly be awkward
to have to treat vowels accompanied by glottal friction (IVO as con-

toid rather than vocoid simply bec;5use of an undue insistence on
friction as a criterion of the contoid category in all circumstances,
even when it occurs in the glottis; and the same is equally true,
or more so, of whispered vowels (1v1). On the other hand I would
0

say that it is just as awkward to have to treat the pharyngeal (and,
therefore, lingual) fricatives 1111 and 151 as vocoids simply because of
an undue insistence on friction in the pharyngeal cavity as a criterion

of the vocoid category even though this voiceless and voiced pair of
fricatives are lingual, just as lingual as Ix IS j and 18 J.

In other words, Pike has anticipated the major phonetic category phonation as regards glottal fricatives, 1fi W(hisper)1 (141); it
is unfortunate that he has blurred the distinction by including them
in the same cavity, the pharyngeal cavity, as 1111 and 151 Catford
1964, on the other hand, and Catford 1977, define phonation as 'any
relevant activity in the larynx which is neither initiatory nor articulatory in function' (1977, 16) (my emphasis]. As phonatory stricture
types he includes: voiceless, whisper, voice, creak (1977, 95-8; he
now excludes, as an 'articulation', or as a 'concomitant of initiation',
glottal stop (98); but cf. 1964, 30-3); he also distinguishes four locations: full glottal, anterior (formerly arytenoid), posterior (formerly
ligamental), and ventricular (102-4).
Paradoxical though it may seem, my reaso7 for examining Pike's
treatment of friction in the pha-ynx in such detail, and rather critically, in this short tribute to th, wide phonetic interests of my former
colleague Caruochan, is the very high regard that I have developed
248
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Over the years for Phonetics, especially when one takes into account
its year of publication, 1943, forty-seven years ago, before the instrumental revolution. So sound is it, and so forward-looking, that
it irks me to find that it falls short of perfection.
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A STUDY OF QUANTITY IN MESTREECIIS
L. van Buuren'

1

Introduction

Mestreechs is the dialect spoken in the city of Maastricht. This Roman city, Mosae Traiectum, is the Southernmost city of the Netherlands and the administrative and cultural centre of Dutch Limburg.
it is also situated in the area, comprising the Rhineland, Dutch and
Belgian Limburg and Luxemburg, known for its tonal accents, the
so-called 'Stoszton) and 'Schleifton'. These terms may be translated
into English as the Hard Tone and Slurred Tone.
Surprisingly, we found no trace of any tonal accents in the city
dialect of Maastricht., although they are very much in evidence in the
surrounding area. For various reasorks, the pitch element is absent in
Mestreechs and all that is left is contrast in duration or quantity.
An example of this is [bAll
ball (dunce) versus lb Al bull (round
objixt). Taking our cue from Professor Carnochan's (1951) article
on Hausa, it, seemed therefore appropriate to call this paper A Study
of Quantity in Mestreechs. Perhaps it may contribute a little to our
_

I ant indebted to Ins Francine Bielders and nis Jotien Schrooders, both
of Maastricht and students at the University of Amsterdam, who acted as informants, also to messrs Gaston Chambille, Pol Browns and Jan Cournans,
members of the Maastricht Dialect Circle, for providing helpful information and
materials
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understanding of phonetic and phonological processes, as the work
of the Prosodic School has done to such a considerable extent.

Since it is not very appropriate to speak of hard and slurred
'tones' in Mestreechs, I propose to use less phonetically specific
terms, vis. H prosody and S prosody. In phonological transcription, 11 will be shown by an acute accent, thus btd dance, and S
will be shown by a tilde, thus bKI

round object.

The distinction between these two prosodies seems to have arisen

over a thousand years ago. Indeed, it is quite possible that it was
originally in the first place a quantitative distinction, and that the
associated pitch distinction never struck root in Maastricht. However, the more likely explanation is that the melodic distinction has
gradually disappeared from the rather 'refined' city dialect under the
influence, since the 17th century, of 'Ho Hands', i.e. the dialect of the

province of Holland which was later to provide the foundation for
Standard Dutch. In this respect, Maastricht Limburg is coniparable
with Edinburgh Scots, which has also been under greater influence
from the prestige form of the language than the surrounding dialects.

MI one can say now is that the melodic feature has been absent
for as long as anyone can remember. Houben's (1905) grammar of
Mestreechs mentions only quantitative contrasts and says nothing
about any tonal differences.

The reader may wonder why we did not concentrPe on one of
the surrounding dialects. After all, length differences in the order of,
say, one-tenth or one-twelfth of a second are much more difficult to
perceive and to study for an outsider than pitch differences. Indeed,
for a time, we found ourselves almost completely unable to hear any
of the 11/S contrasts at all, which our native informants insisted they
were making, and we sometimes felt IP.. throwing in the towel. Hut
there is such a thing as professional pride and one does not like to
be defeated by statements like *We will not indicate the difference
between the hard and slurred tones as it would merely clutter up the
texts. The Maastricht speaker will get the word right automatically,
and the non-Limburger is bound to get it wrong whatever he does."
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(Dumoulin and Coumans, 1986, p.68).

More seriously, though, the fact remains that Mestreecha is a
fully-fledged language which is learnt from i,he cradle by native speakers. As a linguist one would like to find out how it is patterned in the

native speaker's mind, and one does not walk away from it because
one thinks it is unreasonably subtle or impure. Finally, Mestreechs
has sufficient prestige nowadays to be taught at the local Wolksuniversiteit', mainly to new residents who wish to in..:grate properly
with the local population. One day, we would indeed like to produce a description of the phonetics of Mastreechs for those wishing
to learn the dialect. But then we do have to sort out, first of all, how
the li and S prosodies are realised and distributed in the language.

A great deal has been written in German and Dutch on the
`Itheinliindische Stosztiine und Schleiftiine', mostly from a historical

perspective. The phenomenon is of course quite interesting. The
only parallel in the Germanic languages is in Nortelia,n and Swedish,
which exhibit tonal contrasts of the type Aksal
arle versus
Aksal
shoulder, and in Danish, which exhibits voice quality
contrast in (hen)
she versus ilican?1
cloy.
.

The major authority on the subject is undoubtedly Theodor
Frings. Two of his publications, Erings (1913) and Frings (1916)
seem quite representative of the literature as a whole.

Frings (1913) is perhaps the more interesting of the two, as it
is basically concerned with stating the realisation and, in diachronic
terms, the distribution of H and S in his own dialect of Diilken, a
small German town about 15 kilometres from the Dutch border.

The 1916 publication, entitled Die rheinische Accentuierung,
casts its net much wider, surveying in detail the state of research
in the whole of the II/S area, and speculating at considerable length
on the nature and causes of the phenomenon.

Although Frings actually did a little research in PanconcelliCalzia's phonetics laboratory in Marburg in 1908, his phonetic ob253
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servations are extremely poor. The two examples discussed at sonic
stiff (feminine). From a
stiff (neutral) and stff
length are stif
kymogram in Frings (1913)11 appears that the S form has a total duration of approximately 150 centiseconds and the II form Only half of
that, about 75 centiseconds. All four elements Is, t, I. f I are longer in
the S form, but especially the vowel. Although we have heard quite
considerable 'lengthenings' of this kind ourselves, one suspects that
Frings may have exaggerated the difference a little when he made

the kymograms. One of these days we shall have to pay a visit to
Dii Ikea to find out for ourselves.
Nevertheless, the length feature is undoubtedly the most striking
and most constant feature. It seems to us that this is indeed also
reflected in the terms Stosston (not used by Frings) and Schleifton.
Oddly enough, this quantitative distinction is subsequently virtually
ignored, not only by Frings but by most of his successors as well.
The second most noticeable feature, pitch, also receives the most

cavalier treatment in the literature. In the varieties where a pitch
difference occurs the difference between H and S is as clear as the
tonal co!itrut in Swedish and Norwegian, at least when the words are
said in isolation. Yet, apart from mentioning it, nobody ever seems to
have made any attempt to actually describe the pitch movements. As
it happens, Prings and his successors concentrate almost exclusively

on a third and notoriously dubious and elusive feature, vit. that
of stress or force. This is regarded as the primary phenomenon,
and it is therefore hardly surprising, in our view, that it leads to the
most complicated and esoteric theories about 'accents' with one peak
('eingiptlig'), two peaks ('sweigipflig'), which may be checked Cstark
geschnitteul or unchecked ('schwach geschnitten'), and so on.

In Mestreechs, the phonetic realisation is quite straightforward
albeit extremely subtle. It is simply that the S variants are minimally longer in their vowel and following homo-syllabic consonant
(if any) than the II equivalent. Moreover, the difference is not made
in unstressed positions in the sentence. Also, with a few vowels, noticeably et, act, on the realisation is more diphthongal if the prosody

152,
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is 11 and niore monophthougal if it is S.

A phonetic re-investigation of sonic of the data presented by
hings and others certainly seems to be called for if we want to gain
more insight into the origin and development of tonal distinctions in
these dialects and in language in general. I would suggest that the
role of timing or quantity has been crucial.
Although Fringe and others do not say so in so many words, it
appears from their examples that the II/S opposition operates only
in syllables having primary and secondary word-stress, and certainly
not in syllables containing /8/. In effect this means that the vast

majority of words have only one U or S. Only longer words like
komplammt comphment may in principle have two. In Mestreechs,
even such words tend to have only one prosody, located on the syllable with the primary stress. Only in compounds like owdamidal
afternoon can there be two. The prosody is therefore developing into
a prosody of morphemes, perhaps of words, rather than syllables.

The standard theory regarding the origin of the Il/S distinction,
again according to Flings, may be summarised as folllows.
At some unspecified time, perhaps around the fifth or sixth century, all or most long, non-final syllables were 'hardened' or 'sharpened' if followed by voicing. It seems that this hardening or sharpening ('Sdiiirfung') means essentially 'shortening'. Frings does not
qnite put it this way: his formulation is in terms of sharpening of
non-short vowels followed by a voiced consonant plus vowel and of
short vowels before nasahi and liquids followed by the same. Some
hypothetical examples to make this clear: sstive
stive
stiff,
bitna bét.na
bones, legs, 19zo > .19ze
lice, *stirve >
sterva
starve, die, *vr;iie > svr6ila
woman, fiRnda > `114nda
hands. Note that this marked. All words that did not develop II
kept 5, i.e. all words with short vowel in open syllable such as
men, with intervening voiceless consonant such as witL
Lu
know, and all words ending in a stressed syllable, such as shim
bone, leg.
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Up to this point of course, forms with H and S were in complementary distribution, although many nouns and verbs would have
S in the singular and H in the plural forms, e.g. VIA
Woe
bone, sstitu-stitue
starve, die. Others had S throughout,
e.g. Smkn-mkno
man, *we'd-witty
to know. But this situation changed drastically when, at a later stage, many vocalic endings
were dropped. This led to minimal pairs iike Wings' stif-stif, and it
also explains some present-day Mestreechs forms like 'Win-Wm
bone, bones, iiiz-lcetz

louse, lice.

Subsequently, Frings discusses some later developments which
further affected to some extent th. distribution of H and S. Unfortunately, however, all this knowledge hardly helps to explain most of
the patterns of distribution of the prosodies in present-day Mestreechs.
We have just seen that S is generally regarded as the unmarked
prosody and H as the marked one. From a synchronic point of view

this certainly seems to be the case in most of the present-day H/S
dialects, if only because most words take S. But in Mestreechs H
has become the unmarked prosody, and that has created, to use a
fashionable idiom, a whole new ball-game. Perhaps we should also
hesitate to accept the view that, as Fringe says, S was the unmarked
prosody in a diachronic sense.
To all other speakers of German and Dutch, words with U sound
quite 'normal', whereas words with S sound typically RhMeland or
Limburg, because of their unusual stretching and/or sing-song pitch
pattern. One would have thought that the S prosody was a development peculiar to this area, and not the H prosody. According to the
established theory, however, there was a shortening of !I syllables
like hal so that it became just WI short as in other types of Dutch
or German. But that does not explain at all how S words like bia
became very much longer than in other dialects. Surely there is still
a great deal of explaining to be done by historical linguists.
In any case, H is now the unmarked prosody in Mestreechs. One

suspects again that this has come about as a result of 'llollands'
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influence; for one thing, all words that are felt as 'Hol lands' or 'unfamiliar' or 'technical' are usually said with an H prosody, which
is generally regarded as very close to the 'Ho Bands' pronunciation.
This process has been going on for the last 350 years.

Another consequence of this shift from S to H being the unmarked prosody was a wholesale movement of words with short vowels into the H class and of words with long vowels into the S class.
Of course, we were not aware of all this when we first approached
the Maastricht dialect, innocently armed with what turned out to be
very misleading information. For a time it seemed to us that there
were hardly any patterns at all, so that S and H had to be learned
with individual lexical items like, say, the tones of tone-languages.
The following exposé tries to show that there are patterns; however,
not one simple monosystemic one, but a variety of patterns for different areas of the phonology and probably also for different areas
of the grannnar a:id lexicon, integrated or not integrated with each
other in a number of different ways. To solve the problem, in other
words, one needs a polysystemic approach, in the Firthian sense. In
the end, however, we must allow for a number of unpredictable 'exceptions' or lexically determined occurrences of H and S. The overall
picture, which is still tentative and incomplete, is not as neat and
pretty as the book-keeper in us, Firthian or otherwise, would like it
to be. But then people do not always behave as book-keepers want
them to behave. People tend to be rather messy while at the same

time struggling to keep things in some sort of order. One should
not be surprised if this human flaw is reflected in the organisation of
linguistic patterns.
2

Overall patterns in the phonology of Mestreechs.

2.1
The consonant inventory may be shown as follows:
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QUANTITY IN MESTREECHS
varieties of Dutch.

2.2

Our investigation into the distribution of H and S prosodies was
restricted to nouns, verbs and adjectives, and the findings may be
briefly summarised before we proceed to a more detailed examination
of a selection of these word classes.

2.2.1
In E-words, i.e. those with long vowels in the stressei syllable, the
H/S distinction seems to be on the way out. Only one of our spokesmen insisted that he would have H in a Hollands word like stAata
(states-general). Apart from that there were only one or two dubious
cases of H. It was generally agreed that all other &words took S.

2.2.2

In II, C and D words the H/S distinction is fully operative. We
discovered two important patterns which, for want of a better term,
will be referred to as the open-syllable rule and the whole-syllable
rule.

Open syllable rule. Word medial open syllables like ziekar
certain, witlera
to refuse, generally take S. As with other such
'rules' there are a number of exceptions. A word may take H if it is
derived from or associated with another word or root with H, as in
Woke,/
angular < hook
hook. A 'Holland? or unfamiliar word
may take H, e.g. cedar udder. Some small closed classes of 'irregular'

nouns, adjectives and verbs follow different rules, e.g. za vhiov
they flew.
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Whole syllable rule. All other syllables, i.e. closed medial and
clonnl or open final oneo are referred to VA 'w Ill 41' syllables'. These
generally take 8 if they eml in a voiceless slop or frkative; otherwise
woman. Again there are the
shy, writ!
they take 11, e.g. sjiep
114111M sort of systematic exceptions and a number of 'exit- al exceptions

as well. These patterns have only the most tennous relation to the
dial-honk rules given by Flings.
inn I) group.
As suggested earlier, there in within each of t he
ings 4 11111411 t limed class of mmns and adjectives, mostly ending in

laterals :mil nasals, which we may v 411 SIIII words. They are
finlike irregular plurals in liiglinh except that the lasses me larger
Also these forms iippear to be very old and traditional and mmh
closer to lorings' delcriplions Ohm most other items. Our Am h sid
+lid mentioned by lorings; Lwo others are hnin
jet Live in sib/.
wise. These atljectives take 8 predn atively sind in
!ovum iind wit
Willi/wit keiuid. all
the Driller siulgillis ii in :ill other men, thus:
1)61ln/wi4s vra'n, 01114 brinnobviala
In nouns of this type the singular generally takes S and the plos.11

and diminutive II, thus; VII' -brim .britnsja

bone, ley.

Num e we shall discuss in some detail only the
For ivasons
D-woidn
e-words and merely indicate where Ow II.words

2.2.3
We have just seen that K-words rap take only the S prosody.
and D-wolds the distill/1101M of OW S stint If prosodies in deteimined
very large extent by the whole-syllable and open-syllable i tiles
niol by membeinhip of certain 1144111101 Of AMIN (4 :1 11) nouns, verbs

and adjeutives. In A-words the patterning in completely dilles eta.
As 4 gener.il ink we I sill say this!. the opposition between S mill II

lbws not opet ate in A-words with 4 few est eptionn they all Lake II,
bunirn. It is however these 'few too eptlims'
hisk
g. IAS lAshmi
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that demand an our attention. The II/S contrast doer not operate
if the A-vowel is followed by a 'liquid or nasal', i.e. -I, -r. -m. -n.
-9
with or without other Cs, and in one or two other cases. As with
C and I) words there are also small classes of MI
nouns and

adjectives.

One extra complication is that, historically,
an epenthetic or
'svarabhakti' vowel has developed between -I. and a following labial
or velar consonant, as in vo-lak-vo'laka- vo-lakska
lulk(a), nation,
wOram-wdram-weramka

worm. Essentially, ',A I erie follow the same

pattern AS words without svarabhakti, such as hAls-hils-hilska
throat, so it is appropriate to take them together. A further
complication is that the native learner has no way of knowing whether
a
-a- betweeo I. r and a following labial or velar is indeed
httwkahly
epenthetic lir 'original' as in tolap-iiilapa-tiihapka
tulip. Therefore
we shall treat them all on a par, as indeed the native speaker
seems
to do, using the term 'svarabhakti' fur all such as.

We shall deal in detail with words having A-vowel
phis naral
only briefly mentioning relevant points in A-words
with 1 or -r.
3

Words with the C-vowels Ce, 00, oo, iu detail.

3.1

C-nouns.

So far we have collected only 3 nouns in the 51111 class,
ending ni rd
and 1: peerit-péerdikerdsja
horse, and similarly bierd
beard,

vi&7

road.

Of 4 1 monosyllabic nouns ending in a voiceless stop (or
affricate)
21; take 5, e.g. IIgØI
nut, sjiiep
ship, kink - took. This may be
regarded as the unmarked category. The other 15 take II,
e.g. root
soot, week
wing, ail, bdok/lniOk
book(s), lofiok
cake,
biscuit Apart from one or two 'foreign' words, none of these have any
distinguishing characteristics so they have to be learned
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All five words ending in r + C have the S prosody, e.g. veers
mum, dØør
verse. But those ending in r are generally H, e.g. mier
brother. About one in four, however, are marked,
bull, breloor
track, railway.
door, spoor
lake, dIØr
having S, e.g. trier
This time, the S-prosody must be learnt with the individual words,
as they do not seem to form a special class in any other respect.
Of some 40 other monosyllabic words, the majority take H, only

8 taking S. Most of these end in 7, the rest in I and n, e.g. 08437
game, the latter derived from or
sun, spioll
trough, zOon
to play.

associated with the verb spii0la

Among C-nouns with non-final stress we collected about 18 examples with closed syllables like wdelda, 8 of theni diminutives of Eleaf. All of these take the H-prosody.
nouns like bleedsje < bliad
Only diminutives of C-nouns with S keep the prosody intact, thus
lake. It seems that non-final closed syllables follow
meerke < meer
the same pattern as final (closed and open) syllables, i.e. usually S if
the syllable ends in a voiceless stop or -rC, and H otherwise, allowing for loanwords, derivations and 'exceptions'. Since the syllables
concerned are usually closed, but can be open if word or stem final,
we decided to call this the 'whole syllable' rule or pattern.
Among nouns with open non-final syllables we found 28 with S,
and 9 with H. Those with S can be said to follow the 'open syllable'
pattern. Those with H prosody can generally be 'explained' as being
predictable 'derivations' from monosyllables, c.g. spØØl > spiloho
wings, sails, or loanwords from French or
rinsing, week > wkeke
Standard Dutch, such as mdetar metre. Two 'unpredictable' cases
usury.
world and wemkar
are wderald

3.2

C-verbs, weak.
Taspigid. ix

A typical weak verb is to rinse:
spOol

spii010
da spfikOls - her spOlt - ver spagila

7er spOolt

zi spciola.

Note that the stressed syllable is open only in the infinitive and 1st
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and 3rd person plural, but closed in all other forms, including the
imperative. We collected 24 such verbs, all with H prosody, and 4
with S prosody. The latter included the 'unpredictable' spI
to
play, but the other three had stems ending in a voiceless stop, such as
stiSoka
to stoke. It seems that here, too, the whole syllable pattern
is in operation, being extended also to the open syllable forms.
Some weak verbs, like riekana
to rnkon, zilimara
glean
ears of wheat, have of course an open stressed syllable in all their.
forms. All those encountered so far have an S-prosody throughout,
in agreement with the open syllable rule.
3.3

C-verbs, strong.

There are at least three classes of strong verbs with C-vowels in all
or sunie of their forms:
1. vlee7a

vlcio7

slieta slöot

vls6o7a

7avlao7a da vlceixs her %ken( to fly
Tasroota da slits her slit
to close

slöota
2. sprEeka sprnok sprooka 7asprdoka da sprats
3. 7Eeva epnv pova 7afieva da 7Its

her sprat

to speak

her 7if

to give

The large majority of th-.se forms have an S. In the present singular
2nd (shown) nd 3rd ps. sg. and 2nd pa. pl. many verbs have shortened forms. However, this is probably better regarded as a matter
uf vowel alternation than as H/S alternation.
All past participles have open syllables and, not surprisingly, all
seem to have S, in agreement with the open syllable rule. In classes
2 and 3 all other C-syllables, both open and closed, follow the same

pattern. This is the opposite of what we saw in 3.2. Again, it is
nut 'illogical' that the rule is extended, since closed syllables with
C vowels are in such a minority, being virtually restricted to 1st
ps. sg. and imperative sg.: (ix) 7iev

(I) give.

Only in class 1 do we find both H and S prosodies ie. ..1-syllables.
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The present tense and infinitive always take H. The preterite takes
either H or S, apparently in agreement with the whole syllable rule.
So far, we have found no exceptions.
These arrangements, which seem quite chaotic at first sigh(, are
indeed complicated, but not without method. We feel that this kind
of patterning gives a good indication of the complexity of linguistic
organisation in the human brain, and should be grist to the mill of
any Firthian phonologist.

3.4

C-adjectives.

As with nouns, we must again first set apart an SHH class, although
I have found only two examples so far, viz. sjiel sjéel sjiela
yellow. Note
cross eyed, and similarly feel
sjieldar sjielsta
that the contrast is also maintained in nominal derivatives: an sjeel
is a cross-eyed woman and a sjiel is a zross-eyed child.
The other end-stress adjectives divide on the same lines as nouns.
We found 19 examples of H, including other words in -eel, such as
original. This group also includes the `unpredictable'
orizjindel
sweet.
deep and zilOt
vokeless stop words deep

Of the 6 S-words collected, three end in rC and two in voiceless
stop or affricate, so these can be regarded as the unmarked cases. In
childish the S could perhaps be ascribed to the
the word keens
child.
nasali-C ending or otherwise to the association with kiend

In adjectives with an open stressed syllable we found 18 instances of S, both in derived and non-derived forms like Eiopa
solid. Although, by the open syllable rule, one
open, dee73lak
would expect S to be the unmarked possibility in open syllables we

found an equal number of H's. These, however, were nearly all loanangular <
words like vrOolak jolly and derived forms like hOokax
good, and ravflalax
good-natured < ?Sod
hook, 76odax
hook
sensitive < vØØI3

to feel. The only H form that could not
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be accounted for in this way is jiiklax

associate with ;,x
3.5

youthful, which we would

youth.

Some notes on words with B-vowels: i. y. u.

The patterning is very similar to that in C-words, and we shall only
mention a few characteristic features.
We found the following 7 SHI-1 nouns, ending in -z, -n, and -r.
which must be set apart: wiz - pritza - prit.ska
prize, miiz
mthz mcetska
mouse,Itiz -Icetz IceLska - louse, win witn
fitrisja
wine, kanin kane`tn - kanAnsja
rabbit, mir mer mike wall, vr vet. verka fire.

With nouns ending in -r the divisioa is not clear-cut.. There were
6 (unmarked?) II-words like mar Moor, dr hour, sjir scissors,
and 4 (marked?) S-words: spir
muscle, zir
bagatelle, tar
tour, st9r
steering-wheel; also one (unmarked) S-word ending in
-rC, via. tart
tart, cake.

There is essentially only one class of strong verbs involving B-

vowels, thus:
bliva
kriipa

bleev

kröop

bleeva
kröopa

Tablieva
Takröops

da Was

de krips

to stay
to crawl

As can be seen, the past participle has a C-vowel and takes S
in agreement with the open syllable rule. The preterite also has a
C-vowel and takes S or H according to the whole syllable rule. This
is exactly like class 1 of the C-verbs. All other forms with B-vowels

take S.

We found 6 SHH adjectives, e .ding in -v. -z. -d and -n. They are:
stiv
stiff, riz
grey, wiz
usse, wid
wide, fin
fine, bran

brown. They all have D vowels in the H forms, thus: a bran/wiz
kiend
n br;onfwiis vrLti ana br6tinafw4za rraan. Words with
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active, but not,
similar endings also occur in the H class, e.g. vif
apparently, in the S-class. From a learner's paint of view, this would
suggest a two-way rather than a three-way division of adjectives with
these endings.

3.6

Some notes on words with the D vowels: et, (Et, oti.

We collected 9 SHH nouns, one ending in -v, three in -etn and five in
leg,
wolf, tofu) - bdin bitnsja
-313171: V/5t3v - V/ City wceaka
train,
stone, tritn - trios - treInsje
stetn stiosje
stein

dr;t1 m drceim

dream, 133tim

drciLmke

z;urn - nem - zthmke

bceLin

bdanka

seam, t;iim - keen - tceimka

tree,

bridle,

stream. The last two now also have
the more modern regular plurals Goma and str3tima, which seems

str3Thm - strceim - strceimke

to indicate that the Sill class is dwindling.
It appears that we must also recognise an 11511 class. This looks
like a fairly recent development, perhaps arising from a mixture of
older and newer forms. These are the examples found: baiiiin beguine, lay sister, mita - mine - rezdosja
ba7ina - baiptinsja
eye,
fig, ;1)7 - &pie - cbtxska
raisin, vii7 vir - veaske

thumb, pr6om - prima proem Ice
dove, pigeon, dr;tiv- drive drced kG
plum, d6ov dime -dcedka
pear which
grape. The isolated example ier - Weere - peerke
this
class. It is
we found among the C-nouns clearly also belongs to
interesting to see that five out of these nine words are the names of
fruits, but that must be a coincidence.
6t 1m - dame - dceLmke

Weak verbs behave according to the whole syllable rule, like
da slitps
their C counterparts, thus: siltpa slitpda to drag, sjcede

sjcedda - Tasjcedd - de sjceds
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Only in verbs with the stem ending in a vowel do we fail to
see any pattern so far; cf. vatja - vriLcla - 7avritcl
to court,
with H throughout vs. dritja - dritda 7adrittla
to turn, with S
throughout.

We found 8 SHH adjectives in our data, ending in -V, -I, -v and
-d: troll
true, faithful, kit
lazy, vrit free, stitl
steep, yen' tl

-- foul, dirty, slay

slanted, askew, do- tiv

deaf, brad

Some of these contrast with H forms, such as b1611
new, Wet

4

glad, vl

broad.

blue, nodet

mercenary.

Words with the A-vowels: *, e,

I, v,

e, A.

As explained in 2.2.3, the prosodic contrasts operate only in such
words if the A-vowel is followed by a 'liquid or nasal', i.e. -I.
-m.
-n.
with or without other Cs, and in one or two other isolated
cases. We shall deal in some detail with words having A plus N-set
(i.e. a nasal or a consonant cluster containing a nasal) and eclectically
with those having -1 or -r after the vowel.

4.1

A-stems ending in nasal.

4.1.1
A-nouns with stem ending in -m. -n. -g, take H prosody in virtually
all their forms, e.g. zin zina - zlnaka
sentence, viin vIAm
vkmka flume, trim
tram, yin sin, z6n sun, tg
tongue,
sl/;g
snake. Only two exceptions were found, both belonging to
the Skill category: zin zIna - zinaka
sense, feeling, and pin - pin
pinaka
pin.
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4.1.2
A-adjectives with stem ending in nasal likewise take H in all their
thin. We found
forms, e.g. den - dena - donar/dondar - densta
only one exception with SHH, vis. min - mfn - mina - mfnar - minsta
mean, despicable. This is probably a fairly recent derivation from
less, little, minus. In passing, we may mention
the adverb min
and both
in and the conjunction in
that the preposition in
take S as well.

4.1 5
A-verbs with stem ending in a nasal show more complicated patterns. Again, none have S throughout, most have H throughout.
This applies to both weak verbs like dKm - chirnda - iyadtimd - ix
to play at draughts and to strong verbs like vrfga
ditim da dkns
vrcbg- vrcSga - ravrcSga - ix vrfg - da vrIgs - to wring. But a few
strong or irregular verbs show a mixture of S and H forms. These
to bring,
to spring, jump, briga
to sing, spriga
include ziga
to catch. The first
to hang and vgga or viaga
liKga or hàaga
of these, for instance, is conjugated as follows: ziga - zt5g- zaga
Tazotja, present tense ix zfg- da zIgs her zIgk - ver ziija 7er zigk
za ziga, imperative zfg zIgk. In these words, then, S appears in
the infinitive, preterite, past participle and 1, 3, plural present.
Historically, -I) in these words derives from -gg, which 'explains'
at least some of the S forms; cf. bind:, b;nd Tab;nda da binds
to bind in 4.2.3.
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Quite unpredictable, however, are the S prosodies on A syllables

in kinma - kuom - *Goma - ix kOm - de kilns - her )(imp
la come, and dime - mom - Tantiome - ix nim - de nims - ver
ni;ma
to take. These must be learnt as 'exceptions' to the general
patterns.
4.2

4.2.1

A-stems ending in nasal plus consonant.
A-nouns with stem ending in -NC.

We collected
over 80 of these. There are none with svarabhakti as
In milak
milk or wirak
work. Aoout 60, all but one or two
ending in N +voiceless plosive or fricative, take S in all their forms,
e.g. liimp licmpa - limpk
lamp, and similarly pomp
pump,
piint
point, print
print, samint
cement, vi9k
finch, stgok
stink, spriok
spring, source, pans
prince, pins
belly,
tripe. There are just a few with a (potentially) voiced consonant.,
e.g. rind rindar -- cow, cattle, varb5nd - varba-nda
union, bond,
and, at least for some speakers, spo-nz - sp;nza rather than sp5ns sponsa
sponge.
.

However, the majority of those with (potentially) voiced consonant after the nasal make up the Still group. This is not. immediately obvious, as word-final b. d. g. v. z. 7 are pronounced (and often
spelled!) like p. t. k. f. s. x, or may have dropped out altogether. But
the following dozen nouns ending in -nd seem to show quite clearly

that there is such a pattern: and - tXn

tinaka

tooth, Wind

hindsja
hand, ricnd rin rindsja
edge, brgnd - brin
brindsja
fire, licnd
lindsja
land, country, blind bin bsndsja
band, strip, wi;nd - win windsje
wall, strAnd hAn
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strin/standa - strindsja
beach, varbRnd - varbin/varbit-nda
friend.
vrin vrindsja
- varbindsja
bond, union, vrind
Apparently, the pattern is still productive: one informant spoke of
the strin of the Costa Brava, although the concept of a beach must
be traditionally quite unfamiliar to the citizens of Maastricht.
The d in all these examples is phonetically Iti, but phonologically,
and one may suggest, psychologically /d/, for various reasons: (i)
there are some alternative plurals with d, (ii) there are numerous
relations like land > hincle7 handy, (iii) the words are members of
a different class (SHH) from the t-counterparts, (iv) the orthography,
for once, has 'd'.

We have also found a few rather more obscure SHH examples
that should perhaps be analysed, analogically for historical reasons,
as having -Nb and -Ng. First four examples with a velar ending,

traditionally spelled `rink% `krink', 'sprunk' and 'gank': rigg - rigcircle, sprigg - sprclrIggska
ring, krigg krfg- krfugske
gait, gosng.
jump, springing, 7/Zug - 7efg- Vggska
spriggska
On the same grounds, one would be inclined to analyse verbs like
egg, discussed in the previous section, as zigga, were it not for the
fact that, as will appear, that creates more problems than it would
solve.

The following examples seem to fall between two stools: di9g pound, stocnd
diger dIngsko
thing, paond - pOndo Winds)*
stindsje
stacndso
stand, posture.

Finally, two words (no more, unfortunately), usually spelled
`kamp' and Iramp', which we would analyse as follows: kii-mb
cramp. One
kgm - kimbka
comb, kriimb
krim krembka
can offer various arguments against our analysis in terms of 'under-

lying' /b. d, g/ rather than `surface' /p, t, k/. For one thing, /g/
has long disappeared from most Netherlandish dialects, and almost
from Mestreechs. The point of our argument is, however, that the
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division of the nouns concerned into the S and SHH classes is not
completely random or lexically determined but is based on some kind
of underlying linguistic or psychological 'logic' or regularity.

There remain a very small group of H nouns, vis. tins - tinsta
catch, mins profit, %rigs - vgsta
favour, wins - winsta
mina person, people. The first three are distinguished by having

-t- in the plural (which has disappeared from the singular). But this
art, artful tricks,
'rule' is broken by one item, vis. kiins - Vinsta
which has S. Our guess would be that the singular form, meaning

'Art', has become predominant, losing contact, so to speak with
the plural t-forni. That would suggest that frequency of occurrence
and specialised word-meaning can have an impact on phonological
organisation as a whole, disturbing otherwise regular patterns. If
such processes continue for long enough, phonologically or grammatically determined distributions may ultimately become lexically
deterMined or 'random'.
The mins minsa example is historically understandable, deriving from something like *minsk - minska; cf. pans - prinsa prince.

But the present-day learner of the language has of course no way
of knowing that. To him or her it is a lexical exception, which can
only survive, i.e. be remembered, again because of the frequency of
occurrence.

4.2.2

A-adjectives with stem ending in -NC.

Although there are fewer items, one can observe similar patterns as in
the equivalent nouns. However, there is no H class. We found about
20 adjectives taking S in all their foi ins, all ending in N+voiceless

plosive, such as stomp - st;mpa - stompar - stompsta

blunt.

These are offset by five SHH examples, traditionally spelt 'road',
'blind', `gesond',
`jonk', and meaning round, blind, healthy,
crooked, young, respectively. Again, it seerns reasonable to analyse
these as ending in -nd, -mb, and -9g, thus: rand - rdin - rána-ránar
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- ronsta

round, krômb - krom knOnta - krOmar
crooked, jou - jag- 1690 - jeagar - idogsta
young.

4.2.3

krasnsta

A-verbs with stem ending in -NC.

Virtually all verb-stems ending in -NC have S in all their forms,
e.g. oincla - bo-nd - bp-ncla - Tabo-nda - da binds
io bind, drigke
to drsnk, stit-mpa - drOgk dtagka - viadravka - da drigks

stimpda
Tasamp - da gimps
to stamp. So this time we
should be on the look-out for H forms. The only ones found, so
far, are in some forms of the irregular verb vinda - v6,1 - vc5nta 7aviSnda - ix vfn - da vfns - her vfnt - ver vinda
for which there seems no simple explanation.

,yer vfnt - za vinda,

One feels inclined to include eggs. sprigga, brigga. hiagga. väagga

in this group, to bring out the similarity between nouns, verbs and
adjectives having a voiced consonant after the nasal. However, that
would result in more exceptions in the present tense sg. 1,2,3 and
pl. 2, ix 119. da vfgs. her hfgk, iyer brfgk, etc., taking us from the
frying-pan into the fire. It would seem more realistic, if less 'elegant', to analyse these words as ziga. spriga. briga. häaga. viaga,
and simply list them as exceptions to the rule that A + nasal takes

4.3

4.3.1

A-words with medial nasal sets.

A-nouns with medial -NC-.

Having dealt with end-positions of nasal sets after A-vowels, it remains to inspect medial sets. There are two types: -N- as in imar
bucket, in which the first syllable may be regarded as open, and -NCas in simpal
simple. We will begin with the latter type, which offer
the more complicated picture. Both types may be monomorphemic
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or polymorphemic with the morpheme-boundary coming after the
nasal or after the C. The vast majority of forms with -NC- take S.
Our problem is therefore to find out which take H.
As for nouns, we have seen that most plurals and diminutives
with medial nasal sets keep the S of the stem, as in limp - limps
limpke
lamp. The small number of nouns in the SIM and
II classes take H where applicable in such cases, e.g. hind - hXn hdndsja
hand, wigs - v4osta - vioska
catch.
Of soille 20 monomarphemic nouns with medial -NC- in oar data,

nearly all take S

e.g. winter
winter, stimpal
stamp, wigkal
shop, zwindal
swindle, vinstar
window. Again it is the H
cases, of which we found three, that must be separately accounted
for. One is pigkar, i.e. a short piece of wood pointed at both ends
used iu the game of pigkara
tip-cat. Perhaps the H is meant to
be phonaesthetic, i.e. onomatopoeic. The other two examples are
rinda
round (of drinks, etc.), ri
rounding, curvature. The
logic of this would seem to be that the words are related to (the H
form of) the SIM adjective rand. So far, no other cases of this kind
have turned up, so we can only tentatively suggest a 'rule' like this:
nouns take if they are related to or derived from or SIM words.
4.3.2

,

A-adjectives wit)

ledial -NC-.

All 'unrelated' monomorphernes found take S, as we would expect

by now, e.g. simpal

simple, dOgkal

dark, ordintalak

decent.

But there are far more such adjectives with a nominal, adjectival or
verbal root or connection. Again S may be said to be the unmarked
prosody, but quite a few take H for reasons which we have not been
able, st., far, to work out completely. As with nouns, it seems that
II can often be ascribed to an association with another H or Still
word, e.g. minsalak
human, cf. mins
person, human, hénda
handy, hKnd ht;n - hinaka
hand. But this does not explain a
few remaining cases like rOnda7
thorough, related to the S-word
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7rand

ground.

4.3.3
A-verbs with medial -NC- are rather small in number, being reto
to grumble, higkala
stricted to structures such as ktigkara
to moan, quarrel. They all take S.
do hopscotch, &sale
4.3.4

A-words with medial nasal.

As for all open A-syllables, the unmarked prosody is H. Examples,
nouns: pima! yokel, if mar bucket, Was acqtuuntance, stëgal
to swingle, turn, higala
stem, 111/92i - mangle; verbs: zwipab
English.
pregnant, fgals
to angle, fish; adjectives: zwflgar
However, we have found quite a few nouns and associated verbs

with S, most of them with medial -9-, but also one or two with
lout, loafer, igal
shirt !lest, 1%01
medial -m-. They are Virile
fishing rod, zwigal
higal
En.
angel(s) (cf. foals
igals
finger, hatjar
sling, pendulum, vigor
pump-handle, sligar
to
sting, barb, and the associated verbs limala
hunger, it.g;
to sling, fltng, meander,
to angle, fish, stigara
loaf about, hi9ala
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vigera

to finger, varbOoara

to starve.

It is clear that these are of the same type as ziga

to sing, sprioa
to hang, vgoa

to spring, jump, brioa
to bring, hRga or hiaoa
or viaoa
to catch, and n9ma
to take, which we encountered
previously. Historically, these words had -og-, if not always -mb-.
But it appears again that there is little point in postulating -og-, -

nib- on the synchronic level. Indeed, the latter is out of the question
as it would seem to obscure the phonetic difference between 'thimba
shirt and s;mbar
sombre. The -gg- sequence could be used
without creating any such confusion, but as before we must recognise

that such an analysis would only serve to shift the problem. The
learner of the language would then have to remember which lexical
items take -9g-, the only marker of which is indeed the S prosody.
He or she might as well remember which items take the S prosody.

4.4

4.4.1

Some notes on A-words with I-sets.
A-words with -I.

The distribution of H and S in these words is of the same complexity
as in those with nasals after the vowel. We only note some salient
points.

There were 7 SHH nouns in -el, proil prela prOlka
thing, pel
vase, kniii
bloke, I
prick, cock, n
twerp, ktil
nonsense, smal
(on a) binge < snuffle

rubbishy
nought,
to guzzle.
interestingly, all these nouns seem to have some negative phonaes-

thetic wiality, rather like the sl- words in English. In a few other
cases we ha w. observed that the prosodies S and II may themselves
have a phonaesthetic function as well, e.g. in the interjection ja zistar

my foot!, < the regular zistar
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Of the remaining A+I nouns, 20 take H and 9 SI111. Of the latter,
at least four appear to be verbal derivatives like smile. These are stal
However,
set, varsjil difference, sill fall, r1 - (on the) roll.
found
at least
this may not be a general phenomenon, as we have
to
(to lose) count < t.18
one such word in the H class, vis. 1;1
count.

Among adjectives ending in -I we found 9 with Sll II, such as
quiet.
tough, and 3 with H, such as stil
- hel - héla
All verb forms with stem ending in -1 take H.

4.4.2
A-words with stems ending in -l(a)C, like their counterparts with
salmon, was
stilt, alam
nasals, mostly take S, e.g. stilt

false, mean, hilapa

help.

But there are quite a few taking H,

mostly, it would seem, as a result of confusing forms with original and
to anoint.
epenthetic -0-, thus 7azela7 sociable, pleasant, vaava
The H class seems to vary to a considerable extent from speaker to
technical or modern,
speaker. If a speaker finds a word unfamiliar,
he or she is more likely to give it isn H prosody, corresponding to

the pronunciation in standard Dutch. Examples: * brksja zMani
wheel, rim, w Awl
movie, vele,
a salmon sandwich, Worn
ointment.
distaste, vilav

Most words with l-sets in medial positions take H, thus z6Idar
to roar. A number of rather oldattic, hildar clear, bdidare
silver,
fashioned noun forums with svarabhakti take S, e.g. zelavar
sulphur, milarr marl, lime.
solavar
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4.5

Some notes on A-words with r-sets.

4.5.1
With a few mino.. exceptions, all A-words with stems ending in 4(C)

take H. There are no SHH or S classes as with nasals or I-sets. Examples: br rag, trash, sjrs bark of tree, d6r barren, zwiirt
black, kira
to coo, k6rta
to shorten. The exceptions are English
loans like bRr
bar utd onomatopes like blira
to bleat, bawl,
sjOra
to tear, to tear along. Words with medial 4C-, like their
counterparts with nasal or lateral, take H as a rule, thus: WW1
duke, sbrsal
messy.

4.5.2
In words with svarabliakti sets in stem-final position the situation
is more complex. Out of a total of approximately 30 such nouns in
our data, about 10 belong to the SHH class, including all or most of
those ending in -eram, -warn and some ending in -era% viz. &am dram draruka
arm, direm - direm
bowel(s), veram - véram
form, wiram weram
worm, steram steram
storm, dwira7
dweral dwarf, biro, - be'ral hal, mountain, birem - birema
verge, zwiram - zwirama
swarm, sjirem sjirema
shield,
shade. These two sub-classes are quite unstable and tend to get
mixed up. Also, the unfamiliar words tend to be taken out by less
traditional speakers and treated as members of the larger S class.
Indeed, nearly all other items in OIT data take S in singular and
plural, e.g. pkak
park, ksrak
church, slimy
trunk, nozzle,
dérap
village. The only example with H found so far is birax -

biraxta

borough, citadel.
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The three adjectives belonging to the SHH class have similar
poor, wirem
endings to the equivalent nouns. They are: irem
firm, plucky has H, possible
bad. But Wein
warm, ere.,
because it is felt as non-native. Most other adjectives ending in -raC
sharp, stirek
take S, unless derived from H forms, e.g. sjirap
stark, strong.

With verbs too, the most complex group is that ending in -reC.

The majority of these take S, some H and a few take SIM. The
latter group consists of half a dozen strong verbs declined as folto die
lows: stems - st3rav st6rava - Tasto-rava - cla sterafs
to wander,
to inherit, zwirava
(cf. starve). Similarly irava
badirava

to spoil, decay,

varbirar

to hide.

The (unmarked) S class includes for instance wgraka
to slurp.
to rake, slarapa
hgralm

to work,

Verbs derived from the SHH (as well as H) nouns and adjectives
to storm, blow,
appear to take the H form as their base: stemma
to impoverish.
to warm, vardrama
to form, VlirOrtla
viireme
to flutter,
to court, potter around, dwitrala
The verbs sjKrala
to groan are perhaps felt as unfamiliar or literary.
whirl, kdrama
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The last one in this list, dame

to dare, with preterite dim/
or ddravde may be regarded as an irregular verb.
4.5.3

We have not found any verb stems with r-sets in medial positions. In
monomorphemic A-nouns with medial r-sets we find similar patterns
as in those with l-sets. Those with svarabhakti, some of them indeed
alternative forms of the examples given under l-sets, generally take
S prosody, e.g. mirs7al
marl, lime, ire*
organ, sjiraval
sliver, potsherd, viraka

pig.

As always, this tendency may be overruled if a word is unfamiliar or derived. Another interfering factor is that open syllables

before -r, although rare, take H, e.g. in heransa
kind of cheese,
hri
noise, racket. These various factors or a mixture of them
may perhaps partially account for the following unexpected cases:
mirat
market, bid
stretcher, irons
seriousness, spiraver
sparrow-hawk, hirafs

autumn, boraTar

burgher, citizen.

hi A-nouns with medial r-sets without svarabhakti, H is again
the rule, barring derivations, etc., thus: wortal
root, carrot, herta7
duke, hersas

brain(s).

These few adjectives with r-sets in medial position appear to
follow the same pattern as equivalent nouns, thus werakala!(
real,
true, sbrsa7
messy, eransta7
serious, drans
seriousness.
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methodology at both undergraduate and postgraduate level. His
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